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Williamson’s History of Belfast

none

whatever; the reading matter having
been entirely incorporated in the text
The History will be of interest, not
only to

—

.-.hi

THURSDAY,

BELFAST, MAINE.

Oranges.. Williamson

s

1

The

A Canvass For The Sale of Volume 11
! past and present residents of Belfast and their
Has Already Begun.
defendants, but to students of New England !
1
History and genealogists, and to libraries snd
Historical societies everywhere.
In connection with the canvass for the salt
It may not be out of place to note
of Volume II of Williamson's History of Belhere, that
the British Museum at London, the
largest and j
fast, the committee of the Williamson's Hismost important modern
library in the world, !
tory Association wish to make the followin|
wai found
upon examination some years sgo i
announcements regarding the character of the !
| contain copies, not only of the first volume j
book.
of the History of Belfast, but of
The earlier volume, published in 1877, gave s
every book i
and pamphlet
comprising the long list of pubcomplete history of the city of Belfast, front
lications
by the late Judge Williamson. It was
its first settlement in 1770 to the year 1875. It
has for over a third of a century been consider* truly said in an editorial at the time of his !
death, that with his decease Belfast had lost i
ed by those most competent to judge as oneol
the very best town histories in existence, anc her most widely known citizen.
Books of the nature of town
is still referred to constantly in Belfast anc
histories, for
which there is of
elsewhere.
necessity a comparatively j
small
market, and which must appear in limitThe Second Volume about to be published
carries the History of Belfast down to 1900 ed editions, can only be sold at a relatively
thus completing over a century and a quartei high price, if enough is to be realized to pay
even the bare
expenses of their publication.
of her annals.
Not only are they
The two volumes together will give Belfast
usually printed at a loss, by
individuals, or by associations of a public 1
one of the most complete records of any towr
spirited nature, but the people who compile
of similar size and age in this country
and write them and promote their
sale, seldom
Through these pages may be traced the development of a typical New England commun- ; rece*ve any adequate money compensation for
their
labors. It has been said that the per- j
ity from its origin to our own times.
sonal loss to Mr. Williamson
in publishing the
Judge Williamson died before the second
volume was entirely ready for the press. Il a,ai vuiume was m the neighborhood of one
thousand dollars, and yet he
has been completed and will be published
immediately beunder the auspices of the Williamson’s History gan work on the second !
In fact, this second volume has from its first
Association.composed of some seventy present
j
and former residents of Belfast,or descendants conception been entirely a “labor of love." ;
For
all
his
of such.
painstaking, tireless research, for
It is hoped to print in an early issue of The his care in grasping and correlating significant
Republican Journal a complete table of con- details, and for his accurate, scholarly work in
tents, In the meantime the following brief compiling the results into masterly exposition,
or interesting narrative
history,—tasks which
summary will serve to give some idea of the
extended over a period of twenty five years,—
more striking features of the book.
the late Judge Williamson neither received
Volume II, covering a much shorter period,
will naturally contain fewer pages than nor expected to receive a cent. Further, the
Volume 1, but as somewhat thicker paper is to surviving members of his family have not only |
be employed in the second volume, the two allowed the free use of the manuscript, but
books when placed side by side on a library have contributed generously in money toward
shelf will be practically uniform in size, as its publication, and have put their counsel and
well as in general appearance. The type has family papers and documents unreservedly at
the disposal of the committee, whenever asked
been carefully selected, and when used will be
distributed. It is of eleven point, and is in a to do so; and at the same time, they have with
somewhat larger face than that of Volume I. rare courtesy, left the committee a free hand
in every respect.
and will insure plain, easy reading.
Upwards of seventy present and former
The binding will be of the most durable
cloth obtainable, and the paper of high grade. residents, or descendants of such, have come
While the money subscribed will be carefully forward with a generosity that would seem almost unprecedented, and have cheerfully adand judiciously expended, and everything that
might appertain to mere show and ostentatious vanced a sum of money that insures the publication of the book in a form thoroughly in
extravagance will be strictly avoided in the
manufacture of the book, it is the desire oi keeping with the dignity and correct scholarship which everywhere characterize its conthe committee, and the purpose of the pubWhile these loyal sons and daughters
lishers, to produce an absolutely first class tents.
of Belfast have voluntarily assumed all risk of I
piece of workmanship in every detail.
Indeed, the name of the Houghton, Mifflin loss, yet the committee cannot, according to
Company, who have been selected, after ma- the terms of the agreement, regard their subscriptions otherwise than as loans, to be reture deliberation, as its publishers, i3 in itself
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extended Mr. and Mrs.
Congratulations
Charles G. Coombs of Holyoke, Mass., on the
arrival of a son last Sunday. Mrs. Coombs
was formerly Miss Nellie Hall of Belfast

of Belfast.

Carlct & Jones received yesterday^

NUMBER

are

load
and have
car

There was good skating on the Muck pond
Tuesday, the first of the season. The ice
said to be four

or

50

PERSONAL.

five inches thick.

Mr. Harry Tuttls left last Monday for a busiA special attraction at the Colonial Theater
ness trip to California.
The meetings of the Prohibition Club are for the three remaining days of this week will
James H. Howes was in Boston several
sold three cars yesterday.
days
growing more interesting with each meeting. be The Spauldings, a trio, in a clever acrobatic
Mrs. Charles E. Owen, treasurer of the North At the meeting last Tuesday evening plans act. Matinee Saturday at 2.30 p. m. of vau- jast week on business.
|
the
in
I. V. Miller went to Camden last
Church Guild, has deposited
City Nation- were made for a revival of Good Templary, or deville and pictures.
Monday,
al Bank, $130, the net proceeds of the play, some similar society, in this city. All who be*
The annual dance of the Belfast Gun Club where he held a fur opening.
|
’‘The Elopement of Ellen.”
lieve in prohibition principles, especially young will be held
Mr.
and Mrs. Irving L. Perry returned last
this, Thursday, evening in Seaside
An old fashioned .“Town Meeting” will be voters and those about to become voters, are Grange hall.
Keyes orchestra will furnish Friday from a few davs* visit in Boston.
Shopping Now (poem.)
invited
to
attend
the
and
meetings
held in the Univeraalist church vestry this, cordially
music and members of the club will serve ice
Miss Bertha Hayes went to Dark Harbor.Obituary... PersonalThursday, evening under the auspices of the join the society, which has “come to stay.” cream and cake during the evening.
.-hes. .Meeting of Waldo
last Tuesday for a short visit with relatives.
p4.
can
be
Information
had
from
the
officers.
and much fun is anticipated.
school,
Sunday
^tcrans.
The
;
North Church Guild had a supper and
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pierce of West BrooksNance O’Neil, supported by an excellent kitchen shower in
of Belfast.
The assignment of justices for the year 1913
the vestry last Monday ville were
recent guests of Belfast relatives.
at
the
Colonial
company,
appeared
theater
b
was announced at the opening day of the law
v
story)..Gray-Blaisdell.
evening. The supper was a fine one and the
Mrs. M. E. S. Bammonds of Bangor i* visitvatbB .A House for One
court term in Augusta.
Following are the Dec. 4th, in the Fires of St. John, the play in shower produced a great variety of things that
Hens.
her reportoire which is said to best display her will be
i ing her sister, Mrs. M. A. Pattershall. Vine
useful in the culinary department.
assignments for Waldo county: 1st Tuesday in
street.
Arnold. ..Short Courses in
in April, Savage; talents as an emotional actress. It is rarely
Sd
Tuesday
January,
King;
the U. of M..Maine’s
Owing to the storm last.Mondsy night the
that Belfast has a visit from so talented an arMr. George W. Hopkins of Bar Hnlor arJi Tuesday in September, Haley.
."c'nool Fund. .Food Fair
of John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R,
tiste and she was greeted by a large and en- meeting
a hite Islands. .Frances
rived last Saturday to visithisson, Mi. A. G.
did
not
take
no meeting of the Chapon
place,and
monument
Steele’s
The
on
the
iristmas Gifts (poem),
light
thusiastic audience. The patronage on this
Hopkins,
jential Vote.. ..Wedding
ledge at the entrance of Belfast harbor is out, occasion has led the management of the Colo- ter will be held until after the holidays. The
Schooners... The
Irving R* Sawyer of Stockton Sprii gs was
erican
next
will
be
the
This
is
selfmeeting
in
regular meeting
light
having gone out last Sunday.
nial to believe that an occasional
in Gardiner last week to attend the funeral of
A' FUg.
high-priced
January.
and is supposed to run six months
regulating
attraction
be
and
may
we
brought here,
Wm. H. Duffy.
Stockton Springs .Born.
may
vithnnt a Mention hut has been out spvpral have visits
The Shoe Workers Union have presented the
from other dramatic stars in the
Hied..Market
ftiMiss Caro G. Hatch, contralto, has been enti mes since it was installed last summer.
silver cup, the prize given for a decorated
near future.
Kageu lo sing in tne Unitarian choir, and began
1
float
in
the
4th
of
1 HE GRANGES.
to
Miss
of
ill
Minnie
Elisha H. Haney, because
July parade,
health, has
her services last Sunday.
Mr. Harvey S. Cunningham and a crew of
»old his grocery business in the Lancaster j
Higgins, who designed the decoiations and did ;
fifteen Belfast and Northport men, with the
Mrs. Luther YV. Hammons, who has been
conferred
most of the work. The cup won by James H,
ange, Liberty,
jtore on Main street to Bert H. Stevens, who I
city’s rock crushing plant, are at the Cobe HAOroo flrn itaai^c
is in Viis
very ill of jaundice for several months at her
iegree on two candidates
bas been clerking for Mr. Haney, and who was
place in Northport. They will crush about window.
home on High street, is improving
The final degrees will be
slowly
formerly engaged in the insurance business in J
2,000 tons of rock and have it in readiness for
Mrs. Annie L. McKeen will leave next Mon.-.lay night and a harvest
this city. Mr. Haney will take a well earned
Road
Whitcomb
and
others are
Surveyor
use in the early spring.
It
will
be
as a
used
p*:'e
rest.
day for Arlington Heights, Mass., to visit her
basis for the marble floors. It is difficult woik getting tired of placing in position the tank at
which is being constantly sister, Mrs. Edward Goodwin, and other relarange. East Palermo, clearVinalhaven has produced a purple top ruta- at this season of the
Citypoint
spring,
year. A fire is kept in
tives.
supper served at the Carlaga Jturnip
weighing 23 pounds, grown in the crusher day and night, requiring a night thrown around and partially upset by the
driver of a heavy team, who runs against it.
Mrs. Robert P. Coombs returned Home last
Ernest Norwood s garden, and George Dyer, a watchman.
rig eve. The lecturer is
Mr. Cunnineham and several
as tree for the children
The tank is a fine one and should not be bat- Monday from the Paine Private
Vinalhaven fisherman,got in his traps a lobster others have been
Hopital, Banriding back and forth in an
ana I. rerry crimes win
gor, where she had been a patient for several
weighing 21 pounds and measuring 38 inches, auto. They expect to finish the work next tered and destroyed by carelessness.
i Tuesday evening, Dec.
[t will be mounted in Boston and exhibited at w
Last Saturday was the warmest December weeks.
eek, weather permitting.
riock will play and the
State fairs.
Miss Bessie Martin, night operator in the
on record here and throughout New Engday
Poor’s Mills. Miss Cassie Banks, who has
**
a .-.upper.
Castine telephone office, is spending a twoThe supper and ball of Washington Hose
been to North Haven caring for her aunt, Mrs. land. Sunday there was a decided drop in the
ange, Liberty, has elected
Company will be given on the third Friday in Carver, returned home Tuesday. Mrs. Carver temperature, and Monday morning the mer- weeks vacation in Belfast, Bangor, and MillU
->
for the coming year:
January, not February, as erroneously report- came with her.... Mrs. Bowers has been quite cury was only 4 above zero. It soon began to nocket.
k; Overseer, L. C. Morse;
moderate and Tuesday and Wednesday were
ed.
Our citizens will be asked to contribute sick, but is better at this
Arthur W. and Norman A. Read, who were
writing_Mr. White
y; Steward, Helen Fuller;
food for the supper, as they have done in the of Boston is
bright, pleasant days with a normal tempera- called to Belfast by the illness of their mother,
his
Mrs.
Lottie
making
sister,
Payj
;n Ryan; Chaplain, Abby
ture.
Mrs. George T. Read, returned to Portland last
past, and there will no doubt be a generous re- son, a visit.... Dr. and Mrs. Millett
recently
P. Griffies; Treasurer, A,
iponse. A good supper, good music and a visited her mother, Mrs. Elsie Banks.
The officers of Seaside Grange will be install- Thursday.
keeper, John Hoit; Ceres,
food time are assured at the firemen’s ball.
Horace Wentworth and Harry Carter went to ed at the first regular meeting in January,
Mrs. Mary Reardon Tarbox of Fryeburg was
na, Mary Norton; Flora,
Dec. 15th, there will be regular ser- Burnham hunting and each got a deer... .Sev- when it is expected that they will have as the guest of Mrs. S. M. Milliken while in BelSunday,
Asst. Steward, Jessie Norvices afternoon and evening at Knowlton’s eral here from Riverside grange attended the visitors the members of Frederick Ritchie fast to inspect Thos. H. Marshall Circle. Ladies
sail, High street. Mrs. Frisbee will lead the Pomona grange meeting in Belmont last Tues- Grange of Waldo, and there will be a harvest of the G. A. R.
ted the following officers
musical service with Mrs. Goldie Curtis. An- day.... Mrs. Margaret Wentworth, 87 years feast. Seaside Grange is prospering, and durMr. and Mrs. Ralph M. Johnson of New
last Friday evening: W.
nie B. Carter will be speaker and test medium. old, who lives with her son, F. T. Wentworth, ing the past summer quite a sum of money was York, Mr. Allred Johnson of Boston and
a.
others
o., Earl J. Braley; W. S.,
and
turned
over
to
the
fund
had
a
raised
for
shock
reducAt the evening services the subject of the lecparalytic
had a family reunion with Commander
Saturday morning Nov.
and
W. T., Roy Sholes; W.
I_. sture will be “The Lifters and the Leaners.” If 30th in her left side. She is conscious but ing the debt on the building.
Mrs. Pratt at Newport, R. I.,
Thanksgiving day.
.<•>• A. Cochran; W. L., Mre.
Mr. Strout is present he will follow each ser- helpless.
The Methodist Fair .The sale, supper anc
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
fward, Alphonso Ritchie;
Hayford; who have been
vice with readings.
the ladies of the Methodist at the
!
A Domesticated Song Sparrow. One lit- entertainment by
Hayford farm for some time, assisting
jah Ritchie; L. A. S., Mrs.
was
in
Memorial
held
hall
Accidentally Shot. Mr. Charles Thomas, tle
Wednesda> Mr. Ralph Hayford, left last Saturday for
l,
res, Mrs. A. D. Hayes; Posong sparrow evidently intends to remain society
Sr., of East Belfast was injured last Saturday North this winter in appreciation of surgical afternoon and evening. The fancy work table Chicago, where Mr. Hayford has employment.
i’.es; Flora. Mrs. E. B. Lunt;
t>y the accidental discharge of his gun. In attendance and the many privileges he enjoys. was in charge of Mrs. Geo. W. Madden anc
Mrs. Chas. A. Pilsbury returned
yesterday
company with Mr. Daniel Butler he had been
He has a very happy home on Congress street Mrs. Frank L. Whitten; candy table, Mrs
from a few day’s visit in Orono,
of
East
accompanied by
No.
.a .i
455,
Grange,
Nellie
Macomber
and
Mrs. Mary S. W’hitfor a load of wood and wa riding in the cart. in a
her daughter, Mrs. YV'm. F.
family with a small girl and boy. Last
Schoppe, and
meeting elected the fol•uHe had his gun in his righ hand and with his
more; the mystery tree, lrden with prize boxes
summer be broke his leg and the children’s
Master William Freeman Schoppe,
Live during the ensuing
Jr.—“Billy.'
u
at
5
and
10
Charles
H.
Mrs
turned
to
to
them
when the sale of the volume left hand attempted
cents, Mrs,
Woods,
adjust the tail board of mother splintered it with toothpicks and tape,
a guarantee of the best possible book making
Mrs. Nellie Freeman and son Willie of
Spratt; Overseer, Roy
e
Clarence E. Frost and Miss Blanche M. Dodge
shall have,been consumated.
the cart when the stock of the gun caught in
and
he
recovered.
Since
Not
the
least
the
feature
will
be
the
accident
he
has
interesting
Boston, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Clark of Belfast
.Cynthia Tibbetts; Stewrtt.
To aid them in paying this debt, the commit- the wheel breaking the stock and discharging been one of the household. He finds his
supper committee, Mrs. Alice C. BramhaU
which are of two classes, and
way
and Mrs. Stepihen Young of Lincolnville were
Ass. Steward, Henry Lee- illustrations,
tee asks the help of every person,both at home
Mrs. Gertrude and Mrs. Nellie Macomber, Mrs
the
contents
into
Mr.
Thomas’abdomen.
He
was
to
the
table
at
meal
and
numerous.
The first class consists of
eats near
dining
every
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Clark in
•uburv Tibbetts; Secretary, very
in the Coombs ambulance to the Waldo the children, and what is stranger still insists Leroy Coombs, Mrs. C. L. Wright, Mrs. W’. L
taken
from twenty-five to thirty portraits of the
Camden.
u:er, Frank Moore; Gate
in the welfare of Belfast.
Mrs.
C.
H.
Mrs.
E.
Mrs
where
it
was
C.
found
Hall,
he
Woods,
that
on
to
Frost,
bed with them. At first he would
County Hospital
going
men who were the leading citizens of the town
! betts;
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Strout and their little
Ceres, Mrs. Fred
It, therefore, invites and urges all whopossi- j bad received only a flesh wound, from which answer the mother w7hen she gave his little Nellie Pearson, Miss Lora Maxey, Mrs. C. Y
the period treated: the second consists
Sadie Day; Flora, Mrs. during
Mildred Demmuns, left last
;r
book
can
to
subscribe
to
the
at
is
and
once,
bird call and she could locate him in the bed, Cottrell, Mrs. E. F. Estes, Miss Annie Going granddaughter,
j be rapidly recovering.
of about the same number of reproductions of bly
-st. Steward, Grace Cox.
Mrs. David L. Cressey, Misses Laverne Whit
to forward their subscriptions in advance of
or wherever he chanced to be.
Now
he
seems
of
well
known
houses,
photographs
public
Breaking and Entering. Deputy Sheriff
daughters, Mrs. Isabel Twiss and Mrs. Gertrude
the publication to the Treasurer, Mr. Alfred
nge. Center Montville, at
to know better than to answer, and when she ten, Bertha Whitten,n.thel Frost and Sadie Foy
buildings, and the main streets as they were
Charles O. Dickey brought to this city last
Roope, in Lawrence, Mass.
: The entertainment was in charge of Mrs. D. B
14 Arlington street, Boston, Mass., or
last Saturday evening
Johnson,
turns
down
the
bed
clothes
to
locate
him
he
during the last quarter of the last century,
week, Fred Dodge of islesboro and he was tried
Mr. and Mrs. trank N. Lord of
Phelan and included the following: Piano solo
to hand them to any member of the History
the ensuing year as folkunder
crawls
the
children’s
Bangor are
dresses
up
night
Such quaint objects of interest as the old hand
before Judge Kiiowlton in the municipal court
guests of Mr. Lord’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. N
committee whose names appear below or to
si
Howard; overseer, Carrie tub
and nestles under their arms. The little fel- Miss Edith M. Davidson; ladies’quartette, Mrs
Hydrant No. 2, the ancient schoonei Mrs. James C.
on the charge of creaking and entering a numS. Lord. Mrs. Lord was
Yuba
Durham, 12 Church street, Belformerly Miss MargaBerry; steward, “Polly,” an old Pinkey, and a picture of the
low really makes the third one to care for at E P. Frost, Mrs. B. N. Pendleton, Misses Ednj
ber of cottages at Hewes Point, Islesboro, inret L, Roy of Bangor, and her
u.-sistant
k
fast; or to Miss Dora Newell, who will begin
James
marriage to Air
steward,
He has a cage, but he makes his escape Hopkins and Caroline G. Hatch; reading. Mis:
night.
shipyard showing a typical Maine launching,
cluding one owned by F. S. Jones of Reading,
Lord took place in that city on Nov. 27th.
at once a house to house canvass of the City
Kittie Tibbetts; treasurer,
hr:
from it when possible, evidently preferring to Alice E. Simmons; baritone solo, Mr. A. P
are included.
In addition there will be twc
Pa., and taking a number of things. The comAliss Mildred Lord and Aliss Bernice PerlGoodhue; soprano solo, Mrs. E. P. Frost; read
be at liberty with the family.
retary, Annie L. Clement; plans, one of High street as widened in 1879 of Belfast for the sale of the book.
It is partly in appreciation of the help I-i;ing, Miss Simmons; contralto solo, Mrs. B. N kins of North Brooksville arrived in WaterAnderson; Ceres, Cora B. and a second of the burnt district, corner oi
boro. Judge Knowlton found probable cause
Belfast’s Business Places and Bargains.
which these advance subscriptions will be, not
ville Dec. 5th. They are to reside with Aliss
lie Thompson; Flora, Ida Main and
Pendleton; ladies quartette. Mrs B. N. Pen
High streets, in 1885.
and Dodge was bound over to the supreme a lew years ago we neara a travelling man
dleton and Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest were th< I Lord’s brother, Russell Lord. Aliss Lord has
-ssistant
only in forming some idea as to how many
steward, Ethel
For the frontispiece of the volume a verj
court with bail placed at $500, which he was remark that the business section of Belfast 1
cc pies will be needed, thus avoiding the danger
accomuanists.
taken a position in the office of F. IV. Clair.
fine photogravure plate of the author, which
unable to fnrnish and he was committed to jail compared favorably with that of any city in the
of printing an unnecessarily large edition of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Bickford left last
S. Stetson of the Maine was engraved shortly after his death by Mr
and
while
it
had
not
occurred
to
us
beBelfast in 1869 and 1912.
In Tuttle’s State,
the book, which would be sure to result in a
MORE MISREPRESENTATION.
EtMonday for Brooklyn, N. Y. for a two weeks
4 his final preparations for Eison, who stands at the head of the photofore we concluded that he was correct. Since
studio
are to be seen two interphotograph
also
in
but
the
committee
allowing
heavy loss,
ession in Portland.
visit with Mrs. J. Harvey Self. Air. Bickford as
This gravure worxers in mis country, win De usea
then there have been great improvements, The Mayor s Attack on Street Commission
to eiTect an early settlement of its accounts, esting photographs. The first, taken from the
one of the pleasures of the visit, looks forward
g
reception in City Hall This plate,which bears a facsimile of Mr. Wilthe rebuilding of the Savings bank
of
the
late
F.
G.
White’s
home
on
notably
grounds
er
the
that
with
the price to such
Burgess.
subscribers,
to reading the New York Sun at breakfast.
16th, while the regular liamson’s interesting signature,is the property
j
the new building of The City National
Primrose
shows
and
block,
Belfast
Penobscot
Hill,
With
the
citizens
of
Bel
increasing disgust
purchasers and to those who order now,
•e Tuesday morning.
He of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts
bank
on Chase’s corner, the remodeling of the
Ray H. Lindgren of this city took i>art in the*
as it looked in 1869, while the second,
the
Bay
fast
have
witnessed
of
the mayo:
whether or not they pay in advance, has been
attempts
ect is that an immense
Through the courtesy of Mr. Henry Herberl
annual Sophomore debating contest, held in the*
reduced from $5.00 the selling price of Volume taken from the same place, gives the same old National bank building for the jewelry store to divest Street Commissioner Burgess of thi
attendance.
Mr. Stetson Edes, Treasurer of the society, it has beer
j
U. of Al. chapel last Friday evening. The speakof H. J. Locke and Son, and the improvements office to which he was elected
I to four dollars ($4 00) with free delivery in 1 viewr as it is in 1912. The contrast is very
by the people
e recent annual
meeting of kindly loaned to the committee, without charge
ers were chosen on the basis of the work done
in The Dinsmore Store. The stores on each To accomplish this end the
than in Belfast it will be j striking and the growth of the city in the inmayor is using th<
;
Belfast,
(elsewhere
n Spokane.
He says that thus saving the heavy expense of having a nevi
in public speaking during the freshman \ear.
to chi rge for delivery, making the tervening 43 years is well demonstrated. One side of Main street between Church and High } columns of his personal newspaper organ, anc
necessary
nious and all the old dif- one engraved.
|
in the contrast, however, is quite re- streets will compare favorably with those of his one-man city government, and does no
feature
Mrs. Valora A. Chase of Waterville has given
price postpaid $4.25).
|
fcCKr..
At the beginning of the volume it has beer
.-appeared.
In the first picture the wharves any city of its size in the State, and taken as hesitate to resort to misrepresentation ant 1
markable.
it is confidently hoped to have the volume
the Central Alaine Association lor the Relief
decided
to place a memoir of the author, writc
age, Lincolnville, has adoptready for delivery in the spring, after which are lined with shipping, while in the second a whole the stores of Belfast are equal to even downright falsehood. The statements h< j and Control of Tuberculosis, $4,000, in addition
ten shortly after his deathjby his brother, the
^solutions of respect:
those of any city in Maine.
Masonic Temple made in his paper last week with regard to th«
time the price will be fixed by the publishers! there is almost a total absence of sailing vesto $1,000 for the purchase of the sanatorium
Cross
late William
Williamson, and directly
-. gain death has entered our
i
The Houghton Mifflin Company, 4 Park street’ j sels. This difference is, of course, largely due was a handsome building when it was built, grating over the drip basin in postoffice sqaun
site in Fairlield which was made a short time
before his own demise. For the right to re!
1*11 our midst our beloved
and is a handsome building today, but of late are false in every essential particular. Mr
to the building of the railroad into Belfast.
Boston, at five dollars ($5.00) net per copy.
ago.
and the veil of mourning
|
j print this memoir the Williamson’s History
Neither time, nor labor, nor research nor
The certificate of organization of a corpora- it has been found necessary to modernize the Burgess was not near the square during
with its gloom; therefore,
Mrs. George W. Lewis and daughter, Airs. F,
Association is indebted to the New Englanc
have been spared to make this tion, known as the Sprague, Pendleton Com- business places on the ground floor. On the the day, and did not know the grating was ou
A. Schubert, left Wednesday to visit in Boston
Historic Genealogical Society, for whose Reg- correspondence
the death of Sister Fern
corner are the handsome banking rooms of
At night, when at his home in Eas
of
as complete, acccurate and as useful as
place.
in
of
Islesboro
was
recorded
the
history
pany
Registry
and vicinity. They have rented their home on
Grange keenly feels its ister it was written.
possible to the citizens of Belfast, and to pub- of Deeds Dec 4th. The purposes of said cor- the Waldo Trust Co. The D. P. Palmer store Belfast, he was called up on the telephone bj Waldo avenue to Mr. and Mrs. Alerle R. Whitihe bereaved family and
A particularly useful feature of the volume
j
a
door
was
Mr.
W.
E.
next
show
who
said
that
to
plate
this
acce-sible
them
given
large
glass
in
a
form
all.
Wight,
in
lish
it
their affliction and
j
; athy
gratinj comb of North
poration are to carry on a contracting business
will be the Vital Records it will contain of the
Belfast, reserving r^oms for
consolation and guidance ;
! The columns of The Republican Journal have in painting and decorating and a general busi- window and a side entrance some time ago, was out of place and that his horse w hen a their own use.
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CHARLES A. PIUSBURY,

ATTRACTIONS.

Manager

and Attractive Lines of Japanese and
Chinese Wares, Pictures, Books, Leather
Goods, Brass Goods, Novelties 1 ESCRIPTION.

Large

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
OAT',d 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

year;

One of the greatest evils which confronts this country today is the growing
disregard for all laws, due to their nonenforcement. Buglaries and thefts are
committed, and on restitution being

In Men’s
the stock is

taken, although
the parties to such transactions are guilty
of compounding a felony and themselves
liable to punishment. Notorious offenders are tried and found guilty, only to
have their cases nol prossed or sentences
suspended. Newspapers are found to
made

no

action is

legal

fair trial

they

Here is

case

Herald,

Boston

figured:

Make your selections
finest line in the

1

1-

many

are

:amden.
At a recent
A.

brought in from outside
who only remain long enough to vote.
One way of abating this evil would be to
extend the time required to gain a legal

:o

Belfast

Dec.

ween....^. m.

The Fresh Air Cure
Is Sound and

Logical.

Both by day and night it is necessary to
have enough oxygen from fresh air to keep
the blood pure and in best condition to repair
waste and so maintain life. If confined by
day, Bleep in open air at night, well protected
of course by suitable clothing.
If the liver or bowels become sluggish take
a proper dose of “L. F.” Atwood's Medicine
occasionally to prevent congestion. It is a
safe old family remedy.
*'I have used “L. F." Atwood's Medicine with
most excellent results and do most heartily
recommend ihem. I feel sure that the “L. F.”
Atwood's Medicine is very beneficial in cases
of Dyspepsia, Headache, and vomiting."
Mrs. Minnie H. Packard,
Monmouth, Me.
35 cents at all dealers.

W. M.

yours.

JEWELER.-

Cat Travels in State.

EASTERN

In a silken basket in the best stateroom or
board the steamship Cambrian, in yesterday
from London, was Don Dai, the most valuable
Persian chinchilla cat ever brought to the
United States. Don Dai had the attention of
a

special

steward

on

the

trip

2nd.

Mrs.

Colby

ucKci

iruui

will enter

tictMieiu

Rnplromot
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buildings

Thorndike.
Crocker, Stockton Springs, to
John E. Witham, Orrington; land in Stockton

visited friends in Bucksport during the week
end....Miss Ruby Bean, who recently under-

viaiucvi

in Knox and

Maria Ella

Betsy,

^mariah Trim

j

5WA> VILLE
The L. A. S. will meet this, Thursday, afterloon with the president, Mrs. W. E. Damm.
rhe fair will be December 13th; if stormy,
:he next evening_Mr. Emery Cunningham
was at home from Bucksport for Thanksgivng.... Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maddocks and son
Clinton are visiting friends in Boston... Mr.
lohn Tripp and a young lady friend are guests
)f his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Tripp.
Mr. Irving Edgecomb of Lowell, Maine,
s visiting friends in town.... Miss Annie Nickerson, who is attending the High school in
—

Seareport,

was

at home to

spend Thanksgiving

with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. NickerMiss Grace Gilkey of Dark Harbor returned Saturday to teach the winter term in
District 1 and 2. The other teachers are as
follows: No. 3, Miss Nellie Rose; No. 7, Mr.
Z. D. Hartshorn; No. 8 and 9, Miss Augusta
Nickerson. The schools began Monday Dec.
2nd....Mrs. Albert Cunningham visited her
mother and sister in Prospect, Saturday and
Sunday....Hon. and Mrs. A. E. Nickerson
took their Thanksgiving dinner with friends in
Searsport.... Millard and another young son of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cunningham, and a young
friend of Brooks, walked over to spend Thanksgiving in Swanville with their grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cunningham.
son....

WEST W1NTERPORT.
A baptism in accordance with the Advent
doctrine, was held here Sunday afternoon,
Nov. 24th, in the icy waters of the Catamawawa
River. Rev. M. T. Andrews and Rev. Perley
Andrews officiated. Among those baptised
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Congress,submitted Dec. 5th, the President clearly indicated his intention of leaving further
tariff revision to Mr.
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Flag station,

Limited

tickets for 1
$5.00 from Belfast ami
I H. D.

State of !V!aine.
WALDO SS.
the Honorable Justices of the
Supreme
Judicial Court next to be hold at Belfast,
within an J for the County of Waldo, on the*
first

44

Popular Mechanics
Magazine
WRITTEN SO YOU

CAN

UNDERSTAND IT44

GREAT Continued Story of the
World*# Progress which you
may begin reading at any time, and
which will hold your interest forever.

A

recently announced changes in rules of
equity procedure. In this connection the
President asked Congress to pass legislation which would allow the Supreme
Court to formulate rules of procedure
under the common law in Federal Courts,
and predicted that such action would facilitate justice in those courts and reduce the cost of litigation to the public.

an

Bangor

days, Fridays and Satur i,
Leave Boston at 5.00 ;
days, Thursdays and Fra;
Leave Rockland at 5.1'
of steamer front Bostie
days, Fridays ar.d Satur i
FRED W'. ROTE, Ag,

WALDRON,

Oen

MORRIS McDONALI
Vice President

lo

tary Commission.
He declared that no radical change in
the Sherman antitrust law is needed,
and praised the Supreme Court for its

The Panama Canal was dismissed in a
few words, the President prophesying
its opening in the latter half of 1913. He
took occasion, however, to declare that
Congress should reward the work of Col.

J^l
J|
?<8

%

elected.

£

m

Mrs. E. A. MUDGETT,
78 Main Street.
KM KM KM KM KM KM KM KM KM KM KM KM KM KM K«

Mr. Taft came out strongly against
independence for the Philippines, proposed, he said, in a bill now before ConHe deprecated the new policy of
gress.
one battleship a year instead of two and
urged that three battleships be begun
this year to restore the old policy.
He
indorsed again the scheme of currency
reform proposed by the National Mone-

Goethals by

STOCK IS PERSONALLY SELECTED AND IT IS A
PLEASURE TO SHOW GOODS. CALL EARLY
MY

K*

J
5

CAMDEN

Leave Belfast at 2.00 r
days, Wednesdays. Thi:

A. V

line of Practical Presents, Children’s Dresses,

Fancy and Cooking
Dishes, Up-to-Date Jewelry, Talking Dolls, Moving Toys
and Novelties for Young and Old.

a

He Will Leave the Tariff to Wilson.
President Taft will make no further effort to haveCongress reduce the tariff. In

Congress just

large

Ribbons of all kinds, Stationery,

A

TIONS.

a

Store,

i Sweaters, Hosiery, Underwear, Neckwear, Etc., Fancy

in

PRESIDENT

A
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STEAMSHip;

AND
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| Mudgett’s Variety

Springs.

:>f Knox

left Dec 4th for New York to
ake the sch. Brina P. Pendleton.... MrsBrace Kindred returned last week from a
risit with relatives in Worcester, Mass-Bad
:olds are prevailing and some are quite ill
vith them.

mv g

THAYER.

-THE

*

friends

require

in New York.

Come early and select

“Most productive of all agricultural
Sears in the country has been 1912. The
eaith has produced its greatest annual
dividend. The sun and the rain and the
fertility of the soil heeded not the human controversies, but kept on
working

Jp

1

Although eggs of various grades are selling
■n New York at prices ranging from 65 cents a
dozen for “strictly fresh” down to about 38
cents for the cold storage variety, an official
report made public Nov. 27th, shows that
more than 1,447,000,000 eggs are being held in
storage warehouses in New York and vicinity.

or not.
I shall, as in the past, engrave all
free of charge.

j

..

Eggs

buy

in cooperation with the farmers’ efforts
to utilize them.
Frankfort.
“The total production of farm wealth
Everett A. Banks, Waldo, to Julia E. Woods,
is the highest yet reached by half a bilKennebunkport; land and buildings in Waldo.
lion dollars. The grand total for 1912 is
I
James C. Durham, et. als., Belfast, to Alfred estimated to
be $9,532,000,000. This is
Jones, Bangor; land in Belfast,
more than twice the value of the farm
Israel W. Parker, Belfast, to Walter A. Dec- wealth in 1899.”
i
The most effective move toward re! row, do.; land in Belfast.
Mary C. Cobb, et als., to Alfred E. Tibbetts, duced cost of living is the production of
greater crops, says the Secretary, and
; do.; land in Searsmont.

here last week_Mrs. Myra Bryant went an operation on her throat has recovered
I
is the guest of Mrs. J. E. Hall and sufficiently to continue her labors in the
cases of illegal registration.
Mrs. M. W. White_Stanley Stevenson began Fisher school.... Mr. and Mrs. Warren S.
a term of school in the Barlow district, FreeGrant delightfully entertained a small party
With the announcement that Presi- dom, Dec. 2nd... Fred A. Foster of Lowell, of friends at whist Tuesday evening
The
dent-elect Wilson has summoned Bryan Mass., visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. numerous friends here of Mrs. Mary E. Lord
are glad to know her condition is somewhat
Foster, Thanksgiving.
to a conference on his return from Berimproved, and that she is expected to recover
muda a report is published that Bryan is
LINCOLN VILLE
from the attack of bronchial pneumonia with
to advocate an issue of fiat money. The
Mr. Argus Staples of Ash Point is visiting which she is
suffering.... Mr. Leonard Fields is
Democratic leaders were already laying at Henry Kurd’s.... Miss Helen Sleeper of
hastening repairs on his new home, recently
awake nights worrying over what Bryan Medfieid, Mass., is a guest at the Pottle homebrought of Mr. Frank Carieton, and expects
might do, and this bit of news will not stead lor one week-Mr. and Mrs. Charles to be able to settle his family there soon.
add to their peace of mind. They cannot Clark of Carr den were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mis. Richard Lermond... Mr. Freeman
decide whether he would be less of a
THE LUCAS GENEALOGY.
Van Horn of Bath, who has been visiting at
thorn in the side as a member of the
Capt. William Dickey’s, returned MondayElnathan Lucas was born in Plymouth, Mass.,
Cabinet, or out of it. If Secretary of 1 here will be a social at the
Grange hall Fri- March
1, 1762, and died in Montville, Me., Aug.
State, it is felt that he would attempt to
day evening, Dec. 6th. Admission 10 cents. 27, 1826. About
1800 he came to Hebron, Me
dominate tBe administration and dictate
...Mr. S. A. Nutt and son Malcoln of North
and a few years later took up a tract of land
its policy; and then the question arises,
daven spent the past week in town_Miss
and became one of the
incorporators of the
would President Wilson submit or stand Barrie Greenlaw of Belfast spent Thanksgivtown of Montville. Family
tradition, which,
Mrs.
Pattenhis ground? In either case there would
with
her
Annette
mother,
ng
however, cannot be substantiated, says that he
be trouble.
Bryan has a following in j rhere will be a dance at Cilley’s hall Satur- was a member of the Boston Tea
Party, and
Congress, but Champ Clark, who is to be lay evening. Dec. 7th, with music by Towns- his war record as given in the “Mass. Soldiers
md_Mr. Percy Drake of Boston is visiting
re-elected Speaker of the House, and
and Sailors of the Revolution” is as follows:
lis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Drake, for
Underwood the leader on the floor, would
‘‘Private, Capt. Crow Cotton’s Co., Col. Josiah
few we-^ks.
Whitney’s Regt., enlisted July 29, 1778, disnaturally have no love for Bryan, and
charged Sept. 13, 1778. Co. raised in Plymouth
there are others in the Senate and House JORTH ISLESBORO.
Mr. Curtis Thomas and Mr. Marcellus Beck- and marched to R. I. Also, Capt. Edward
who are outspoken against the NebrasSparrow’s Co., Col. Nathan Tyler’s Regt., enkan. It looks as though there is trouble itt left Nov. 30th for Rockland, where they
vill attend the Rockland Commercial College. listed July 11, 1779, discharged Dec. 20, 1779,
in store for the incoming administration
...Miss Beulah Bates waB at home from service at R. I. Also, same Co. and Regt. on
frcm the thrice defeated candidate for
dampden to spend the Thanksgiving recess pay roll Dec. 1779, allowing 1 mo., 3 days serthe Presidency; and of President Wilvith her mother, Mrs. Eliza Bates-Capt. vice at R. I. and travel 55 miles home. Also,
son’s share of it Col. Henry Watterson
ind Mrs. George Warrren spent Thanksgiving Capt. Benj. Rider’s Co.,Col. John Jacob’s Regt.,
!. n Castine with their daughter, Mrs. Bert enlisted Aug. 4,1780, discharged Nov. 1, 1780,
says:
TTnrvn t Vl m fhrocViftlrl ho mill l-i QtTo Vnnnrli
Parker... .Mr. B. F, Heal returned Nov. 30th service 3 mos., 1 day at R. I. Regt. detached
work to do.
It is safe to say the onrush
Tom a week's visit in Boston. Mrs. Heal to reinforce Continental Army for 3 months.”
■of office hunters will surpass anything
vill remain for a longer visit.... Miss Althea He married Lydia Cornish of Plymouth, whose
ever known before.
A gentle, kindly,
featon spent last week at home.... Mr. Jetse father, John Cornish, was also a Revolutionary
grateful man would find himself subas Sergeant.
The children oi
merged beneath the cross currents of Bates, who is attending the M. C. I., was at soldier, serving
this union were:
lome for the Thanksgiving vacation.... Capt.
sentiment and
It will
the

ing.

bigger and better line thln
1 cannot tell you of a!! i,
we carry, you must call in. i
happy to show you, whether \

even a

before.

nice things
will be only tco

per cent.
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;he hospital for treatment-Mr. Freeman
from Boston was a guest at J. E. Hall's last

residence to twelve months, and steps
should be taken to detect and punish in

duty.

1

ever

►tmpTikmdTj bTsq&iTb

Rev. J. McAuliff will preach in the Vose
ichooihouse Dec. 8th at 2.30 p. m.Mr. and
drs. J. B, LaBree of Cambridge visited Mis.
_&Bree’s sister, Mrs. J. E. Hall, Nov. 28th
ind 29th....Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Colby went

are

most obdurate of masters, used to the
disciplinary and ungracious, to resist the
■appeals, some of them real, but most of
them spurious, which will echo through
the living rooms of the White House,
which will assail him during all his wakmg hours and pursue him in his sleep and
•dreams, morning, noon and night, never
escaping from the mean and sordid and
brazen in the rank ignominy of self-seek-

shall show

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

LALLDALE.

e

visitors, who are not likely to
return, are registered and voted,

and others

as

to be

\chorn.

summer
ever

nand

in great deill with it at the present

Belfast,

seems

meeting of George S. Cobb Post,
R., the following officers were elected:
commander, George F. Wentworth; senior
nee, J. S. Knowlton; junior vice, Erastus T.
iVilson; quartermaster, Fred D. Aldus; chapain; C. P. Nash; surgeon, M. E. Herrick; officer
>f the day, George Barnes; outside guard,
Oliver Moulton. Trustees, James W. Achorn,
1. S. Knowlton and Erastus T. Wilson. The
jfficers will be installed on Monday evening,
fanuary 6th, by Past Commander James W.

who

--

in

j.

legal residents and have no inbecoming such, and when these
are publicly known no attempt is
~

Thanksgiving

drs.

writing.

not

_

Thanksgiving holiday

he

J. O. Hayes
lay....The “grip”

tention of

.f

Leila Farnsworth spent
with friends in Belast... Mark Pendleton has returned to U. of
(1. after spending a few days in Islesboro....
dr. Harry Upton was the guest of Capt. and
Misses Annie and

1

Like conditions exist in other cities.

„„

Goods.

BELFAST,

1 SLESBORO.

horror. Cases of men voting on
other names, changing hats and voting
again. I have in my desk 201 letters
given me by Asher Hinds, which were
marked ‘Can’t be
to him
returned
found.’ Some 187 names in Ward 4 last
year could not be found. Can you ask
It means that the
what this means?
Republican party is losing control of the
city through fraud.

cases

Christmas

this move, he declares, is due to the took of cream and only the daintiest morsels.
Peter Whitney, Unity, to Albert D. and Julia
Don Dai is 13 months old. She was sent here
work of the Department of Agriculture,
D. Bumps, do.; land and buildings in Unity.
the agricultural colleges and experiment
by Amy Adlam of Southhampton, Eng., and
George A. Bray, Knox, to David W. Smith, stations and to the help of the press in came consigned to Mrs. George B. Brayton of
Brighton. At an exhibition at Hounslow, Eng.,
Waldo; land and buildings in Waldo.
publishing every movement to help the Nov.
5. Don Dai captured three firsts and tw o
Judson G. Knight, Linolnville, to Phebe B# farmers.
MAINE.
special prizes.--Boston Globe Nov. 30th.
Hunter, do.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
A Christmas Suggestion.
Lute L. Rogers, Troy, to Wilmot L. Gray,
FOR AGED
do.; land and buildings in Troy.
To your friend who enjoys good reading you
D. W. Dodge, Freedom, to William Libby, Old Folks Should Be Careful in Their can make no better or more
horrified crowd of spectators gathered on the
acceptable ChristSelection of Regulative Medicine.
; mas gift than a subscription to the Boston
bridge. The converts and ministers rode over Jr., Montville; land and buildings in Montville.
Evening Transcript.
Eva M. Knowlton, Monroe, to Forest A. 1
a mile in a piercing wind in their wet clothWe have a safe, dependable and altogether
The publishers have issued a neatly engravideal remedy that is particularly adapted to ed subscription certificate to 1 e
ing to their homes....The Longfellow schoo' I Knowlton; do.; land and buildings in Monroe.
given to those
the requirements of aged people and
Eva
A.
M.
to
Forest
Knowlton,
Monroe,
at Boyd’s Corner will open Monday Dec. 9th
persons ordering the paper as a holiday offering, w'hich
of weak constitutions who suffer from constisent by mail to reach the recipient at
be
may
and
in
land
Monroe.
Knowlton, do.;
with Miss Marion Morgan of Winterport as
buildings
pation or other bowel disorders. We are so Christmas time.
Frank B. Peavey, Belfast, to Walter E. and certain that it u ill relieve these
teacher-Mr. Percy Campbell of SomerFree sample copies and rates will he cheer;
complaints
: Martha
Condon, Taft, Calif.; land in Belfast.
ville, Mass., is at the home of his father, Ab; and give absolute satisfaction in every partic- fully furnished by the Boston, Transcript Co.,
ular that we off r it with our personal guaran- Boston, Mass.
Walter E. Littlefield, Frankfort, to Charles
bott Campbell, where he is recovering from £
! tee that it shall cost the user nothing if it fails
recent operation on his throat_Mr. and Mrs
Littlefield, do.; land and buildings in Frank- to substantiate our claims. This
remedy is
Shibles-Field. Fred W. Shibles and Miss
called Rexall Orderlies.
W. T. Hall spent Thanksgiving with his broth- i fort.
Ella Field were united in marriage Monday
Rexall Orderlies have a soothing, healing,
William
H.
to
I.
and
er Alger in Albion-Mrs. Albert
Wight, Belfast,
George
Nov. 25th, at the home of the bride in
Wing, nee
tonic and regulative action upon evening,
The bride has been employed as
Gertrude V. Frisbee, do; land and buildings in strengthening
Miss Etta L. Hall, who had spent several days
the bowels. They remove all irritation, dry- Islesboro.
in the Beabrignt Woven Felt Co. in
bookkeeper
Belfast.
at the home of her brother, William T. Hall,
ness, soreness and weakness. They restore
Camden and the groom is a painter.
They will
has returned to her home in Hermon_Mr
Melvina Snow, et als., Winterport, to Frank the bowels and associate organs to more vigor- reside in the John Bennett house on
Spruce
ous and healthy activity.
They are eaten like street, Rockport. Congratulations are extendHarold Clements, who has been seriously ill, it Downes, do.; land in Winterport.
candy, may be taken at any time without innow able to ride out.... Mr. Edward L. Nelson
Charlotte B. Clark, Winterport, et als., to convenience,"do not cause any griping, nausea, ed by a host of friends.
is suffering from sciatica in his leg.Mrs. Wellington Chase, do.; land and buildings in diarrhoea, excessive looseness, flatulence or
T K £•; C C A ■. w a K K AI, •• A fci
d •»
other disagreeable effect. Price 25c. and 10c.
Chester Curtis is recovering from a relapse of Winterport.
Sold only at our store—The Rexall store—City
the grip and tonsilitis-Mr. W’alter R. Curtis
Frances A. M. Hopkins. Washington, D. C., Drug
Store, Edmund Wilson, Prom. 93 Main
street.
to Ralph I. Morse, Belfast; land in Belfast.
met with a severe accident at the Mt. W’aldc
Armenia W. Ames, Searsport, to Harriet E.
Granite Works Tuesday. His foot was caught
between a carload of paving and the brake on Nickerson, do.; land in Searsport.
the car. Much sympathy is extended to him,
Perley W. Bradford, Knox, to Herbert J
as he will be disabled for some time....Miss
Hamlin, Brooks; land in Knox and Brooks.
Harriet Patterson of Bangor spent ThanksOramandal Braley, Burnham, to W. Harry
giving at the home of her aunt, Mrs. Daniel McFarlane, do.; land in Burnham.
Marden... .Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Clark and
Frank Guidmore, Prospect, to Charles Kafamily were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Russell zick, do.; land in Prospect.
Ora A. Higgins, et als., Searsmont, to Smith
Nealey on Thanksgiving day_Mrs. Spencer
Patterson is the guest of her daughter, Char- B. Bunker, Belfast; lard and buildings in
DO YOUR SHOPPING AT
lotte in Hampden-Miss Katherine Bridges, Searsmont.
who has been the guest of Mrs. Eliza Curtis
William and Charles E. Murray, Knox, to
for several days, returned to her home in
George H. Wright, Boston, Mass., land and

County Correspondence.

holy

registration

Value of Yearly Farm Production has More
than Doubled in the Past 16 Years.
After 16 years, a record of service in
the Cabinet, Sec. of Agriculture Wilson
submitted, Dec. 6th, to President Taft
the last annual report he will make as
head of the Department of Agriculture.
The report is more than a review ot the
past year’s work; it contains a summary
of the agricultural advance of the country during the venerable Secretary’s
term of public service.
“The record of 16 years has been written.” he says. “It begins with a yearly
farm production of $4,000,000,000 and
ends
with
$9,532,000,000.
Sixteen
years ago, the farmer was a joke of the
now
he
is
like
the
caricaturist;
stone
that was rejected by the builder and has
become the head stone of the corner.
“During the past 16 years the farmer
has steadily increased the wealth production year by year, with the exception of 1911. During the 16 years the
farmers’wealth production increased 141

PEOPLE.

tion, he said:
Could I tell you tonight of the reports
received by your committee for different
wards, you would hold up your hands in

_1

city.

[Deferred.]

admitted to

manv of the
fashionabie shades>

early from the largest and

MASONIC TEMPLE,

Col. R. T. McLellan, chairman of the
Republican city committee of Portland, in a recent address gave his
hearers something to talk about and
think about. After stating that they
had one bona fide case of false registra-

are

in

DWIOHT P. PALMtfR,

vengeance!

are

Neckwear,

\

he would release any convict whom the
people wanted to have liberated. The
audience shouted the name of a murderer whose freedom they w ould welcome.
The Governor, on the spot, said he would
pardon the man, provided a prosecuting
attorney whom he did not like was beatThe popen at the polls for re-election.
ulace took the hint. The prosecuting1
officer was defeated and the Governor— j
honorable man that he is—made good
his promise.
Here was the initiative,
the referendum and the recall with a

Fields, do.; land and buildings in Winterport.
Elizabeth F. Wellington, Liberty, to Carney
Shure, Montville; land in Montville.
Barbara A. Neal, Palermo, to George L. Fuller, Jr., do.; land and buildings in Palermo.
Mary Alice Godfrey, New York, to Albert S,
Woodman, Portland; land in Belfast.
Mary Alice Godfrey, New York, to Milton J.
Foreman, Portland; land in Belfast.
Mary Alice Godfrey, New York, to Jacob
Levin, Portland; land in Belfast.
Frank B. Knowlton, Belfast, to Maria A.
Knowlton, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Frank B. Knowlton, Belfast, to Louise M.
Knowlton, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Henrietta C. Thompson, Portland, to Charles
R. Howard, Bangor; land and buildings in

ever.

NOTHING BETTER.

Addressing a turbulent crowd of his
suppo-ters last summer, he declared that

Men

complete than

MUFFLERS, SWEATERS, UMBRELLAS,
The Earl & Wilson and Hathaway Shirts,

in which the notorious ;

Gov. Blease of South Carolina

more

Gloves, Lined and Unlined,

justly sentencpoint, cited by the

in

||

Furnishings

Qilk Hn^iprv
nosiery
piiK

have been

a

larger and

Beautiful

espouse the cause of the worst criminals
and to urge their pardon when after a
ed.

The following transfer* in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the two weeks ending December 9,1912:
George A. Palmer, Liberty, to Marcia A.
Palmer, do.; land and buildings in Liberty.
Alice E. Trip, Prospect, to Alta H. West, do.;
land and buildings in Prospect.
Theresa M. Stevens, Waterville, to Isadora
F. Whitehouse, Unity; land in Unity.
Susan S. Jackson, Belfast, to Albertine M.
Hatch, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Frank W. Carleton, Winterport, to Annie A.

Great Christmas

BELFAST, THURSDAY. DECEMBER 12,1912

AMERICAN AGRICULTURE.

I

250 PAGES EACH MONTH
300 PICTURES
200 ARTICLES OF GENERAL INTEREST
"Shop Notes” Department (20 pages)
gives easy ways to do things—how to make
useful articles for home and shop, repairs, etc.
"Amateur Mechanics (10 pages) tells how to
make Mission furniture, wireless outfits, boats,
engines, magic, and all the things a boy loves.
The

$1.50 PER YEAR. SINGLE COPIES 15 CENTS
Ask your newsdealer, or
I
WRITE FOR FREE

l

SAMPLE COPY TODAY

POPULAR MECHANICS

CO.

^^^SIl^W^Vashlngjtoi^t^^HICAG^^^j

Tuesday

of

January,

in the year of

our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirteen.
A. CROSBY of Swanville, in the
jytARY
1
County of Waldo and State of Maine,
respectfully libels and gives this Honorable
Court to be informed that she was
lawfully
married to Albion T. Crosby
formerly ofSwanville, whose residence is now to your libelant
unknown, on the fifteenth day of September,A.
D. 1886, at Biddeford, in the County of York
and State of Maine, by Reverend Father Harrington, a Minister of the Gospel duly authorized to solemnize marriages, and ever since
said marriage has conducted herself towards
said Albion T. Crosby as a faithful, chaste and
affectionate wife; yet the said Albion T. Cros-

by, wholly unmindful of his marriage vows
and duty, on thefifteenth day of
September,A.
1). 1906, utterly deserted your libelant, and has

continued such utter desertion to the
present
time, being'more than three consecutive years
next'prior to the filing of this libel; that your
libelant has reason to believe and does believe
that said Albion T. Crosby is out of the State
of Maine; that his residence is unknown to
her, and cannot be ascertained by reasonable
diligence, which reasonable diligence she has
used for such purpose but without success.
Wherefore your libelant prays that she may
be decreed a divorce from the bonds of matrimony now existing between her and the said
Albion T. Crosby.
Dated this second day of November, A. D.
1912.
J
MARY A. CROSBY.
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Chas. F. Tl

Wary (roily), b. about 1790, m. Jame Wal- general, with
JVlovtville.
STATE OF MAINE.
come chief of
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Warren, b. about 1792, m. Sarah Pottle, re- I of the present incumbent expires.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT IN VACATION.
I
sided in Montville.
ihe President urged the passage of
Albert H. Ward of Stockton Waldo ss.
Belfast, dec. 4, a. d. 1912.
C. Louisa, b. about 1794, m. John Whalen ol
the pending Militia Pay bill, designed to
Springs, in the County of Waldo and
Montville.
Upon the annexed Writ and
it is or- j
State of Maine, and Fred M. Ward of Somer- dered bv me the unrlercirrnerlLibel,Ti.cfh.u
Lydia, b. about 1796, m. Ephraim Blake ol make service in the militia more entic- ville, in the
their
ol
State
Massachusetts,
Mi ner Cross aiul E<
by
said Court, that notice be given to the Libelee I
Knox.
ing, and showed that the home Army
will be nothing more than a “skeleton” mortgage deed dated the ninth day of January, by publishing an attested copy of the same, or I
Joseph, b. about 1798, died young.
A. D. Iy09, and recorded in Waldo Registry of an abstract
thereof, together with this order !
Elnathan, Jr., b. about 18C0, m. 1st, Priscilla until Congress provides that it be conDeeds, Books 289, Page 496, convey si to me a thereon, three weeks
Jackson, 2nd Louisiana Newell, res. Montville. centrated in fewer posts than are now certain
successively in the Re- I
lot or parcel of land, situated on both
publican Journal, a newspaper printed in BelElvira, born Mar. 3. 1S04, m. James Pottle ol maintained.
sides of Western Road on Cape Jellison, in the
fast,in the County of Waldo,the first publication
Lincolnville.
He urged also the passage of another town of Stockton Springs, aforesaid, bounded to be
at least before the next term
By means of Davis “Landmarks of Ancient bill, now before Congress, designed to and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at of saidthirty days
Court, to be holden at Belfast, within
the southeast c orner of land of W. W. Parsons and for
the
of.
Elnathan Lucas raise quickly a volunteer
Plymouth"
ancestry
said County, on the first Tuesday of
Army in case in west
line of said road; thence westerly by
next, that he may then and there apmay be traced back to Thomas Lucas.who emi- of war.
said Parsons’ land to land of the Bangor In- January
pear in said Court and answer thereto, if he
grated from the west of England and who was
vestment Company; thence southerly about see fit.
WM. P. WHITEHOUSE,
93 MAIN STREET,
killed in Philips war in 1676; also to many
parallel to said road and by land of said BanChief Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
gor Investment Company to the Eaton place,
other Pilgrim and Puritan emigrants, includA true copy of the libel and order of Court :
i so-called, now owned by the Bangor Invest- thereon.
ing Richard Warren, Francis Cooke, Stephen
ment Company; thence easterly by north line
Attest:
Geo. I. Keating, Clerk.
Hopkins and Edward Dotey, signers of the
of said Eaton place to the town way; thence
On the treatment of Horses, Cattle,
said town way, continuing on in same
Mayflower compact; also to George Morton,
crossing
Sheep, Dogs, Hogs, Poultry, Birds and course by land of Emma Ea on to an angle in
Second-hand lumber,
financial agent of the Pilgrims in London, and
Trained Animals, mailed free.
said Eaton’s line; thence northerly by said
and timbers. Apply to
author of the first printed account of the PlyEaton’s land to land of J. H. Collins; thence
CLARENCE M
For Every Living Thing on the Farm
mouth Colony—“Mourt's Relation." His wife,
westerly by said Collins’ land and land of George
H. Partridge to said town way; thence crossing
or 1' >■
47tf
Guaranteeu work In Chir. ody, ManicurLydia Cornish, was descended from Richard
Veterinary
Specifics.
Humphreys’
said town way to place of beginning, reserving
and
Facial
Work.
Also
a
ing.
Shampooing
Cornish, who was in Plymouth in 1637, from
the right of way of said town as now traveled
A. A. For FEVERS, Milk Fever. Lang Fever.
across said lot, containing about fifteen acres,
full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
Richard Warren of the Mayflower, and from
with the buildings thereon standing; and wherethe Rev. John Lothrop,in whose church sprung B. B. For SPRAINS, Umenwi. Rheumatism.
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
as the condition of
has
been
said mortgage
up the first Baptist society. Lucas is suppos- C. C. Fer SORE Throat. Epizootic, Distemper.
broken; now therefoit, by reason of the breach ]
23tf
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
ed to be a Huguenot name, so presumably the D. D. For WORMS, But., Grubs.
of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure
j
A square piano Is offereJ
of said mortgage.
English family came originally from France.
E. E. For COUGHS, Colds, Influenza.
Dated this twenty-first day of November, A. 1
at
Apply
The children of Warren and Elvira Lucas
D. 1912.
CRAWFORD F. TREAT,
No. II High Sff
F F For COLIC. Bellyache, Diarrhea.
have already been given in the Pottle records
D. & m.
3w48
and it would be interesting to have the familj G. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
The Frank Blodgett house on Cedar street;
records of the other children, if anyone car H. H For KIDNEY and Bladder disorders,
9 rooms and attic; stable and two hen houses;
furnish them.
I. I. ForSKIN DISE ASES. Mange. Eruptions.
lot about 5-16 acre. Enquire of
JOHN R. DUNTON or
J. K. For BAD CONDITION, Indigestion.
CLEANING.
34tf
RALPH I. MORSE.
Fairfield Personals.
60 cts. each bottle.
STEAMPRESSING
Twenty-four years expert
Miss Littlefield of Monroe is a guest of
Veterinary Oil for Hoofs Ac. $1.00.
t
fitting glasses enables me
and REPAIRING.
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. McCausland, High
Stable Case, full outfit $7.00.
will help. Consultatio"
street.
glasses
on
At druggists or sent prepaid
receipt
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO
I hereby forbid all persons from trusting to
Mrs. H. F. Gibbons has been visiting of price.
harboring my wife on my account after this 44 South Main St., WINTER^*
Atf52 High Street.
Tel. 216-13 date. Nov. 26.1912.
her daughter recently, Mrs. R. M. Tib*
BENJ. C. TYLER.
Humohrevs’ Homao. Medicine Co., Oor. William
Ti1
lace of

WHEREAS,

Dr. W. C.

DENT!
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H. C. Hoffses
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Caution Notice

ORDER;
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Whether

in the great Misthe narrow valleys of
sissippi Valley
the coast, the mountains and
highlands
supply the rivers in the same way that
our best books
supply the material for
building up our better nature. The main
teachings of all ancient writings stimulate a calm trust and a tenacious
perserverance.

The young man who would make a
building to get tired of and tear it down
P
the next year violates all the laws of
tree and have nature and is
V
developing a character
or ]5 boxes per
r? P
Raising hogs is which will be worthless in any sphere of
e8 per acre.
The ancient adage, “Spare the
now. as live hogs sell life.
We business
foSta bundred weight than dressed rod spoil the child,” is falling somewhat
into disrepute. The result remains to
for.
P
or'
instructed across the be proved. A small boy was picking
:lver about three miles valuable apples from a tree to play with.
IK,plies into the Columbia. His father spent days trying to convince
|
get in thickness at base him of the error of his ways. Not until
l»‘
the mother used the rod in a suitable
,,ut 100 feet in height.
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It is said Bob
a"d was told that his
Who dares say that

rhe Statement of this Rockland Resident
Will Interest Our Readers.
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Our neighboring town, Rockland, points the
the words of one of its most respected
t esidents:
■■■ouid a young man ride
Mrs. Emma F. Raleigh, 28 N. Main street,
t ask his father to ride?
] lockland, Me., says: “In February, 1907, 1 was
the boy or the church? 1 aken with a severe attack of La
Grippe, and
school boy puts the < iter recovering I found that my kidneys were
"
pocket and gets the 1 lisordered. From then until midsummer of
his father, who is to 1 he same year, I was practically laid up. I had
1
listressing pains in my back and was so bad at
r the Sunday school?
:imes that I could not get up or down. I did
: took so much
time to
1 tot sleep well, beirfg very nervous and often I
‘-Rat we have not time
va;3 so dizzy that I was afraid to walk across
''
Sent duties, or did you , he floor. I had hot
flashes, and the secretions
'■end somebody by say!rom my kidneys were in bad shape. I tried
and what is wrong to>ne remedy after another, but
nothing did me
he least good and even doctors failed to relieve
1 ne.
Finally, I saw Doan's Kidney Pills adverus wandering
among
ted and as they were recommended for
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Hurt 0f ome argue that the mental
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Belts are best, nerwith tailored dresses and blouses

to increase apparent width or slenderness, and figured silks and Bengalines
vie with moire for these, nor is velvet
out of the

running for

this use.

NEW JEWELRY.

For Christmas

xvate

Searsport.
L. W. Clark, Esq., formerly

THE HOME OF WAISTS

ui

Where you will find everything in the line of waists. A
very dainty and Stylish line of New York Neckwear.
Handkerchiefs from 1 cent to $1.50. The Silk Finished
Muslin Aprons that form a bag, also Chafing Dish and
Kitchen Aprons. Kid Gloves for Ladies and Children.
Silk Scarfs and Jewelry, Corsets, House Dresses, Etc.

of Burn-

a business caller in Pittsfield
Mr. Clark spent Thanksgiving
at the home of his son, F. L. Clark of

ham,

was

Monday.
Detroit,

and will visit for a few days in
Burnham before returning to Beachmont, Mass., where he now resides.—

Pittsfield Advertiser.
DO

YOUR SHOPPING NOW.

Everything

here mentioned will be sold
the lowest prices, although
selected from the choicest line.

Oh hurry, Madam, don't delay,
Don’t put it off from day to day—
Begin at once! Avoid the rush;

That nerve-destroying Christmas crush !
The playthings that your boy demands
Will soon be touched by careless hands
And, when they are, that lamb, I fear,
Will miss a leg, an eye or ear,
The soldier boy his gun may lose,
The motor-car may lack some screws,
The horse may lose that silky tail,
The barking dog’s “bow-wow” may fail
To sound convincing, when it should,
On Christmas Day, be making good,
So hurry, for the kiddie’s sake,
Such battered toys his heart might break.

to

FI. H.

I-

And then that jacket for your spouse
Would keep much better in the house,
Than in the shop where it may be
Pawed over quite destructively;
The smoking stand and slippers red,
Would safer be beneath your bed;
The silk you’ve set your heart upon
\\ ill soon, perhaps, seem crushed and worn,
Then, surely, you can’t give it to
Marie—she’d look askance at you.
The hand-embroidered things, you know,
Can’t long remain as white as snow
And garments soiled preceptibly
Will never do for Rosalie,
So buy them early—no, don't sigh
And say “I'll do it by and by;”
But do your Christmas shopping now
And spare yourself the wrinkled brow,
The aching head, tne hectic state
Of foolish folk who shop too late!
—Frank H. Kelley, in Boston Globe.

I

will send you

one

Shopping

DON’T FAIL TO VISITS

Manson entertained Thanksgiving day at their home
on Main street Mrs. Charlotte Griffin and
daughter Marion, Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
McGilvery and son William, and Mrs.
uauj'im'i

-=====—

—--7—

you

at

HILTON,

Next Door to National Bank.

-=====-=====

J

KEEP YOUR FEET
DRY and WARM
they
To

save Shoe Leather

wear

rubbers

your shoes in wet weather

over

practice common-sense economy. Continual
wetting and drying will rot the best of leather.

is to

LOOK FOR THIS MARK

Buy MALDEN Rubbers

dozen Wilson’s Laxa-

tive Tablets for a 2 cent stamp to pay
postage. These tablets will cure con-

for

Good Investment

a

they act as a Tonic on the
stipation,
bowels instead of weakening them.
as

Mfrs. Jigents

CITY DRUG STORE, Belfast, Me.

A. H. Berry Shoe Go., Portland, Me.

TRADE MARK

g

If

your

dealer does

not carry

Sold in Belfast
IS WANTED

them, write

to

and

us

we

will

see

that

you are

j

supplied

by Fred Timm and A. Colburn

BY

jewelry of silver filagree is again fashionable, and lovely
necklaces in daisy and other flower forms
are to be had in silver and silver gilt.

J.L.SIepi£Co.
“Will there be a VluTROLA
in Your Home this Ciiristmas?”
We have them in stock from $15.00 to
Call and hear the Opera or
$50.00.

Rag-Time Records played

on

the $15

THE CHATHAM MILL
and Seed drader
Helps Clear the Farm
M. J.

machine.

r

Garnet clusters are also very much in
favor and one can get bracelets, brooches,
earrings, necklaces and pendants in these
stones in a great variety of designs.

DOW, AGENT, BROOKS, MAINE.

We carry a line ot Draperies,
Couch Covers, Cheap Rugs,
Dustless Mops and Dusters,
Card Tables, Sleds, including
The Speedway.

No. 7586
REPORT OK THK

THE

one’s

special

PICTURE FRAMING from the latest

A FORWARD MOVEMENT FOR RURA1
EDUCATION IN MAINE.

72 Main Street.

Ranges

THE LATEST DESIGNS

The winter

will deny the importance of
good system of country schools in any
State or community that has large agricultural interests. The prosperity of
this fundamental industry depends very
considerably on the quality of education
that is available for the farmers’ children.
No

one

The movement of the population to
city has not only for some time cen-

the

educational interest on urban probfirst few doses helped me and by the time tered
had taken the contents of two boxes I was lems, but has also led to the centraliza:ured. All my troubles disappeared and I felt tion of wealth so as to make very much
ike a different person.”
larger funds available to city schools
The above statement was given in
August, than to rural schools. The result has
L908, and when Mrs. Raleigh was interviewed been that much of the best of our educaseveral years later, she said: “I can still recom- tional skill has been attracted
from the
nend Doan’s Kidney Pills highly and I willingeountry town to the city, to the conseconfirm
former
ly
endorsement of them. I
my
quent detriment of country children.
am always willing to make the merits of this
Notwithstanding the shift of popula^reparation known.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos- tion to village and city the country
;er-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents school even now, in Maine, has charge oi
for the United States.
the education of more children than are
Remember the name—Doan's—and take no
to be found in either city or village
>iher.
schools. If we include the schools ol
rhe

many of our very small villages such as
have chiefly rural interests we find there
are absolutely more children in rura
schools than in any other kind.
State Superintendent Payson Smith if
inviting the attention of all who are interested in education to a consideratior
of the ways in which rural education it

evenings are at hand
a large stock of

and we have

playing cards

to meet the demand at this season.

10c. and 15c.
ARE

FOR

SALE

IN

BELFAST

BY

CARLE & JONES,
Who by special arrangement have all the
patterns all the time.
J®=NO WAITING TO SEND.
Maine can be made more effective.

Not-

withstanding considerable progress has
been made, he Delieves .that there are
various fundamental points that should
receive the attention of school officials
and of the public. These are the teachthe school
the building,
the equipment, the course of
study, supervision, and community interest.
All superintendents will ba
urged to place before the citizens of
their own towns a distinct statement of
the needs of their own schools and a

TniletArticles
-WE CARRY-

Colgates'Soaps,
and

Creams

Nothing Better for
Heating or Cooking
Let

us

show you

Kitchen Utensils,
Tin, Agate and

Notes of other National Banks
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents.
Lawful money reserve in hank,viz:

AluminumWare,
Cutlery, Etc.

A. A. HOWES & CO.
Groceries, Drugs
Announces that he has limited his practice
of the

to diseases

Bargain.

Hallett & Cumston Square Rosewood
Piano with cover and stool complete.

C. O. POOR,
28‘Church Street, Belfast.

Price $39.00.

49tf

1.000 00

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in. $100,000 00
Surplus fund.
30,000 00
undivided pronts, less expenses and
taxes paid.
10,783 44
National Hank notes outstanding...
59,200 00
Due to other National Ranks
1,061 23
L ue to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks
13.395 18
Individual deposits subject to check,1,494,07f 4 0
Demand certificates of deposit. 52,709 89
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
6,910 60
United States deposits, $1,000; Postal Savings Deposits
1.000 00
Bills payable, including certificates
of deposit for money borrowed
00.000 00
Reserved for interest on deposits.
1.074 62
$ 1,836,870 48

STATE OF

MAINE, COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
i. C. W. NVeseott, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 4th
day ot December, 1912.
RALPH 1 MORSE.
Notary Public.
Correct. Attest:
Wm. B. SWAN,
»
THUS. W. PITCHER,
Directors
C1I AS. P. HAZELTINE, \

prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leavt
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt attend
ticn. Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
14tf
126 Waldo Avenue. Belfast.
I

Cash

142 71

TRUCKING.

grounds,

Medicines

2,110 00

Total.$1,836,870 48

Total.

Perfumery

and

15,000 00

-..

Due from U. S. Treasurer.

ing force,

for meeting them. Granges and
other organizations interested in rural
life will be invited to give emphasis to a
discussion of these plans. The schools
themselves, it is suggested, should be
opened to meetings of the citizens called'
for the purpose of arousing an interest
in country school betterment.
It is
hoped that as a result of this discussion
there may be such favorable action of
many towns as will result in a distinct
uplift to their country schools.

1,000 00
775.10744

Specie. $88,883 00
9,200 00 98,083 00
Legal tender notes
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasurer (5 percent of circulation).
3,010 00

and the best of everything in
these lines.

plan

66
(536 88

60,000 00

agents).. 21,625 12
Due from approved reserve agents.. 149,370 54
Checks and other cash items.
3,117 23

A clear fire, a clean hearth, and the
rigours
of the game.—Charles Lamb.

IN

BANK

discounts.$706,688

overdrafts secured and unsecured...
U S. Bonds to secure circulation...
U. s. Bonds to secure l*. s. deposits.
$1 000; to secure Postal Savings..
Bonds, securities, etc.
Banking house,furniture and fixtures,
Due from National Bauks(not reserve

moulding at low prices.

Playing Cards

CONDITION OK

NATIONAL

HKSOL HOES.

Loans and

Bracelet watches are

silver, or gold mat noiu a comon pad, is
essence, are another “new” old favorite.
Verona Clark.

CITY

OF BELFAST,
At Belfast, in rite State of Maine, at the close
of business, November 26. 11)12.

popular also, and
The above designs are by The McCall
are to be had at all sorts of prices, and
Company, New York, Designers and
“Pomanders,” little pierced boxes of
Makers of McCall Patterns.
perfumed with

of Weeds.

-o-

The old-time

J

POINTS 1 HE WAY.

fabrics

persuasion, but the girls wear
them with almost anything and look so
attractive that one can only admire the
effect, hence a smart belt is sure to be
an acceptable
gift if the waist of the
recipient is under 30 inches. Silk belts
and sashes are good looking for all sized
figures, as they can be draped or dipped

j

they
Ingersoll

combination

of Russian

j

and see how

on

come

desirable fixings.

The Bull Moose propaganda is a religious
ult, not a political program. The one tangible
hing embodied by it in the campaign just end< d was a third
term for Theodore Roosevelt,
"hat could only mean life tenure and an absolute autocracy. The contention that it would
;ot Mexicanize the government and Diazify
he Presidency is the milk and water which
onspiracy employs to dupe the immature and
redulous.

what people go to
to church with your

j§0

velvet coats and frocks, as well as with
cloths and woolens, and the shops are
showing no end of pretty styles in these

j

horrible to listen to

|

Paris set the style of using leather
belts with all sorts of handsome silk and

“Body and mind are one.”
..lght.
“All the intelligence that is in us is dis-nation with the mana- t ributed through the cells of the body.”
“Every cell is in closest touch with the
He 'irst said he had no
)ivine force which creates, sustains,
but aftenvards ac- ! j
teals, restores and renews.”
onducive to human
“When we shall have learned how to
the church did not 1 ;eep the imagination clean, the thought
jure, the ideals bright; when we shall
It does somey.
iave learned the tremendous power of a
tile acting with the
( freat
life-purpose to systemize and
ii ier
into forbidden ] >urify the life, then we shall know how
1 olive.”
Geo. M. Cole.
n
for people to say:
a church member to
Co). Henry Waterson Says:
': i.-r
good thoughts in

r:

g

Wg bavg gold other remedies for skin

and Mrs. J. W.

ouu

r.2fr,c°"rs®

prescription.

tives.

v

but none that we can recomas highly as this for we know
D.D.D. stops the itch at once. We that.
lust
want you to give D.D.D. a trial. That
will
be enough to
prove it.
other druggists
D.D.D. Prescription—go to them it have
vou
can t come to us—but don’t
accept some
big profit substitute.
But if you come to our store, we am
SO certain of what D.D.D. will do for
you
that we offer you a full size bottle
on
this guarantee:—If you do not find
that
It takes away the Itch AT
ONCE, it
:osts you not a cent.
Wm. O. Poor & Son, Druggists.

J*?”hles
mend

LEATHER BELTS.

elves.

of the fields where

9

Since the old-fashioned theory of curIn* eczema through the blood has been
given up by scientists, many d '.-rent
salves have been tried for skin dis
s.
found that these salves
.•.beeB
only clog the
pores and cannot penetrate
to the inner skin below the
epidermis
where the eczema germs are lodged.
TJ'1e~the quality of penetrating_
probably explains the tremendous suetbe well known liquid eczema
«"■,«
remedy, oil of wmtersreen, thymol, glyoerine, etc., as compounded in D.D.D.

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Ames of
Thorndike were callers at the home of
S. A. Coffin on Chester street last week,
on their way to Bangor, where they
were to spend Thanksgiving frith rela-

lines.

j

.nt

|
|0

especially with reference to their draping qualities, make up beautifully in the
more elaborately draped models.
Home
makers will, however, Jo well not to
attempt too complicated drapery and to
follow the pattern marks closely in
models selected, for nothing is quite so
unattractive as badly managed drapery

ns

;i

|

not difficult to turn out pretty, modish
looking outfits at a moderate cost. Slight
drapings are pretty, even where velvets
or cloth are
employed, and the softer

of the
and daughters of i 1 issues, so indicative of advancing years,
i s invariably preceded by the hardening
ne hundred times bet1
bought. The shriveling-up process, the
fathers and mothers
crinkles, all appear on the mind first.’’
associated with 40 or
“What you allow to live in your heart,
at of them cling to
] larbor in your mind, dwell upon in your
I
lions of their anceshoughts, are seeds which will develop in
--a catholic.
Others ! 1 our life and produce things like them-

ear.

I

Why SalvesCaiTt Cnre Eczema

thick and fast, and
all the world of womenkind is interested
especially in “fussy frocks” that go to
dinners, dances and all sorts of other
Feel languid, weak, run down? Headache?
functions, big and little. Draperies and Stomach “off?” A good remedy is Burdock
fancy sleeves are features of gowns of Blood Bitters. Ask your druggist. Price $1.00.
this sort and as the little dressmaker in
the home or out can now procure satisfactory simple patterns for these, it is

ind never

“Mental ossification produces
The
issification.
hardening

'em mm

Frocks and Dinner Gowns.

following

never

m

|

only harmonize with
principle within, the pri' ciple
dies, which

m

Prices 75c., $1.00 and $1.50.

could

never

m

>wm

9

is happier
days when j idness.”

to church in the

'■••nt

man

<

Certificates are on sale by members of the Belfast Musical Society and at
Pitcher’s Music Store, and may be exchanged for seat checks at Theatre
Box Office on Thursday, December 19th, at 9 a. m. Regular sale at Box
Office Friday morning, December 20th.

Bible truths in
Who can see the

■

—

William R. Chapman at the Piano.

restate

dote of Abraham ofnodern language.
Most of them will have j : aith which Jesus taught in the
,nd the redeeming ; i houghts from Marden?

im

THE sensation of the i ast
MAINE MUSIC FEST1VAI and

man

by bringing him in contact with
publishers as the Thomas Y. CroCo., New York City. Many of

—

Miss Florence Anderson Otis, Soprano.
Miss Sue Winchell, Cellist.
The Great Italian Tenor, Chevalier Salvatore

is wrong.

a

mouth.
A Jparty of Unity men, L. C. Stone,
A. D. Cunningham, F. W. Thompson and
Arthur Sargent passed through Pittsfield
Saturday with seven deer, as a result of
their hunting trip.

Mr.

Saturday Evening, Dec. 21,1912

preacher or teacher may be so afraid
, if imbibing
heresy as to refuse to eximine the best books published.
We

it is service-

j

j

|

selections early and get the best.
MIXER,
Main Street,
Belfast, Me.

Bagley entertained

at their home on ManBtreet Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Hawes of
Troy and Mrs. Lydia Hopkins of Plyson

j

Make your

A

'»

10c. to $1.00 per box

Mrs. F. B. Dow and Miss Lulu Dow
entertained Thanksgiving day at
the home of relatives in Belfast.
were

Mr. and Mrs. E. E.

at 50c. each.

[Correspondence of The Journal ]
New York, December 9, 1912. From now on festivities

fainthearted. A mother
nay teach her boy that he knowB more
han his father and nobody dare say that

the

to mention.

Mrs. Ella B. Sprowl was a Thanksgivat the home of Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. Cates.

ing guest

Thanksgiving day

DRAPERIES AND FANCY SLEEVES.
SASHES AND LEATHER BELTS.
BROCADES IN FASCINATING PATTERNS AND HATERIAL.
new jewelry.

nile or more.

and fall rains

scaice

spent

could
its spray dash high on the rockbound
:oast and hear its incessant roar for a

with snow for 100

treri

i

seen.

see

but little grain until
is Lake, North Dako-

ing.
in

3 x»s

^11
at

|

numerous

Popular $1.50 Novels

500

I

I*

who

peaceful appearance; but I

The rolling

We saw one

.ss

:.

Er'

home for

the

woman

We hear tell of the stormy Atlantic,
jut the few times I have seen it it has
snow-covered Rock- i ippeared
very calm and beautiful. On
f the distant ridge of :he other hard the Pacific was named
by
!
s far north and south
ts calm and

i.ut little in appearance
f Dakota, except that
...

400

other goods too

THEATRE,

Portland, Me., Monday evening, after having lost twelve hours by
land slide, two hours by failure of trains
to connect and stopping 24 hours ir.
Chicago for rest and seeing relatives.
Maine is more level than New Hampshire

saw so large a proupie interested in this

(f.

Books, Stationery, Confectionery, Leather,
and
lou*

j

1

I Chapman Concert |
COLONIAL

I reached

er

|i>;

Every intelligent

diminishes by that much the
af intelligent children among

the American UnitarT I'.eacon street, Bos-

reach.

In

|

to

woman?

i,g home with them to
tract was an offer by
forward more when de-

...

I

MIXER’S

m"m

address him as a father. Such
are some of the extremes to which we
are tending.
Who can calculate the
effect of opening all the professions to

mighty

de-

were

e

Snokane by

I1

cases

negro was in the south before the Civil
War, it will become a disgrace to the Al-

business lively.
b

Great Christmas Bargains i

of

family dispute; but some women,
claiming to be progressive, would appropriate this position themselves. By so
doing they will find it necessary to rewrite the Lord’s Prayer, for when man
becomes merely a servant, such as the

_

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.

According

down the moun.ved into concrete by
tunnel of
Uge pipe or
for two
•, instructed

r-

i!

8

—

we are

or

Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat
AND RLfRAGTION.

*

Office hours—10 a. m. to 12 [in., 1 to 3p.m
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
Telephon connection.

23tf

am

William

Lincoln West

Ex-Veterinary Inspec tor Bureau ol Animal
Industry U. 8. Department of Agriculture.

VETEBINABIaN
TREATS

ALL

DISEASES OF

ANIMALS

Hospital, Pharmacy nml Office,
SPRING STREET,
BELFAST* MAINE
Hospital Never (Idled.

Phones—Hospital 69-13.

Residence 69-11

Lucelia A.v wife of Capt. John W. Ferguson,
died at her home on Church street Friday at
5.30 p. m. Although not strong she had seemed as well as usual, but was taken ill Thursday
night and a doctor was called Friday morning.
Her illness was not then regarded as serious
and her death, from neuralgia of the heart

BELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12,1912
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43.073 barrels of apples were shipped
from Portland in the month of Novem-

ber.
Three ports reported in the New York
Herald’s marine news—Tsingtau, Tjiatjap and Talacahuano.

Progressives accomplished
municipal elections in Massachuwas the defeat of a Republican

mayor for re-election and the election of
a Democrat in his place.

Irving

Hichborn,

Messrs.

Dun-

nack, three prominent members of the
Progressive party, have published a very
vigorous protest against the proposition
to

repudiate

the

primary

in the matter

of the election of a United State senator.
It cost the Democratic National

com-

mittee SI, 159,446 to carry the election
for Wilson and Marshall, according to
its final statement of contributions and

expensesfiled

in

Charles R.

Washington.

Crane of Chicago was the heaviest
tributor with $40,000.

con-

Lewiston Sun: “That’s a pretty argument that the Lewiston Journal repeats
to the effect that the men elected to the
someone

ner

the man nominated thereto by the Republicans at the same time that they
nominated those very members of the

primary was unquestionable that the Republicans of
Maine preferred Burleigh for Senator.
So that if nothing political had happened
'out the election of the Legislature,those
Republicans elected would have no exBut
cuse for refusing to elect Burleigh.
something else political did happen. The
Republican party was broken in two;
the bolting wing nominated Roosevelt:
“The result cf that

in the Presidential election the bolters
The
had more votes than the regulars.

Journal would have the Presidential election treated as a supreme primary—a

ings

the

Mr.

the Con-

If we
Senators.
tion of Senators who would have been
If
elected? There are two answers.

Gardner. If the Senator had been elected at the Septi mber election, it might
have been Gardner; and it might have
been Burleigh; and it might have been a

September,
Burleigh
hardly claim that his election in September was set aside by the
Democratic victory in November. What
)*-’ people did do in September was as
nearly the election of Buileigh as the
Constitutional requirements allow. They
voted for the Burleigh party candidates.
The people have chosen Burleigh for
their Senator as nearly as it was possible for the people to choose a Senator.
Be rleigh ought to be elected on the first
ballot in the Legislature."

There will be an Episcopal service in the
North church vestry next Sunday at 3.30 p. m.
The services at the First Parish Church
(Unitarian) will be held next Sunday at 10.45
a. m.

Sunday

school at

noon.

The Christian Endeavor of the Baptist
church will meet next Sunday at 6.30 p. m.
Universalist church next Sunday
morning an offering will be taken to pay for
the Christmas decorations.
At the

The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
RPrvippR

nt Mip TTnivpraoliat ohnmh

be

fnr

follows: K. O. K. A. Saturday night; preaching service Sunday morning
at 10.45; Sundav school at noon.
the week will

as

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.

days.

He

w’as

born in

H. club held a sale of fancy articles
the schoolhouse Dec. 7th. Refreshments
were served and all present had a pleasant
time.Mrs. Bertha Avery was in Bangor
shopping last Saturday... .Mr. and Mrs. Cleve
Hooper and son of Frankfort are visiting at J.
D. Holbrook's... Miss Maud Shute of Bangor was
a week-end visitor with her parents, Mr. and
!
Mrs. J. F. Shute_Mrs. Etta Bowdoin visited
j her sister in Sandy point last Saturday_W.
!
D. Harriman visited his daughters, Mrs. M. B.
Grant and Mrs. J. A. Pierce, in Sandy point
] last Monday
Mrs. Evelyn Harrison visited
j Mr. and Mrs. Henry Clifford in Stockton one
j day last we ek.... Capt. A. A. Ginn and daughter, Mrs. Josephine Bunks, Mr. and Mrs. B. C.
;
Avery and Mrs. Mary Smith were in Bucksday at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school port Thursday afternoon to attend the funeral
at 12 m.; Epworth League praye? meeting
of Mrs. Hannah Snowman.
Sunday evening at 6.00 p. m. Praise and
Evangelistic service at 7.00 p. m. each Sunday

I
I

II

of

care

the

Christmas

excellent force, we are better
prepay
of our customers than ever I
p

an

wants

,

1]

j

WE OFFER A FEW SUGGESTIONS:

STOCKING?*

GLOVES
We

are

prepared

to

supply the needs

In

Fancy Christmas boxes

|

H
| Handkerchiefs for Women
I
Handkerchiefs for Men
Handkerchiefs for Children
|
for all occasions.

Silk Thread Hose.

__

UVJJ

The H.

at

..

take

to

shorpII

departments preparations have been made for the needs of Christmas

With greater stock, greater varieties, and

H

ett; song, Arietta Smith; rec., Bessie Downs;
rec., Alice Larrabee; music by the Dearborn
The services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills orchestra; rec., Mrs. Gertie Emmons; rec., Mrs.
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the Georgia Smith: song, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed Clements; music by the orchestra. Rev. T. P.
church at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday Humphrey, a prisoner for nine months in Anschool.
dersonville, gave a talk on “Life in a Rebel
Prison.” He was a most interesting speaker,
The men are much interested in the subject
and knew from actual experience what he was
of immigration that is being discussed at the
talking about. Remarks followed by other
men’s meeting at the Universalist church Suncomrades and the company dispersed with the
noon.
The
next
will
be
day
subject
Sunday
singing of “America” by all present.
the social and political effects of immigration.
All men are cordially invited.
PROSPECT FERRY.
j

In all

■

■

■■■■■■

■

■
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ft

Silk Petticoats,

Ribbons,

f|
§

Aprons,

Leather Goods,

1
I

Sweaters,
Silk Waists,

gj

Corsets,
Table Linen,

New Neckwear,

§

S

Towels,

Aft

Tray
J

If

Fine Wool

-'ll.
,ik

Blankets,

Puffs,
Art

Cloths.

Squares,

Uu^

_

--—..

m

Umbrellas,
Handles Mounted with Sterling
ver, covered with Silk in 1>
Blue, Brown and Green.

—.—~—

1

COATS
j

M

Do your

P

j

SUITS
-——

-rrr-rrr"-™-

FURS

™

I

—

for you will find complete assortments

shopping early

JAHES H. HOWES.

|

evening.
Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant preached his first
pastor of the Baptist church last
Sunday. His subject in the morning was
“Pride vs Humility” and in the evening
“Light.” They were able discourses and listened to by large audiences.
The evening
meeting was held in the auditorium, and the
meetings will be continued there during the

earnest and
compelling
Kennebec Journal.
story
I read
“Extremely interesting.
it all atone sitting.” Peter MacQueen.

winter

World Traveller and Lecturer.

The White Isles.

sermons as

I FURNITURE

CLOTH BOUND.
“A

most

Practical

...

season.

Ej

j!

Idylls Beside

MATRESSES,
best

the Strand,

d

|

made—Chiffoniers,

Card

Gifts

includi ng Silk Floss

Rockers of all

;

Holiday

IN~STOCK

I HAVE

|J

Hiram

Morris

n.

Cb

kinds, Bouffets, Con
Center Tables. Roll

Tables,

Desks. Screens, Book Cases, China Cb
Babv

Carriages and Sleds, and a F
Quartered < ak Exteusion

of Round
o
"I

Prices as low as the lowest.
Call arid let me show you :/ie goods

H

ing

China, Art Novelties and Pictures.

|

The officers

present
good attendance.
Master, Overseer, Chaplain, A. Steward,
L. A. Steward, Secretary, Gate Keeper, PomoThe Lecturer’s place was filled
Yja and Flora
by Edmund Brewster, Steward’s by Dell Paul
and Ceres by Grace Bowen. After the opening exercises a class of two was instructed in
were

INot

from

bought

ordinary merchandise
jobbers’ samples,

WALDO.

a

Miss Mildred Clary has returned from an
extended visit with her uncle, Chas. Clary, in

committee to arrange the meetings for the
coming year. The noon recess was then taken

Moore, Montana... Mr F. Ray Neal made a
business and pleasure trip to Portland last
week.Mr. A J- Simmons, who has been
very sick with rheumatism, is much improved.
the
choir.
;o
the
;
Ten
by
granges responded
Mr. Chas. Levansellar spent a few days in
Toil call. A fine address of welcome was given
j Bucksport recently... .Woodman Chase seems
by Mrs. H. P. Farrow and the response by Al
to be gaining, after having a very painful
bie Ordway. The question, “Resolved, That it | time with his If
TTic Krntlior Honru onrT
is more profitable for the farmer to invest |
wife have come home to help care for him....
bis surplus money in the improvement of his !
Mrs. Edward Evans, w! o for the past seven
farm then to deposit it in the bank,” was dis- J
weeks has been very ill with pneumonia, is
cussed by E. Brewster, F. Marriner, C. Moody, j
able to be up and about the house... .Our new
C. M. Howes, Del Paul, W. Monroe, H. Elms, j
Station Agent, Everard Bryant, is giving good
Gracie Eowen, Fuller, M. O. Wilson, J. Berry
service, and seems to be the right man in the
and others. Then followed a recitation by
right place... .Elijah Bradford is kept very
Nettie Marriner; instrumental music by Edbusy hauling brush to Beltast, where it is used
mund Brewster; song by Sisters Hartshorn and
for bank ng houses_Sidney Evans spent the
Marriner; story by Bro. Googins.
past week in Portland attending the Dairy
The next meeting will be with Honesty
Show....Percy Murphy shot four coons one
Grange, Morrill, January 7th. Program: open- day last week.Mary Bowden of Brooks is at
ing exercises; conferring fifth degree; report work for Mrs. Evans, and Edith Stubbs of
of granges; music; address of welcome by
Knox for Mrs. Neal.
Bertha Mears; response by the lecturer; music; election of officers; music; installation of KNOX.
Mr. Millard Brown of Bangor was a weekofficers; question, Resolved, That the State
should establish the location of schools in ru- end guest at R. W. Emerson’s-Mrs. B. M.
ral districts; to be opened by C. M. Howes; re- Shibles and son Jarvis went to Bangor last
week for a short visit....Mrs. S. H. Webb,
mainder of program by thos grange.
and Mrs. Helen Wentworth were Sunday
SMITHTON, (Freedom.)
m
guests of Mrs. Annie Aborn.... Miss Mildred
Aliss Alice Wentworth and sister Bertha are
Webb returned to school at the M. C. I. Dec.
’working in Belfast... Mr. and Mrs. John Tay- 10th.... Mrs. Jennie Richardson called on Mrs.
lor wish to thank all their neighbors and
friends who were so kind to them in tfieir re- John Mannuccia Dec. 5th....Miss Gertrude
cent sorrow in losing their little son....Miss
Daggett visited her parents the past week....
Lucelle Clark, the teacher in the Penney dis- Mr.
and Mrs. H. A. Shibles were guests of
trict, was obliged to close her school for a few
Mr.
days last week on account of illness.... Mrs. r elatives in Belfast, Dec. 6th and 7th....
Bradstreet, from Albion, is stopping with her and Mrs. B. L. Aborn attended the reading
brother, Otis Hervey.John Taylor is help- given by Mrs. Lottie Edwards York in Brooks
ing Mark Busher cut his winter’s wood.... Ned
at
Fisher has moved into one of Mr. Morrison’s Dec. 3d.Mrs. Sarah Shibles is stopping
her son’s, B. M. Shibles, for a while.
bouses on Beaver Hill.
patrons were well cared for in the
dining room 1 y the sisters of the host grange.
the

....

{

dine factory, finished her labors there last
Tuesday and went to Boston for a week’s vaca-

tion.

careful selection.
In these days of awakened
j f

1

|

On her return she will enter the office of
& Barrows as bookkeeper.

|

Leonard

M. Eames of Derry, N. H., who
was called to Belfast by the death of her mother, Mrs. Mary C. Gray, is'detained at the home
of her brother, Mr. George A. Matthews, by
the illness of her little son “Bobbie,” who has
Mrs. Albert

NORTHPORT.

Mrs. Effie Morris of

!

Augusta

is

visiting

Mrs.

M. D. Mendall.... Mrs. Miles Benner has returned from a visit in Boston.... Mrs. Elizabeth Perry returned home Thursday from Bar
Harbor, where she had employment as milliner.
-Mrs. Henry G. Hills has been quite ill the
past week, but is better at this writing....
Harold Patch has finished painting the residence of Isaac Hills_Mrs. L. W. Benner has
been sick for a week and is not much better.

|

j

t

SAVE MONEY
By doing

tarrh germs.

With every package of HYOMEI comes a
little booklet which explains how easy it is to
end the misery of Catarrh, Croup, Sore Throat,
Bronchitis and Deafness, caused by Catarrh.
But best of all A. A. Howes & Co. are authorized to refund your money if HYOMEI doesn’t
If you
do just what it is advertised to do.
haven’t the HYOMEI inhaler ask for the complete outfit, $1.00.

your

CHRISTMAS shopping

complete

1

A

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

on

please.

Ladies’ One-Piece

Serge Dresses, Coats and Furs.

New York Bargain Store, Colonial Theatre Block.
OPEN EVENINGS

policy

a

Christm

and start the

ight.

-s

New

Ribbon, Bn

l

Candies,
Kisses, Etc
ter

p-esYear

City building.

j
|

O to Charles F.
Swift’s for best
of Mixed Nuts,

^ Varies

F,

MASONIC TEMPLE,

Layer Raisins,
Malaga Grapes
and all kinds of Fruits

(MR.

i

UNDER!

FOR CHRISTMAS.
(. 'has. F.

—--

FOR=

M. R KS'OWLTON.

3w49

-----

)\ [UJ is—

LICENSED EMB
CORONER FOR

v

Swift,Masonic Temple
EVCRYTHIVi

|
j

ectiveEps
Need
a

I

Caskets

a"

Situ
Home

Specialist.

Telephone

Office

4;

72 MAIN STH

Is your vision correct? I)o
your eyes focus properly for
all distances? If you are not
sure about it consult a reliable specialist now. You w ill
find it the wisest thing to do,

EDISON

nd the cheapest.
A thorough training in optics, years experince, thousands of pleased patrons, is my
f uarantee„to you of competent, satisfactory

ervice.

replace broken lenses at short notice.
Consultation free.
Office hours—8 a. m. to 12 m.; 1 p. m. to 5 p.
i.; Monday, Wednesday and Saturday evenngs from 7 to 9.
I

at the

assortment of USEFUL GIFTS sure to

of a

1 ;

NEW YORK BARGAIN STORE.
A

r

j;

M. P. WOODCOCK & SON.

OATARRH?

Then you ought to know that druggists
everywhere will furnish you with a bottle of
Booth’s HYOMEI for only 60c.
Pour a few drops of HYOMEI into the inhaler and start this very day to breath the
soothing, healing vapor and destroy the Ca-

nt

j
-i

|

take yourself amf family

refined j.
showy f

We feel that we have been in a great measure successtul and extend to you a cordial invitation to look about our
store and see what really good things are.

INHALER
FOR

more

demand is for something berter than the gaud\.
abominations which have prevailed heretofore, and all our
efforts.have been directed along the lines of meeting this

DO YOU OWN
A HYOMEI

education the

|K

y, also restaurant for sale at a bargain,
llso agent for Fidelity Life Insurance Co.

|
|

I
f demand.

|

the measles.
EAST

j

art

--'

BARGAIN

^recognized artistic |
and
stamp of good
|

merit,

Chas.

Belfast

--,-,,-,
■■■

Several bargains in city and farm proper-

|

unusually

E. McDONAL

-■

I*--

t

|

.

70 IViairt Street,
r——

! ART GOODS! j

Waldo County Pomona Grange met Dec. 3,
There
1912, with Mystic Grange, Belmont.

iT>-d

The Churches.

1|||

g

POMONA.

appointed
degree.
Moody, W illiam Monroe and Gracie Bowen

liquid form or
called Sarsatabs*

Get
today
chocolated tablets

j

The

The Master

that tired
and vim.

1

Journal would

the fifth

an

[j

the election had Ueen held with the elecof President it would have been

was a

creates

digestion, relieves
feeling, gives vigor
in usual
it

|

|

tion

WALDO

ion,

complexappetite, aids

B

popular election of
had had popular elec-

OF

eruptions,

clears the

JAMES H. H0WES1
11 Tseful (Christmas jyjerchandisel

@

primary

stitution will allow to

MEETING

humors, all

Cures all

i|

mary of appeal its decision is that Gardshould be sent to the Senate.

ner

in

Sarsaparilla
blood

The calender for the season of 1912-13 of the
Plot laid in part in Liberty, Montville,
1
Many growing girls in school
Woman’s Alliance of the First Parish Unitari- I or business are frail—delicate—
and Searsmont.
Freeman, formerly of Belfast
j
an church has the
following notices of meetand Northport, died at his home in Grand
anemic—lack energy and am- a
ings, etc: Dec. 12th, annual Christmas sale,
|
after
a
Mich.,
illness.
Rapids,
recently,
long
■ bition and have thin blood.
It is H
church parlor; Dec. 19th, Religious IntelliHe was born in Belfast, the son of the late Mr.
all unnatural and unless checked H j
gence, Reminiscences of the parish; Jan. 2nd.
a nd Mrs. Erastus D
Freeman. He wTent west Religious Intelligence, The Jesuit
|
Missionaries; I leads to serious and chronic ills. H !
when a young man and married there. His wid- : Jan. 16th, Religious
CLOTH BACK FRENCH PAPER C3/ER,
Intelligenc^Old China; Jan.
1
30th,Religious Intelligence,John Galsworthy.by
ow and three children survive.
Nourishment, not drugs, is the K
Two sisters
“It is not always that the inspiraRev. Chas. B Ames; Feb. 13th,Religious Intellij
Mrs.Hattie Barbour of Camden and Mrs. Flora
I law of reason tc build strength K |
gence, The Panama Canal; Feb. 27th, Religious
tion finds such happy expression
Mitchell of Poster,and his stepmother, Mrs- Intelligence, Musicale, committee, Mrs. E. S.
—but when appetite is poor and P
It is a wonderful theme well handled.'
Sarah Bicknell Freeman of Belfast, survive.
Pit«her,Miss Colburn and Mrs.Ralph H.Howes; S
digestion weak, ordinary foods $s
March 13, Religious Intelligence, Pageants and
French & Co., Pub'rs. The
Sherman,
do not nourish—then SCOTT’S i
Pageantry; Mar. 27th, Religious Intelligence,
Sea
last statement relates to the
Abbie E., wife of G. C. Lower, died at her A Hidden Republic; April 10th,
EMULSION is necessary.
Religious Inhome in Northport Wednesday morning, Dec. telligence, Irrigation; April 24th, Religious InThe Montville “Centenary” is
poems”
SCOTT’S EMULSION over- H
11th. She had been ill for some time with can- telligence, The writings of Stephen Phillips.
The author of these books.
in the book
comes just such conditions; its
jh
c or.
She was the daughter of John Bragg and
Franklin F. Phillips, is a native of Sears
tissue
material
enters
PERSONAL.
|
was born in Sidney in 1855.
A devout spirituand
the blood without dij mont, and in youth lived in Liberty
alist she took comfort in her belief. The fueffort and makes H !
gestive
Montville. Over the coming holidays he
i.-ill
U. 1,1
'T'V.--_1 4U_
Miss Fannie Frye of Montville is visiting I
it rich.
It tones the I
|!
will mail to residents or natives of these
Mias Sarah R. Gardner.
mains will be taken to Waterville Friday for
whole system and starts M
Mrs.
Anna
F.
towns,
13
Richards
has
returned
home
the
action
of
ordering direct from him at 5
interment.
healthy
The White
cells throughout the
from an-exiended visit in Dover, N. H.
Felton St.. Cambridge. Mass
Albert F. Soper, a well known resident of
Isles for 75 cents and Idylls Beside the
Miss Ella Erskine was the guest for a few
Imitations are often P
Prices
Orland, died at his home in that town, Dee. days last week of relatives in
Strand for 60 cents, post paid
Bucksport.
offered, but to get results g
8th, at the age of 62 years and five months.
you must get SCOTT’S.
cutnearly one-half. Send postage for
Mrs. Helen W. Crosby returned last Tuesday
j^j
He is survived by his wife, three sons and one
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J. B
from a few weeks’ visit with relatives in Woramounts stated.
daughter, Mrs. Mattie Lord of Bucksport,
Trade-Mark
12-66 fl
cester, Mass.
John F Fred H., and Carl P., of Orland.
-:Misses Frances A. Sargent and Beulah F
Philbrook, principal of the Islesboro High
$100 REWARD, $100
the week-end with the latter’s
The readers of this paper will be pleased to school, spent
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease parents in Brewer.
that science has been able to cure in all its
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Philbrook of Brewer arstages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now known to rived Tuesday to be with their daughter, Miss
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a con- Beulah F. Philbrook, who is in the Belfast T
stitutional disease, requires a constitutional General
fine line of
We are show
an
Hospital.
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken inMr.
and
Mrs.
William
Small
of
the
blood and
Bucksport
ternally, acting directly upon
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby deare guests of Mrs. Small’s cousin, Chester G.
stroying the foundation of the disease, and Hapworth, and Mrs.
Hapworth, in Waterville.
giving the patient strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in doing its They visited in Oakland, Tuesday.
work. The proprietors have so much faith in
Mrs. F. E. Cottrell and son Karl were guests
of the
sort, such as are
its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. Tuesday and Wednesday of Belfast relatives.
but articles of
Send for list of testimonials.
They came to meet Miss Edna Martin of PittsAddress F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
taste
field, who will accompany them to Rockland
the
them
with
which
carry
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
and be their guest for several weeks.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
t
;

crats; the Democrats had already picked
If the Presidential
man —Gardner.
election is to be taken as the grand pri-

their

lected

He had been

the late Amasa F. and
Mary A. Jackson Emerton, but had made his
home in Be’fast for several years. He was a
carpenter by trade. Two sisters survive, Mrs.
Triggs and Mrs. Georgia Buck. The remains
were taken to Bucksport Tuesday, where the
funeral service was held.

The Presidential
should be elected.
election decided in favor of the Demo-

as

today.

times

years, 4 months and 25
Bucksport the son of

appeal, its decision is that not Burleigh, nor the someone else, but Gardner

It is to get as near

or.

Mr. Everett W. Emerton died at the home of
his sister, Mrs. Triggs, Spring street, early
Sunday merning, after a long illness, aged ^5

ry of

“Consider what the Senatorial

were

honored by his townsmen with
various town offices and positions of trust.

out. True,
Presidential election showed
more votes for Roosevelt than for Taft;
but it showed at the same time more
votes for Wilson than for either Taft or
Then if the Presidential
Roosevelt.
election is to be taken as a grand prima-

is for.

found in Montville

many

the

that

Dearers

Hoods

The December meeting of the Waldo County Veteran association was held last Thursday in Northern Light Grange hall, White’s
Corner, Winterport, and was largely attended.
Veterans from Belfast, Searsport, Frankfort,
Winterport, Hampden,Newburg, Monroe, Morrill, Swanville and Jackson were present. The
usual business meeting was held in the morning. The next meeting will be held in North
Searsport. Jan. 2nd; if stormy on that day, the
next fair day. The death of one comrade since
the last meeting, that of William H. Beckwith
of Belfast, of the 19th Maine, was
reported.
Rev. T. P. Humphrey of Hampden, a Civil war
veteran who had served a long term of imprisonment in Ande. sonville, made some interesting remarks, and remarks were also made
by Secretary Alfred Stinson. At noon a fine
dinner was served by the ladies of White’s
Corner followed by the usual smoke talk,
and when the afternoon meeting was called
to
order the hall was weil filled with
people from the neighborhood to listen
to the program.
The singing of America
by the audience was followed by
Then Miss
prayer by Rev. T. P. Humphrey.
Myra White of White’s Corner gave the address of welcome, in well chosen words welcoming the veterans to the town and extending the greetings of its people. The response was by Comrade Trask of Newburg.and
was made m his usual happy manner.
Then
the following program was given by the children of the Corner schools, assisted by their
teachers: Recitation, Abbie Smith; rec., Hazel
Welman; dec., Eaman Ritchie; rec., Rose n,dmons; dec., Emma Fisher; dec., Kenneth Jew-

Nathan P. Bennett, who died in Montville
Dec. 1st, and of whom a brief obituary was
published last week, had a fine war record. He
The services at the North church will be as
enlisted soon after the beginning of the war follows: Junior C. E
Thursday at 3.45 p. m.;
and took part in the campaign which resulted
prayer meeting, Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; Castle
in the capture of New Orleans. He went south
North, K. O. K. A., Friday at 7 p. m.; morning
on the same vessel which carried Gen. Butler.
worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school
After the termination ou his term of enlistSunday at 12 m.; C. E. Society Sunday at
ment he went to Virginia and served in the 6
30 p. m.
of
the
Potoconstruction corps of the Army
The services at the Baptist church will be as
mac
Later he enlisted again, serving under
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evenWarren and Sheridan, and took part in the
ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
battle of the Forks, the capture of PetersSunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
burg, and the campaign which resulted in the
attend Sunday school at any other church are
surrender of Lee. Returning home after the
cordially invited. Evening service at 7.30 p. m.
war ended, he married and bought a farm, but
his principal business was that of contractor
The services for the week at the First
and builder.
He and his brother, the late Hon.
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
D. W. Bennett, erected many of the best buildThursday, evening, the prayer meeting: Sun-

Legislature.

aside

me

pastor, omciaung.

Stoddard, Capt. James H. Perkins
Messrs. Eugene R. Conner and Charles W
Frederick.

as

primary of appeal-setting
June primary.
“Pretty! But let’s follow it

Fergu-

0.

A.

Republicans should elect
else to the U. S. Senate than

Legislature

unexpectedly.

Durham and Louisa H., all of Belfast, were
born. Later Capt. Ferguson bought the Goodenough home on Congress street, but their son
engaged in business in Cliftondale, Mass., they
went there to live and remained several years,
j
but for some time past their home has been in
Belfast. Mrs. Ferguson is also survived by a
brother, Calvin Monroe of North Belfast and a
sister, Mrs. Lucy M. Keene of Santa Paula,
The death of this devoted wife and
Calif.
mother is an irreparable loss to the immediate
family, and she will be sincerely mourned by
the neighbors and a large circle of friends
who knew her worth and held her in the highest esteem. She was a devout Christian and a
member of the North church In her home
and with her associates she was a tower of
strength. Her little grandsons had her loving
attention and were the recipients of her last
kind act, reading to them at the close of the
day. She had a bright active mind and was a
ready and entertaining conversationalist. The
funeral took place at her late home, Monday
afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. David L. Wilson,

All that the

and

Mrs.

born in Whately, Mass., the daughter
of Rev. Calvin and Vesta Belden Monroe.
Her parents moved to Waldo, when she was a
child and it was while attending a local High
school that she met her husband. They were
married in Charlestown, Mass., where she was
the guest of relatives. When Capt. Ferguson
began following the sea, Mrs. Ferguson made
her home at the Ferguson homestead at Citypoint and it was there that their three children, Alfred M., Gertrude F., wife of James C.

heavy.

setts

and

son was

Bradstreet’s reports holiday business
good and orders for future deliv ery

in the

suddealy

came
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MEETING OF WALDO CO. VETERANS.

OBITUARY.

The Republican Journal

J. H. wood, 0. 0.
(SPECIALIST)

1 laaonic

Temple,

Room I,

Belfast, Maine*

I

Phonograpl
1 £1.00 down anil
per

week

Edison IV"
into youi

1

Yours very truly

CARLE &

JONES.
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OF BELFAST.

THE NEWS

H. Richards, who have
Mr8 Walter
harbor
v,enobscot Lodgeon the
to 28 Miller street.

Mf- *n
bec»

oCCUfm.fved

,ront>"! lime now to
Itis 1”*hBkton Globe.
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Holeproofs

The

at

store
1

Mrs. L. A. Knowlton, who had an ill-turn
last Friday, was very much better the next

Universalist church
at 10
vestry today, Thursday,
king" bee and a picnic dinner.
le of the

V

is

.m e

morning and is'gaining daily.

to be

members

tra.

account

agent for the Belfast Sois making an initablea where animals are cared
ns,

game.

Animals,

obliged

cases has been

ai

to

of

department

the

arrangements

in the

are

....

Mrs

Pierce, Mrs. Joseph Tyler,
\Y iterraan.

L.

1>1-

! -.-e ember business meeting
the Home for Aged Wo-

j qualified

to judge, predicts that it will be the
best presentation of an opera by local talent
ever given in Belfast.

I
1

part of a lot of
d last week by J. A.
to his stable on Upper

ft
<

1

was

severely

j

shaken up.

The annual

nrmrorJ-

oml

Koll

lor the

Hook & Ladder Co., given in the Opera House
j last Friday night, was a most enjoyable affair.
A large number of Camden young
people were
reports the following in attendance. Keyes’ orchestra
gave a fine
t
oi ^ocal interest. Dr.
•ns
concert and furnished music for the eighteen
“The
of
this
'-ident
city:
dances. The grand march was led by Chief S.
nniden street, has been
j S. L. Shute and lady, with a long line of fire
lire we ter of Belfast, who
laddies. Arey served ice cream and cake.
:ty and occupy it as a
At dusk on the
Could has sold the house ! A Cheeky Chickadee.
on
streets, where he has night of Dec. 5th the bird lover came in with a
“See here,’’ he said “I want to
years, to Capt. Rodney I grievance.
M josehead, who will take j know what right a chick-a-dee has to a night’s

Big* sir-'

j

’■

,j|

in my eave-swallows

! ^dgingthat
getting jowed

'.ere.”
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nest.”

New

didn’t know.
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erican Hawaiian
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long experience in his
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Carf, Portland, for the
Mfiacomet, the largest
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were

but

Monday i
due, a Le- I

N. E.

Ayer, Em-

Sawyer, from the
John B. Carrington

Sterns mill,
and the li. L. Tay, and the
Catherine, which had dis>hlt, got away Tuesday.
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one more
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Don’t be fooled into buying the many Imitations—
be sure that your Money pays for the original Holeproof, to be had at

were

>

(

to their

holiday

patrons, all personally selected for the
trade.
See Christmas suggestions

dry goods and crockery departDolls, 1 cent to $10, and special values
i 25c and 50c dressed dolls. Over $1,000 worth
of toys displayed in the basement salesroom,
Christmas tree decorations, etc
Now is the
time, and the store of H. J. Locke & Son the
their

from

I

Suits and Overcoats,
Nobby
Bath Robes (Slippers to

Neckwear, Silk Hosiery,
match), Sweaters, House Coats,
Umbrellas, Bates’ Street Shirts (the best
fitting shirt
made) Hats and Caps, Combination Sets, Gloves
(lined
or unlined), Pajamas and
Night Shirts.

\

\
<

1

THESE ARE ONLY A FEW OF
THE
MANY THINGS WE HAVE TO OFFER

j

Call in and look

SfieSXn&more

over

RALPH D.
12 MAIN

<

\

display of merchandise.
REMEMBER THE PLACE,
our

I

SOUTHWORTH,

STREET.BELFAST,

MAINE.

‘

Advertisements.

Headquarters for
are at Carle & Jones, who have
their two stores the biggest, best and most
varied stock of goods they have ever offered

ments.

I

**«£+**+<»

..

place, to buy holiday presents. See their window display, which shows a large variety of
'•
goods. If you want a good time keeper you
I will find it here, in a great variety of watches
j and clocks, including the latest thing in

Charles F. Thompson bought the stock
Nellie H. Hopkins’ store last Friday,
took possession Saturday morning and began
Brooks as
disposing of it with Mrs. Louise B.
sale -woman. The stock must be closed out by
next Monday as the store is leased to Mr.
French, who will put in a stock of tea, coffee,
Mr.

in Miss

and

fancy

Miss

groceries.

Hopkins

after

I

a

attention to business will

last

M. Ingersoil, local manager of the Saco Valley Canning Co., closed the factory and returned tc
Canning Factories Closed.

Portland last

Saturday.

orher sections

of the State the

mitted to the insane
that he is an escaped

hospital,
patient.

and it may be

overstocked, but this season there is
decrease in the pack which will have
ency to raise

a
a

large
tend-

prices.

j

*

J
A trio presenting
Acrobatic Act,

Clever

11

if
!|

Although

ments.

.-

of the stars in the feature is the little
girl of ab. ut four years of age who
dues

some

un:que feats.

There will a matinee Saturday
at 2.30 of Pictures
and Vaudeville.

not

expensive, yet

in

this

*

require-

\

us

dainty, artistic 2

I

|

M. P. WOODCOCK & SON.

WANTED!
LADLES

CIGARS
bands or
Oil

|

merit they meet the demands of the most fastidious
ta^te, ♦
and better than anything else seem to
satisfy that growing •
2 desire for something which shall serve as a
remembrance
2 rather than a gift.
2
♦
our
lines
all
are
were
exclusive,
Nearly
bought directlv $
2 from the people who made them, and are, we think, supe- 2
2 rior to those found elsewhere.
2

A
■fa A
'Uf ltJ

OF THIS WEEK.

a a a

♦

WILL APPEAR IN VAUDEVILLE AT THE

Colonial Theatre

A A A .A*.,

MAS CARDS and BOOKLETS has
prompted
year to lay in a stock which we trus^ will meet all

j
a

Q

J The phenomenal increase in the demand for CHRIST- 2

Fred

In

&

Christmas Cards.

j

Saturday.

much needed rest.

...

fer.

The steamer Golden Rod, which had been at
Camden two weeks for repairs, resumed her
route between Belfast, Castir.e and Brooksville

comparison with
corn pack herttake
was good. The apple pack was unusually large
What was originally the Abbott field on the and of the finest quality and taken altogether
extension of Bay View street, later the prop- it was a successful season at the factory....
erty of Mrs. Annie Jackson Webster, has been The Lubec Sardine Co. closed their factory in
surveyed and sold for building purposes. Mr. this city last week. While the season’s pack
V. A. Simmons has five building lots and Mr. was not up to the average, the factory was
I. W. Parker bought the remainder. His pur- kept running while many to the eastward
Last year the markets were
chase extends from Bayview street to Cottage closed early.
many years of close

watches, the bracelet watch.... A box of guaranteed Holeproof stockings would make a
most acceptable Christmas gift, a daily reminder of the donor until next Fourth of July.
Walter
j Sold only at The Dinsmore Store_John A. street. Mr.Parker has sold one lot to
! Fogg, Howes block, is now booking orders for A. Decrow, who will build next spring and
He will have chickens o hers are negotiating for lots.
the Christmas dinner.
weighing from 5 to 7 pounds, and a good sup- j
He was Insane.
Wednesday afternoon,
Belfast some weeks ago eggs were then rapidply of native Waldo county geese, turkeys and Dec. 4th, a man giving his name as A. Leslie
ly advancing in price and he predicted that ducks. Arlington goods of all kinds. Native
j Abbott entered the American Express office
they would reach 75 cents a dozen before the pork and home-made sausages,and home-made
and said he wanted to snip $50,000 worth of
winter was over. When asked upon what he
mincemeat—the real thing.James H. !
gold to Washington, D. C. Mr. Shute, who
based this prediction he said that the season
Howes, Odd Fellows block, is offering useful \ was at the desk, was of course ready to acwas unfavorable for hatching and that there
Christmas merchandise in all departments of commodate
him, but when the man attempted
in
stock
was a considerable
laying
shortage
his large dry goods store, and with greater I to
over the counter Mr. Shute stopped
jump
This
is
conthe
country.
opinion
throughout
stock, greater varieties and an excellent force,
him and summoned City Marshal Kn owl ton,
firmed by an authority on eggs, who says in
is better prepared to take care of the Christj who arrested the man and placed him in the
the current issue of Farm and Fireside:
mas wants of his customers than ever before. ; care of Sheriff Jenkins.
Thursday afternoon
“When the poor hatches came off last spring,
See the suggestions in his advertisement_ | Drs. E. A. Wiison and Hairy L. Kilgore exammany poulterers decided to give up raising any
Masoni Temple, has some
ined Abbott and at a meeting ot the municipal
great amount of stock this season and buy Charles F. Swift,
pullets later. This idea was so general among timely notices to those looking for good things j officers held that evening reported that he
both fancy and utility breeders that the out- for ’Christmas.
He has candies, nuts, fruits
e was committed to the inwis insane, and
come seems to be general shortage of stock all
and small boxes of cigars for gifts to husbands i
To make the matter more or best fellows-1. V. Miller, Howes’
sane asylum in Bangor and was taken to that
over the country.
block, j
serious, feed prices began rising early in the has fine furs and millinery. Miss Effie Curtis, j institution Friday by City Marshal Kr.owlton
summer, and farmers and poulterers in general milliner
See card of J. H. Wood, eye spec- I and officer Scott
Gray. While at the jail and
from all sections of the country began selling ialist, Room 1, Masonic Tennde. ...Save
money
when in charge of the officers Abbott was vioThousands of car-lots
all surplus old stock.
by doing your Christmas shopping at the New j
were shipped to our cities, and still the prices
lent. He is a tall, light complexioned, muscuYork Bargain Store, Colonial Theater block.
kept up higher than usual for poultry of all Open evenings-For practical holiday gifts lar looking man, and a stranger here. It is
this
exodus
of
result
from
As
a
poul70
Main
grades.
street. He
said that he is the man, who a few years ago,
go to H. E. McDonald’s,
try the supply is much lower than usual this has everything usually kept in a furniture hel d up “Jake” Ames of the Searsport stage
fall, and the outlook now is favorable for high- store and his prices are as low as the lowest. route, at which time he was arrested and comer prices than last year for both poultry and
Call and let him show you what he has to ofeggs.

\

f

--suggestions:--
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Here’s Some of Southworth’s Holiday

holiday goods

We al-

“Well, was workurting and what’s
jng out there by the barn just now,” he said,
ive-year old, who is now a
‘‘when I saw a streak, like something flying. I
•>.
n Belfast.
“Oh, I don’t I
looked up and thought I saw a bird in the eave\uur uncle” said his mamma,
swallows nest. I rapped on the barn. The
to his uncle who, although
bird flew out, went over in an apple tree and
;s>found time to answer his j
said ‘chick-a-dee-dee-dee.’ I went on working
he appeared ;
:t long absence
and heflew[back into the nest.said 'chick-a-deewith a satisfied smile. “Well
1
dee-dee-dee’—and turned in.” We wondered
m l. “As near as I can find
out
if this were a chick-a-dee custom, or whether
mu getting married is get- j
! this was the same cheeky chick-a-dee which
j had several weeks ago been seen prowling
The Journal published in around the bird lover’s empty martin houses,
1st a description of the new the rightful occupants of which left for the
in
recently completed I sunny south on August 18th.
Hawaiian Steamship Co.,
The Price of Eggs.
When Prof. Wm. F.
maiden voyage to Puerto, |
j Schoppe of the University of Maine was in
we

done

|

j

Holeproof Society Hose, for Fussy people. Made of
soft, clinging Mercerized material, that has all the appearance
of the finest silk. In three colors at $3.00 a box for Men
and Women. Yes—these very thinnest kinds are Guaranteed just the same—Six Months Mithout a hole. And if
we have Holeyour friend belongs to the “Fussiest Family''
proof Luxury Hose, made from Pure Sure Silk. A box of
Three pairs, Guaranteed for Six Months, for Men $2.00;
for Women $3.00.

1;

The Home of Good Values l

|

!

Holeproof.

other week.

|

v

work

with

Next is

heartily appreciated by members of the Circle, who have
worked hard the past year to make it a successful one. The Circle is in a flourishing condition,with an average attendance of about 30.
Themeeings are held every Tuesday at 2 p. m.,
with a short program for entertainment
every

T3^ 1 ^^*

thoroughly satisfied
Family hose, made from
be

for Practical Gifts in

Boys’ Wearing Apparel

j.

the very best Sea
Starting with the
Island cotton in three colors, two weights. For boxes of Six
Pairs, Guaranteed for Six Months, Men’s $1.50; Women’s
$2.00; Boys’ and Girls’ $2.00.

special

Mr. Otis Colson of Searsport, who is employed on the Coe-Mortimer extension, while
puttorch
!> parade or a
light ! ting in windows
Monday fell from a staging
t>ti The Journal office one
about 25 feet from the ground. He was taken
e_u;n
to his boarding place and an examination
;_'o.-9 painted so brilliant a
showed that no bones were broken, but he
i .uke the most gorgeous was

can

Oil Fell a vs’ Block

Will find the largest and most
complete line in the city at

<;

July.
Every taste

meeting. Dinner was served at noon to about
50 comrades and members, followed by exemplification of the work, at which a goodly number of the comrades were present; also the
commander of the Sons of Veterans.
Mrs.
Tarbox viewed the ritualistic and floor work
of the order, with which she
expressed herself
as very much pleased.
She gave a short talk
on the work of the order and
spoke of many
pleasant memories of her former home.
Her words
of
praise and commendation

Home,

guest

ufeent

\ Men’s

Christmas Gift is a thing of a day. Why not make it
Give a box of Guara daily reminder for Six Months?
and
friend will think
your
Stockings
anteed Holeproof
until
next Fourth
of your thoughtfulness every morning
of

Searching

;

a

Thomas H. Marshall Circle, Ladies of the G.
A. R., were officially
inspected by Dep. President Mary R. Tarbox, Dec. 4th, at a

j

SPECIALIST

jXmas Shoppers!|.

G/iristmas box

ORDINARILY

gratulations, bouquets of chrysanthemums*
pinks, etc., and gifts of silver,

Remember the Christmas sale of fancy articles and aprons at the Unitarian church parlor
: inks was extended to Mrs. ;
! this, Thursday, afternoon, beginning at 2.30
s_-, for a bountiful Thankso’clock. There will also be a table of homeMrs. John Macdonald for a j
made candy and of home cooking. Tea will be
,m ,rv .>f her mother, Mrs. S.
! served during the afternoon. Admission free
Mr. Albert Harte of Los
I to all.
at the
'•

six pairs in a

GUARANTEED NO HOLES-6 MONTHS

guests at the bountiful dinner. Mr. and Mrs.
Dyer were the recipients of many hearty con-

Elmer

*2233Z3SnEE^

Holeproof Hosiery

of

!
The rehearsals for The Chimes of Norman;a.: e benevolent committee,
are progressing
favorably and an interestMrs. Ben Hazeltine, Mrs. dy
A. Sherman, I ed listener at a recent rehearsal, who is well

to us and we will make an
examination,
and if you need glasses will tell you so.

Up Stairs.

Belmont avenue. That a quarter of a century
wedded life had been happy and prosperous
was shown by a casual remark of the wife,who
said “Sunday was a happier day than the original one, although she thought she was happy
that day.”
Only family connections were

in the church vestry at North Belfast,
18th.
There will
also be a sale of useful articles foi Christmas.
Admission 15 cents.

be at their mercy. If you have the least
trouble with your eyes, you should not
delay in having them looked at. Come

EYE

mont

Wednesday evening, Dec.

DO YOUR DUTY
to your eyes; don’t treat them as if
they
were slaves, for if you
dottsome day
they will refuse to work, and you wlil

A
HOLE

HOLE

A Silver Anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs.
George B. Dyer celebrated the 25th anniversary of their marriage at their home on Bel-

ment

Unitarian

Alliance of
the
A, a Christmas tree for
he

MONTHS
WITHOUT

WITHOU1
A

avenue
Sunday, Dec. 8th. George H.
Dyer and Miss Laura B. Toothaker, both of
Don’t forget the sale in the Baptist vestry Searsmont, were married in Belfast, f)ec, 8,
next Saturday afternoon by the Young Ladies 1887, by the Rev. Sylvanus G. Sargent, pastor
Sacial Union. The sale beerins at 2 o’clock and of the Baptist church. Several years ago they
includes fancy articles, aprons, food and candy. moved to Belfast for a permanent home, Mr.
There will be a picnic supper and entertain- Dyer buying the Ansel Wadsworth farm on

the Arts
ed an order last week for six
Mrs. Clinton G. Ferguson of
were sent to her by express.
the head of this department,
all occasions.
.n menus for

.cience

Admission 15 cents.

Miss Beulah F. Philbrook, principal of the
Islesboro High school, entered the Belfast
General Hospital last Tuesday for an operation
for appendicitis by Dr. Eugene D. Tapley.

suitable protec-

to ensure

SIX

MONTHS

electing the following officers: Commander, B.
H. Stevens, senior vice commander, A. T. Gay;
junior vice commander, J. C. Bennett; secreThe Pythian Sisters will give a public whist tary, S. R.
Stevens; treasurer, F. O. Whiting;
party in their hall to-morrow, Friday evening. camp council, D. A. Webber, A. T. Gay and J.
Coffee and doughnu ts will be served after the C. Bennett.

01

(I

SIX

A. E. Clark
Camp, Sons of Veterans, held
their annual meeting last Monday evening

The next meeting of Seaside C. L. S. Circle
will be with Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, No. 4 Park
street Monday afternoon, December 16. Rollcall Current Events.

present.

he
Burnham reports
,,sed one hundred and five
fourth
Baga turnips on one
he largest turnip weighing

t„

Advertised Letters. The following letters
remained uncalled for in the Belfast post office
for the week ending Dec. 10th. Ladies—Mrs.
Annie Haskell. Miss Hattie Pierce, Mrs. W. R.
Stringhara, Miss Thelma Smith. Gentlemen—

a dance in
Silver Harvest ! Thaddeus A.
Brigg. Clarence Herrick, H. L.
hall, Waldo, every Saturday night un- Moore,
Robinson, Arno Russell, E. R. Sprague,
til further notice. Music by Poland’s orches- Martin
Welch.

that

acre

|

Grange

ceiing of the Waldo County
Was postponed from last
on

j

I

There will be

anticipated.

Tuesday evening,

j!

eral scenes from Gene Stratton Porter's charming Irish story, .Freckles. She was » ssisted by
Manters C. Edwards, tenor, and Miss Hazel
Shaw, accompanist.

the Christmas

darn

f vou buy

....

Nl,t

I»

Mt». Lottie Edwards York gave • most enjoyable and entertaining recital last Friday
night in the North church parlors, giving sev-

to buy
sinal! boxes of
for their hus-!

best

fellows

for CHRISTMAS at

CHAS.

F.

SWIFT'S,

Masonic Temple, Belfast.
For sa-iiigestion

& &

p --] 2 eves sour stomach.
^
>alDitai.ion ox the. heart. Dip^r*
?.u e?vt

DON’T
SHIVER
g? NEEZE,
Colds anil Grippe

AND ACHE WITH
when Foss' Cold and
Grippe Pills will stop il in ONE dav. A box
mailed you for 25 cents. For sale
only at
CITY DRUG STORE.
tft r

■

'a.

4

KENNEDY'S

z

£,

\Tt

IA7IVF.
UP

COUCH

CARD OF THANKS
We

wish to think the kind

frienis and
neighbors for their aid and sympathy in our
recent bereavement, also for the many beautiful flowers which thev sent.
GEORGE A. MATTHEWS,
MRS. ALBERT M. EAMES.
p

FOR HOLIDAY 600 S
HEADQUARTERS
---AT CARLE & JONES’In

“

our

STORES”

you will find the most

made

complete and varied stock of goods from which

special effort, and

Suggestions From Our
Dry Goods Department

not

only have

sfmas
Cadies’
and

Black Silk Hose,

^MONAS$5.00.

^AGS

Crepe,

of every

description,

^OIVIBS—Manufacturers’
oiBdeaux

HIBBONS

for the hair.
by the ball, 10c.

neckwear.
e

25c. to

Silk, 98c. to

our

samples—Beautiful

showing

line of CUT GLASS

Ban-

Fancy Ribbons for Bags.

a

DEPARTMENT

showing Water Sets, Bon Bons, Jugs,
$1.00, Sugar and Creams, Vases Napall at a remarkably low price. We buy our
at

Cut Glass direct and in that way
from regular prices.

we are

able to undersell 20 to 30 °Io

WARE, as
are making specially strong showing in JAPANESE
well as in FRENCH and ENGLISH CHINA.
We have arranged bur TABLES in prices of $1.00, 50c., 25c. and 10c.,
and on each of these 4 tables, there will be special bargains beside
the regular priced goods. We would be very pleased to have you
examine them.
_'__

We

Pressed

Handkerchief

Sets, Military

of Toys

displayed

MENT SALESROOM

in

our

_

Toilet

Flasks,
Brushes, Pocket Knives, Razors,

appreciate a call from YOU.
We’ve got the goods and we need the
We would

Dolls.

BASE-

Boxes,

Travelers’

And these are only a FEW OF THE ITEMS
you will find in our slock tor the Holidays.

Yours very

previous season
The new line of Toys
Iron Toys, Mechanical Toys, Mirrorscopes, Magic
Lanterns, Sleds, Skates, Games, Puzzles.

$1,000 worth

before.

Post Cards, Letters, Tags and Novelties, Leather
and Celluloid Goods, Collar and Cuff Boxes,

this year is nearly double that of any

over

ever

We have

Music Rolls, Pocket Bocks,
Manicure Sets 25c. to $6.00,

-TOYS--

We have

your friends in town.

Strong Line of Xmas Tree Deeorations]

1c. to 1000 Cents.

Special Values in 25c. and 50c.

gifts for

better selected stock than

we are

Vinegars, 6 inch Nappies
pies, Celeries, Bowls, and

DOLLS

$8.00.

an exceptional line ot nice DRES8
of colors in Charmeuse,$1.79 yd.
also
line
GOODS,
We are
fu||y stocked in all Staple Goods—Towels,
are

In

50c., $1, $1.50

Flannelette and

larger stock, but

CROCKERY

$2.00.

VES. Heavy Street Gloves $1, Fine
Cress Kids, Grey, Black, Tan, White, $1.
Chamois and Doe Skin $1.

a

to select

money.

truly,

OARLE & JONES,
2

Stores, Main Street, Belfast,

Me.

1
|

|

|

MAKE ThE TEST.

JACKS BABY.
called by their
neighbors "peculiar,” and we are not
disposed to contradict them. There was
the father, mother and three sons, the
latter all woman-haters, or at least woman- shunners, for even when boys at
the district school, not one of them
would play with or in any way notice a
girl. As a family, they were industrious, economical and well-to-do. Work,
work, work was the order of the day,
and save, save, save was the keynote of
their lives. If there was one among
them more of a hustler than the others
it was the eldest son, Jack, and if one
more than another of the sons was
averse to society, it was Jack.
It was on Thanksgiving morning that
our story opens, but we doubt if any of
the|Kingsleys had given a thought to the
day. In their busy, unsentimental existence, there had been no account made
of the days that come like pleasant mile
stones along the way. There was no
Thanksgiving cheer, or Christmas gifts;
New Year meant nothing to them but a
The Kingsleys

were

Easter was only
rest at this farmhouse. In the East, long years before,
Mr. and Mrs. Kingsley had been church
members, and doubtless still claimed to
be, but for years they had only attended
services when some neighbor was buried.
They had come West when the country
was new and the children babies.
Tljere
was no place to go at firsthand by the
time churches and social privileges had
come to them, they did not want them.
The boys never inclined to mix much with
other people, though plenty of nice girls
in the neighborhood would have risked
their chances of happiness in their keeping, for morally they were without re-

change of date, and
Sunday, the day of

ailing

fall
this
even

wucic

01;

wcic

w*/

this same Jack, whose
oftimes wakened the

.L-

Thanksgiving morning

* L

..

no great odds to us; we ain’t
but all these fine fixens
she’s got on shows she don’t b’long to no
There’s
a
here.
poor trash round
mystery about it and I hope we won’t

|

never

understand.!’’

uncommonly long speech,
Jack Kingsley put the child in the bas-

earlier than usual, for it was corn-

ket and went

his mother never

1

it was called from the first.
There was nothing by which she coulc
be identified, save a square white can
bearing the one word, “Fay.”
At breakfast Mrs. Kingsley remarkei

complainingly:

Now there’ll be

Sweet’s.”

a

trip

clean to Johr

■John Sweet’s?” queried Jack, abfent-mindedly, as he watched his mother
feeding milk to the little stranger.
“Yes, he’s the poor commissioner,
ain’t he?”
“Wiiat of that?”
“What of that? Did I ever! Why,
you can’t git this young one into the
poorhouse without seeing him about it.”
A wave of color swept across Jack’s
sunburned, unshaved face, but he only
replied that he guessed they could board
her until Sunday, leastways no one
could be spared from the husking now.
“Nd how d’ye s’pose I’m to do my
work, ’nd care for a baby all that time?
Here it’s only Thursday.”
”3he don’t seem troublesome yit.”
'No, of course she’ll be good while
I'm minding her all the time, but wait
till I put her by.”
Before Jack had been at work twc
hours he made an excuse to go back tc
the house.
His mother happened to be
out
of doors when he entered the
but
there sat the lovely child
kitchen,
in her basket, gleefully pulling the
strands of a skein of scarlet yarn. The
moment she caught sight of him she
gave a happy, gurgling laugh, dropped
the yarn and held out her arms; but he
pretended not to see. When next he
irlam’pH

in h

r

Hirppfinn

thp hahv’s lin

trembling and tears were welling
up into the great dark eyes.
He made a step toward her, then
paused, looking from his dirty hands
and dusty clothes to the dainty garments
she wore.
“I ain't fit,” he muttered.
Once more the smile came like a burst
of sunshine through the clouds and the
dimpled hands reached out alluringly.
“Goo, goo!” she said, but he thought
she meant good, and—well, when his
mother entered the room she was simply
dumbfounded at the sight that met her
gaze.
Jack, who had never even touched a
baby before, was marching about, the
child on his shoulder, one hand fastened
in his rather unkempt hair, the other
patting his cheek.
was

“Go, goo!” she cried louder and louder.
“Jack Kingsley, are you crazy?” she
cried. With a shame-faced expression,
he turned toward the basket, but paused
half-way and turned defiantly.
“No, I ain’t crazy, but I’m going to
keep her.”

“Goin’ to keep her? Mercy on us,
you must be out’en yer head.
“I tell you I ain’t, but I’d be 'shamed
to put a purty little critter like her in
the poorhouse. Hain’t we got enough
I’d like to know, to feed one sech kid?”
“But who’ll take care of her?”

“Hang the youngun! was Tom’s ungracious reply. “Say, Jack, you better

’, cooing contentedly,

“I will, if there’s nobody else,” he

defiantly; “leastways
girl.”

answered

hire

a

I

can

when you

order dour.
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ready
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iiieaub

tv

a

tanc

laic ui

uci

cvi-

dently. And so the new life at the
Kingsleys began. Not all in a day did
the changes come, but the truth of the
words:

“And a

them,”

was never

little child shall lead

thoroughly veriBy anotner
Thanksgiving time a royal feast was
spread and the minister and his family
invited to partake.
The house was
brightened; each member of the family
talked
and
acted
more like “othdressed,
er people;” they even
sent wood and
vegetables to several poor families; and
remembered that they themselves had
cause to give thanks for many blessings,
not least among them Jack’s baby.
more

fied than in this instance.

School Games.

pamphlet that will assist teachers who desire to organize school games has been issued
by the State educational department. The
A

booklet contains a list of games suitable for
the school grounds. The games are described
in full and are selected with a view to their
adaptability to various grades and ages. The
material was prepared by Miss Ethel M.
Roach, a graduate of Teachers’ College. Miss
Roach was last year an instructor in the Farmington Normal school. ThiB selection of games
will assist all classes of teachers but will make
a special appeal to teachers of rural schools.
Teachers desiring copies, which are sent without cost, should make application to the State
Superintendent of Schools, Augusta.

Maine Spuds.
Maine’s prize field of petatoes—646 bushels
the acre—is respectfully referred to other
States that make agricultural pretensions.—
Boston Herald.
to
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ARLINGTON GOODS Of ALL KINDS.
NATIVE PORK and HOME-MADE SAUSAGES
HOME-MADE MINCEMEAT—The Real Thing

^B

JOHN A. FOGG

^4

from Ohio Red Winter
Wheat—the richest

BELFAST, MAINE

;'^B andfinestgrown^^BBPjpJ*

A HOUSE FOR ONE

I

I1

Brings

j

nrrav

satin

trimmpH

with

whit<

lace and touches of lavender.
Stewart of New Haven catered, thi
orchestra playing during the reception
The groom’s gift to his bride was il
diamond pendant. His gift to his bes ;
man was a diamond scarf pin. The bridi
1
presented her matron of honor with

pearl pin.
The wedding gifts, displayed in one o
the upper front rooms, were very many
being both exquisite and valuable. The;
included IJ1,400 in money, checks ani I
stock certificates, silver and cut glass o:
every description, beautiful plates an<
china, the latter including after dinne:
coffee
set, chocolate set and othe:
brass
bedroon
groups, candlesticks,
clock, pictures, a rare old brass bourn
looking glass of patriotic design, a Jap

Old

People

1

1 lit.

ERfection
SMOKELEf
-—-

long—on the Zero days and the
windy, blustering days—the Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater gives them real solid comfort.
All winter

It

I

|

them many a cold and sickness for it easily
warms the rooms not reached by the ordinary heat.
The Perfection Heater is made with nickel trimmings (plain steel or enameled turquoise-blue drums).
Ornamental.
Lasts for years.
Easily
Inexpensive.
moved from place to place.
saves

; |
f
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there be absolutely

fowls.”

enr

FOILS A FOl
hen a shameful plot
and bowels to cause disr:
V\

act, take Dr. King's New
abuse of your system
pel right action of stop
and restore your health,
25c at all druggists.
such

Domestic Science in \\
A domestic science
stalled at the new fl
ville, the members c
cation voting to ace.
Woman’s Club to fur
A recent a.
utensils.
provides that the Sto1
the expense. The c-> .1
cooking and sewing at
tor will be secured,
accepttd in many of
in New England an :
satisfaction.
The t
I ready for occupancy I

ed citizens.
Mr. Limeburner had beer
in il] health for a long time,and since las
spring his decline had been very rapic
and death was not unexpected.
He war
born in Brooksville, 66 years and 1:
months ago.
He served for many year:
as deacon of the Congregational church
and was ever diligent and faithful in a!
matters pertaining to the church, and ii
was largely through his strenuous effort:
that a new chapel was erected and a re
newed interest in church matters awak
ened.
He Was not only publicly active ii
the cause of religion, but at last, wher
illness confined him to his hoc e, he lived,
by patience and a kindly heart, and daily
devotion to his God, all that he had pro”
fessed while well and strong. He is sur
vived by two sons, Oscar and Myrl, anc
one sister, Mrs. Emma
Grindle, of Stonington, who have the sympathy of all ir
their great bereavement.

Phineas A. Gross of Bangor dropped
dead of heart disease Dec. 2nd, at Seboomook. Mr. Gross was a native of
Orland, the son of Capt. Rufus and Lavina (Gray) Gross, and was 56 years old.
In his earlier days he was a shipsmith
at

Bucksport,

:

no

be accomplish’ I
three sides air-tight,
to come in one side, pn
side, and even there if

In the death, Nov. 24th. of Sylveste:
Limeburner the town of Brooksville los
one of its best and most
highly respect

employed

mi'

only

major, March 13, 1865, “for gallant aiu
meritorious services during the war.’
He wrote vocai and instrumental music
and this was published under the pn
name of “August Mignon,” in this coun
try and Europe. Colonel Darling wai
married twice, first to Encarnacioi
Ynugues, on Jan. 28, 1866, and his sec
ond marriage, which was on Oct. 22
1895, was to Clara L. Hastings.

and was

ground. The concrete

tion is the same as for fh
wails should go beneath
within six inches of th,
that no concrete nee 1 he
is necessary is to fill tl
small stones.
“Another very impor
construction of a poult:

rr ;• „S33J£asC:wElra

I

He entered the United States artilleri
service and rose in rank to that of major
When sixtv-two years of age he was re
tired in 1897 by his own request, and it
April, 1904, he was made a lieutenant
colonel, retired. In the days of the Re

Brewer

Mr. and Mrs. John McCor- and other places. With the decline of
mick, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. John W. Bailey, shipbuilding he entered the employ of T.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Gray, Mr. and Mrs. F. Cassidy & Son in Bangor and was
W. W. Gardiner, Mr. and Mrs. Cord A. with that concern for 26 years. About
Meyer, Miss Ruth B. Bailey, Mr. anc two years ago he went to the Penobscot
Mrs. Frank Melville, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. I iMuuuiiie vju. ana lately naa Deen employF. H. Wight, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. ed by the Great Northern Paper Co. as
Ferry, Mrs. Amelia Gray Clarke, Frank foreman of construction of fire-escapes.
H. Clark, Mrs, Sarah B. Bell, of Brook- The deceased was a skilled workman and
lyn, N. Y., Mrs. Margaret Blaisdell, Dr. was highly esteemed by a wide circle of
He was a member of the Banand Mrs. Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Rich- ! friends.
ard
Hackstaff, Miss Caroline Rowe gor tent of Maccabees and a member at
Blaisdell, of Red Bank, N. J., Mr. and large of the Knights and Ladies of
Mrs. George H. Sprecht of Montclair, Honor. Besides his wife he is survived
N. J., Mrs. Jane Hanna of Millerton, 1 by a son, Harold R.; by three brothers:
N. Y., Mr. and Mrs. Floyd W. Andrews Edwin of New York, Loren of Greenof New Haven, Mr. and Mrs. George bush, Leland Walter of Albany, N. Y.;
Bell of Bay Ridge, L. 1., and Mrs. Er- and by one sister, Mis. Marie" Cluff of
nest F. McGregor of Norwalk.
Chatham, Mass.
The bridal pair left in an automobilee
short time earlier and were given a most
Mrs. Francis C. Hunt died Dec. 2nd at
hearty and expressive “send off.” Two her home in North Bucksport aged 24
cars, one at the front and one at the
years and 6 months. She leaves a faththe guests guessing for a er and
rear, kept
mother, David G. Harvey and
a
but
line
of
“scouts”
had
formed
while,
Lucy E. Harvey; six brothers, D. W.
around the house and when the newly and
C. C. Harvey of Brockton, Isaac G.,
weds finally made their appearance the of
Brunswick, Ernest L., Robert and
air resembled a heavy snow squall, being
of Bucksport; four sisters,
Guy
thick with confetti. The car was beau- Miss Harvey
Clara E. Harvey and Laura N.
tifully trimmed and trailing in the rear Harvey of Brockton, Mass., Miss Lottie
was an old shoe and a rubber boot.
E. Harvey of Portland and Miss Clara J.
After a three weeks’ trip, the first
Harvey of Bucksport. Mrs. Hunt was a
oi which was made to JNew lork
member of the N. E. 0. P. of Brockton.
Mr. and Mrs.
y automobile,
Gray
were at home in Port Washington, L. I.,
The Christmas Dinner.
after November 9th.
In spite of the fact that the word dyspepsia
means literally bad cook, it will not be fair for
many to lay the blame on the cook if they beFAMOUS STAGE BEAUTIES.
gin the Christmas Dinner with little appetite
look with horror on Skin Eruptions, Blotches and
end it with distress or naesea. It may not
Sores or Pimples. They don’t have them, noi he fair for any to do that—let us hope so foi
will any one, who uses Bucklen’s Arnica Salve the Bake of the cook! The disease dyspepsia
indicates a bad stomach, that is a weak BtomIt glorifies the face. Eczema or Salt Rheum
ach, rather than a bad cook, and for a weal
vanish before it It cures sore lips, chappec stomach there is nothing else equal to Hood’i
hands, chilblsins; heals burns, cuts and bruises Sarsaparilla. It gives the stomach vigor anc
Uu equaled for piles. Only 25c at all druggists tone, curea dyspepsia, creates appetite, anc
makes eating the pleasure it should be.

Sortion

Comfort
to

a

to the author about one hun r
the number kept on most f„r
to build a suitable habitat :■ ;
dred hens a house costing
necessary. The authoi
“When you build hous
you want to keep in mind tr,
and comfort. Proper hous
egg production, and in.] r
decreases it. Locate your
on alight, porous Boil,'lik
what higher than the surr
Build it on the south si,, ,f
barn, not immediately
close enough so that it
the cold north winds. If i!.
sible, build it on the leev
orchard or woodlot. A
the south so that the w
all the sunlight possil
four square feet of floor
A good size to bui
fowls is sixteen feet w:
five feet long.
If you :
more, the length or the nun
be
increased.
may
“A well-built poultry-!
well
dry,
lighted and v
Fresh air in abundance is
tial to be always kept 11
“The only
sati^factorj
try-house is a concrete fV
filler of cobblestones, or
stones. The concrete n
given good service is ma
ing proportions: One pur:
parts sand and three part,get a smooth and hard surf,
the floor tamp it down w :
and cement will rise to tie,
will harden.
“The foundation shoulu
and common field stones ur
■

Solid

|

HUNUKl

In the current issue of
side appears an article ah:
able Farm Poultry-House

honorably discharged from the service ir
1897. John Augustus Darling, known als<
as “August Mignon” was born at Bucks
port, Me., on June 7, 1835, and was the
son of Amos Buck and Caroline
(Hooper]
Darling. He was graduated from the
Pennsylvania Military Academy in 1849

the valley.
The matron of honor, Mrs. Higgins
was
attired in white satin over blu<
! chiffon, trimmed with rose point lace am
i hand made pink roses. She wore a blacl
velvet hat trimmed with white maribou
Mrs. A. Freeman Gray, mother o:
the groom, was gowned in lavender satis
with overdress of lavender chiffon, witl
Oriental trimmings in gold.
Mrs. Blaisdell, mother of the bride

5 to 7

from

Also

Natiye Waldo County Geese. Turkeys and Ducks
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most

quietly Blaisdell,
his

place beside

Just as good for
cake and biscuits and
pastry and all the rest
of the good things

^^Bj
to eat that good
BpBs
9^B flour makes.
Allextranutri- ^BjX
tious, too, be- ^BP
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lifted the high chair to

OH
IC1CPNQ
Vllivr\bll0
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go over to Sweet’s this afternoon.”
“If you’ve any business at Sweet’s go
yerself; I haven’t any.”
Even Mr. Kingsley, who was not at all
observing, opened his eyes when he en- anese
jewel cabinet, fancy pillows, em
tered the big kitchen, from which a most i
broidery pieces and linen, guest books
savory ordor had already greeted him.
a portifolio, bedroom furniture and
man;
Never had the old room looked so inviting before, and no wonder! A tooth- other articles. The Universal Sunshim 1
of
which
the
bride
was a mem
Society,
some feast on
a table spread with the
white cloth and best dishes—used only ber, presented a large oval silver plattei
for company—and a baby form in the with fancy grape cluster border, the re
old high chair so long relegated to the verse side containing the name of thi
garret. He smiled and laid his rough giver and the face side containing thi
hand on the little head covered with initials of the bride. A notable gift was
a silver spoon from a great aunt of thi
golden red curls.
“Whoop-oe!” said Tom, looking ap- groom, which had belonged to her great
provingly about. “So all this comes of great-grandmother. Another gift at
trading much attention was a fancy em
having a girl in the family!”
Jack glanced at his mother and then broidered stand cover executed by a rela
did what no Kingsley was ever known to tive of the groom while in her eighty
do before without being asked—filled the third year.
Out-of-town relatives and friends witwater pails.
Ben looked down at himself; then there nessing the ceremony included Mr. anc
Mrs.
Alfred F. Gray, Mr. and Mrs.
was another departure.
He put on a
clean “wampus” and washed and comb- William A. Ansley, Kenneth T. Ansley,
ed with unusual care. Everyone had a Mr. and Mrs. Walter Beam, Mr. anc
smile or a pat for the bright, fearless Mrs. Walter F. Blaisdell, Mrs. Harriel
babe who, they tacitly understood, was A. Wood, of Port Washington, L. I., Mr.
in some way responsible for the good and Mrs. Philo C. Blaisdell, Miss Edith
P. Reed, of New York; Mr. and Mrs. C.
cheer.
O. Blaisdell, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F.
When
to sit down. Jack

The poor fellow looked perplexed, but
at this moment nestled her head

Fay,

time.”

to

a

WE ARE NOW READY FOR THE TRADE.

—

After the

sayhusking time and in one way and another ing a word. out,
We are inclined to think
they had been hindered this particular she was a little alarmed for his mental
fall.
Stumbling out into the cold, early
condition, though, when she recovered
light, he was surprised to run against a from the shock
a little, she remembered
great willow basket.
a few other things in his life when Jack
“What the nation’s this?” lie growled.
had unexpectedly flung out in a similar
Now ;we would not have you underfashion in defense of an abused animal,
stand that Jack was a peculiarly illand once in the case of a sick tramp. She
natured man; but it is usually true that
blamed herself severely for not using
in families where the little refinements
more strategy at the outset; now the
and courtesies are omitted,the boys—and
battle was hopelessly lost.
Well, he
sometimes the girls—grow up surly and
hire somebody to care for it, she
irritable in manner, even when, in real- might
would not; and in five minutes after she
ity, there is no anger in their hearts. had settled
this point she was holding
With the half-formed thought in mind
the object of controversy in her arms
that some neighbor had left it after the
feeding it most tenderly. Then for the
family had retired, he lifted the lid.
first time she remembered that this was
“Jupiter!” was the one word that esday. Thanksgiving! And
caped his lips, and then he simply stared. Thanksgiving
and rocking, her mind traveled
But it was not Jupiter or any other ce- sitting
back to a time when the day meant much
lestial body that lay there so snugly in
to her; to a time when life was not so
the basket, but a very lovely terrestrial
so sordid, when she went to
body—in other words, a beautiful babe narrow,
church and enjoyed human companionsmiled up into his face.
ship. Then she remembered the first
“Jupiter!” he said again, and let fall Thanksgiving on this farm, when Jack
the lid, only to lift it again immediately,
was a sturdy boy of five and the others
It would have been a study for an artistyounger; how she had made a little feast
the old brown farmhouse amid the leaf- out of almost
nothing, but despite the
less trees for a background, the flurry oi homsickness and
loneliness, they had
j
the
the
snow sifted over
great been far happier than in years since love
porch,
willow basket, from which smiled the of
gain had “eaten them up” spiritually
lovely infant, and the uncouth figure ir and mentally. With a start she heard
high boots, overalls, short brown coal I the clock strike eleven. The baby was
and slouch hat bending above it.
sleeping; could she manage to get up a
How long he might have remained ir
Thanksgiving feast in an hour? She had
this poise is uncertain, but the little intended to have boiled
potatoes, fried
arousec
one's efforts to free her arms
! salt
bread, coffee and sorghum
pork,
lid
he
fall
the
him.
Once more letting
; molasses.
lifted the basket into the kitchen just as
Ben, her youngest son, was at the
his mother emerged from her room.
barn for something and yielding to the
“What on airth you got?” she quesimpulse of the moment, she called out to
tioned.
“Run me down
him from the doorway:
“Somebody’s young’un left on the a chicken, Ben, if you men folks can get
doorstep.”
tin
t
o
ciock
without
along
yer dinner.
“Mercy sakes!”
"Aye, aye!” said Ben, heartily, but
The inmate of the basket here raisee
when he came in with the chicken he
her voice in protest against longer im
looked so inquiring that his mother said:
prisonment and once more -Jack lifter “I plum forgot 'twas Thanksgiving,”
the cover.
just as if they ever observed it either inT neckon it's about froze,” he sail
wardly or outwardly. Ben said nothing,
and then turned to replenish the fire.
but shying a glance at the sleeping babe
Mrs. Kingsley vvonderingly undid the
went out softly, but was whistling gaily
rich wrappings until the .little arms, un
when he reached the corn sheds. “Can’t
pinioned, were held pleadingly up. Wha' have dinner till the horn blows, reckon
woman could refrain
from lifting the
that’ll be about 1 o’clock.”
little creature out and pressing it to hei
“What’s up?” asked Tom.
breast? Even Mrs. Kingsley could not,
The Kingsleys were not humorous, but
though she made sure first that Jack’: an idea did occasionally strike Ben and
back was turned.
Soon the remaindei now he answered
severely:
of the family were on the scene, surpris“You can’t expectmother to take care
ed and wondering over “Jack’s baby,’
of a youngun and have meals square up
as

»|^^better
B[
^^you have evermade
before—yours if
^
B you will only ^HgK
specify Wil-

artictic manner.
FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER.
The dining room mantel was banked with
dahlias and laurel, the chandelier being
The sideboard
entwined with smilax.
Recent Deaths.
supported dahlias and smilax, while the
center of the table was ornamented with
Flank Lamson of Elmwood, Appleton,
carnaa large shower bouquet of pink
died suddenty from apoplexy Nov. 23d.
tions.
He was born in Liberty 74 years ago. As
The large double parlor across the a young man he lived on the home farm
and
with
was
main hall
yel- j and married Miss Elonia Young of that
ivy
arranged
low dahlias. In one corner of the room town. After a few years he bought a
of ferns and yellow farm in Searsmont, where they resided
was a banking
dahlias, and it was in front of this ar- 1 until he went west, where he remained
rangement that the bridal party were two years. During his stay in Idaho he
The met with the misfortune of
stationed during the ceremony.
losing an
hallway and rooms on the second floor eye, from which he always suffered.
contained cut flowers.
Twenty-nine years ago he bought the
In one corner of the parlor Platt’s or- farm in Appleton where he had since
oi
the
notes
and
as
stationed
chestra was
lived. He had been in poor health for
the bridal chorus from Lohengrin re- some time, yet bis sudden death came as
sounded through the rooms the brida
a great shock to his family as well as tc
party entered through a rear door from all neighbors and friends. He leaves to
the hall.
First came the groom with his mourn their loss a wife and daughter,
best man, Ward Melville of Brooklyn, N. I Miss Mae Lamson; two brothers, Rufus
Y., followed by the matron of honor, Lamson of Liberty and H. 0. Lamson oi
Mrs. Lothrop M. Higgins of Danbury, £ Waterville; a nephew and nieces, as well
sister of the bride, and lastly the bride, as a large number of friends. The famileaning on the arm of her father, wh( ! ly have the heartfelt sympathy of all ir
Dr. McGregoi their bereavement. The funeral, which
gave her in marriage.
At thf was conducted
was awaiting the bridal party.
by Rev. B. W. Russel
conclusion of the service Mendelssohn’s : of Union, was from his late home. The
wedding march was played by the or interment was in Liberty. While nearchestra.
ing the cemetery the procession was mel
Fully one hundred additional guests and joined by a number of carriages containing relatives and friends who followattended the reception which followed
ed to the grave, where still more of his ole
the bride and groom being assisted ir
receiving by Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Free friends were waiting to take a last look
at the face of their old neighbor anc
man Gray of Port Washington, parents
of the groom, Mr. and Mrs. Mark L friend as well a3 from respect to the
Blaisdell, parents of the bride and ths mourning family.
latter’s sister, Mrs. Higgins.
Col. John A. Darling, U. S. A. (retir
The bride’s gown was of white satin
ed),was stricken with apoplexy in a New
cut entrain and trimmed with Dutchess
London, Ct., hotel Dec. 4th, and died be
lace. Her veil was caught with lilies o:
fore the arrival of a physician. He wat
the valley and she carried a shower bou
1
77
years old, a civil war veteran and was
quet of white brides roses and lilies o:
Anderson in

^Christmas Dinners

each a
loaf than

An.4.n..,

can’t make

»v

house. On
he was out

_4-1..
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A Connecticut Wedding of Interest to
Waldo County People.
Our Brooks correspondent writes:
“The following notice of the marriage
of a daughter of Mark L. and Mrs. Cora
Biaisdell was sent me by a friend, and 1
am sure that
many people in Waldo
county will be interested in it as Mrs.
Biaisdell—or Miss Cora Penney as we
used to know her—was a school teacher
in this county for many years and her
family lived in Brooks for a long time.
She was teaching in Winterport when
she met Mr. Biaisdell and gave up teaching to become the wife of a prosperous
business man. I extend congratulations
for myself and for many mutual friends.

“A girl 1”
Mrs. Kingsley
fairly
MISS BLAISDELL A BRIDE.
shrieked, for in all her life she had never
In Clinton, Conn., at the pleasant home
hired help in the house one day.
And then she poured forth a tirade of of Selectman and Mrs. Mark Leslie Biaisabuse that, could, little Fay have under- dell over-looking Clinton harbor, at 1
stood, would have burned into her very o’clock Saturday afternoon, Oct. 12th,
soul! Happily she could not understand, Rev. Ernest F. McGregor of Norwalk,
but Jack did after a fashion at least, but a former pastor of the local Congregatioual church, pronounced the words
1 what his mother desired and his answer which united in marriage Fanny Fern
Biaisdell, their youngest daughter, and
showed her her mistake.
“It may be as you think, he said 6low- Alfred Freeman Gray, Jr., of Port WashL. I., N. Y.
j ly. “We don’t know anything about it, ington,
The ceremony, the simple, beautiful
! but I do know this innercent babe ain’t
blame, ’nd I’ll be blamed if I don[t and impressive double ring service of the
j to
stand for her ’nd fight the hull world, if Er>iscoDal church, took place in the presneed be. I ain’t fit for much. The ence of family relatives and a tew close
Kingsleys ain’t like other people nohow, personal friends.
The spacious rooms were decorated by
’nd if this here kid ain’t respectable it

If anyone could be said to rise first in

a

Hair I* Diseased.

Even if you have a luxuriant head of hair,
you may want to know whether it ia in a
healthy condition or not. 99 per cent of the
people need a hair tonic.
Pull a hair out of your head, if the bulb at
the end of the root ia white and shrunken, it
proves that the hair is diseased and requires
prompt attention if ita loss would be avoided.
If the bulb is pink and full, the hair is healthy.
We want everyone whose hair requires treatment to try Rexall “93” Hair Tonic. We promise that it ahall not cost anything if it does not
give satisfactory results. It is designed to
overcome dandruff, relieve scalp irritation, to
stimulate the hair roots, tighten the hair already in the head, grow hair and overcome
baldness.
It ia because of what Rexall "98" Hair Tonic
has done and our sincere faith in ita goodneBS
that we want you to try it at our risk. Two
sizes, 50c. and 31.00. Sold only at our store—
the Rexall Store—City Drug Store, Edmund
Wilson, Prop., 93 Main street.

proach.
was

GRAY-BLAISDELL.
\

How to Tell If Your

year.
A

,

Mass.

Veteran

11

The Kentucky Trotfit
published a statement t

famous driver of
the oldest driver
closed. The Record t
statement in the follow
believed that Budd D
driver who drove a wr
ing the past season,
be not the ease, as E. !l.
years, of Ellsworth, V
event with Maine Tn
Me., recently.” Mr.
goes on record as the
winning trotter in the
the

was

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
Is situated on Washington street just off Main street.

I have single and

double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronage issolicited. Telephones—stable 23.5-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.
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Write Ideas for

Moving Picture Plays!

-_----——----

VAT T CAN writ
IvU

i ARN

: photo plays and

$25

OR

MORE

WEEKLY,

We Will Show You How!
It you have ideas—if you can THINK —we will show you the secrets of this
No flowery language” is wanted.
or rterary excellence necessary.

fascinating

new

profession.

TV

experience

The demand for photoplays is practically unlimited. The big film ^manufacturers are “moving heaven and
their attempts to get enough good plots to supply the ever increasing demand. They are offering $100 and
single scenarios, or written ideas.
have

We

received

many

letters

from

the

film

manufacturers, such

as

V1TAGRAPH. EDIn

ESSANAY, LUBIN, SOLAX.IMP,REX, RELIANCE, CHAMPION,COMET, Ml
ETC., urging us to send photoplays to them. We want more writers and ll gladly teach you the secrets
we

We
for

are

selling photoplays written by people who

“never

before

wrote

1

a

publication.”

Perhaps
directed

by

If you can think of only
we can do the same for you.
us, and it sells for only $25, a low figure,

one

good idea every week, and will write

i1

YOU WILL EARN $100 MONTHLY TOR SPARE TIME WORK.

—

TT'OTT'C'
r A.LL
Don’t hesitate.

yoiir

SEND YOUR NAME AND IADDRESSAT IONCE FOR FREE COPY OF
“MOVING PICTURE PLAYWRITING.”
OUR ILLUSTRATED BOOK,

Don’t argue.

Write NOW and learn just what this

future.

NATIONAL AUTHORS’

INSTITUTE,

new

profession

may mean for you
13w36

1543 Broadway,
NEW YORK CITY.

1

?.

ARNOLD.

BENEDICT

Good Word for Him.

a

Says

...7

i RHEUMATIC

Frances E.
The

Gowen
1 am
F "
The Journal:
Ei)Itok of
the practice for a num10
,| has been
Throws Away Cane When Rheuma Banishes
writers
,f»"
for certain distinguished
Swelling from Knees and Ankles.
saints
of
historiabroad to make
8
Every reader of The Journal who is oppressit l»we
,,j while 1 cannot make a saint of
ed or tortured with Rheumatism, Sciatica or
who betrayed his country in
Arthritis is invited to go to
I can say i
Kevolution,
yet
the
0f
A. A. Howes & Co/s and set<,
has at last
monument
tbeJ9:k
a
cure
a bottle of RHEUMA,
that
j
:
the remedy that made Mrs.
and his brave men
tb*:
t0 his memory
Knox happy and healthy. If
b£eren
,n the notable spot where he
it doesn’t drive the poisonous
it
during his ill-fated exwaste
matter from your sysencamped
his B‘
tem and end your agony you
na,ia. No military invasion in
have
can
your money back.
p*':
ted greater suffering and more
A bottle costs but 50 cento.
si r
t,r.
upon an army than the one
“For 14 months I wa¥ so
fr'P:
Arnold through the dark,
badly afflicted with Rheumatism that much of the time
sS to Quebec, and if one could
I was obliged to use a cane in
::ke a Hawthorne or a Sir Walter
walking. On the recommendation of your
fascinating romance or tragic druggist in Glens Falls I used one bottle of
written of that famous march, RHEUMA and THE CANE IS IN THE CORNER NOW. No one could be happier than I
from Indian Old Point, the
am to be rid of the pain, swollen knees, conof the St. LawTt*, to the waters
tracting muscles under the knees and badly
swollen ankles.
When I tell you my weight
human skulls.
is 238 pounds you will understand what the use
,,tury and a half has passed of
RHEUMA for Rheumatism means to me. I
.reat tragedy occurred in those dark certainly believe there is no remedy for the
Hides far from civilization, and its disease like RHEUMA.”
Mrs. Daniel S. Knox.
(Signed)
,;-at of Napoleon’s retreat from
Severance, N. Y., August 8.1912.
9)0
altitudes of hearts with soranguish; and the dedication of
MAINE’S EQUALIZATION SCHOOL
v■*
of General Ar-

SUFFERER

tHE,

fie'V,vj-h

senBe

the grace of sentiment was no
omits altogether those
of
heart history which Miss Wilpages
lard—with all her phenomenal frankness
—so sedulously guarded.
The essential
facts are that Miss Willard made not one

FUND.

who followed him on that
only shows a spirit of appart of the citizens of Skow-

0t

Maine has

adopted recently

unique spot, but the whole world

a

method of equalizing school opportunity
in authorizing the setting apart of a
ur
:• vnsion will never grow old, for
small fund which, by the terms of the
law, is to be distributed to those towns
i-s of an awful march
which assess themselves for school pur-aarvation, disease and death.
ret's softly sigh,
poses in excess of the SVefage rate for
deeds can never die.
the State and are still unable to mainennui life had only terminat- tain their schools at a reasonable
degree
,.n, or a few years latef cm
of efficiency. The total of the fond disof Saratoga, how different
tributed far this purpose this year was
•:,s place in history.
Or, had
The total number of towns
$25,519.28.
-igton, whom nothing could
receiving the benefit of the fund this
f justice and truth, or even
and ardour for the right year was 272. The majority of these are
scouraged, not even by the smaller towns of the State and, while
and shipwrecks, his name
the apportionment in each instance was
iv as one of our greatest
small, yet because of the limited number
interesting chapter
government. Stories or

adds

,.fj

keeiiG'
■*“"

leaders.

But Ar-

itary
should be condemned as
always remember that
.k more of treachery, and in
w.
ngs by the Continental
>f the cowardly and uni.-ss to be wondered at. I

c

r.

■■■

incidents in the

u

fci-

career

unjustly treated by
which Washington had

was

them out ot his
.i;e

3r,

was

to the extent of one

The distribution is made

receiving it for the specific purschool improvement for which
Super-

applying

a

was

to those towns where the

improvement
improvement

own

at

the

points

where such

is most urgently needed. I
believe the State might well increase to

purse.
of the soldier who shot

loving husband to the
by him until the end.
.n this day and age some pity
a i,
of that terrible march
one wilderness
to Quebec and
•at >ga. Frank W. Gowen.
was a

limited extent the amount made available for this admirable object of improva

ing

the common

schools of those

munities less favored

com-

financially.”

FOOD FAIR NOTES.
rly of W'aterville, now in1
There will be a large exhibit of goods
Los Angeles and Long
made in Belfast.
has for years made a deep
fated expedition to CanaLumber, light and heat will be furnished free to all exhibitors.
over the entire route over
-d led his army to Quebec,
The Food Fair will be opened by Presicresting series of historical dent Aley of the University of Maine.
irnal entitled “The Queen of
Negotiations are in progress for the
It may j
re well remembered.
appearance of Symbolek, the celebrated
.:•! al readers to learn that Mr.
Polish
violinist.
j
anther story entitled, “The
Mr. C. L. Pratt of Weymouth, Mass.,
Niners.”
has engaged a booth to exhibit his
poodle dogs at the Food Fair.
SHOUT FOR JOY.
An absolutely free distribution of usek you from the bottom of
ful prizes will be held each day in the
k Uader, of Lewisburg,
aiicmuuu
iiuiuers ui me
winning couful double benefit I got (
pons.
.in curing me of both a
The advertising campaign will soon
-'ll rouble and of rheumastart and will cover each and every load in en an almost helpless
cality in this section, no matter how reJ. suited my case as
mote.
For dyspepsia, inThe fruit show at the Food Fair is alaii.i to rid the system of
ready an assured success, as enough ex.use rheumatism, Elechibits have been secured to make an at,ual
Try them. Every tractive show.
50
cents
I
-atisfy. Only
Excursions will be run from all sections and the fair will be open in the
3 IN FARMING AT forenoon for the convenience of those
who are forced to leave early.
Hi
r. OF M.
Tickets will be sold in blocks of ten,
taken a short course at the which will be transferrable, for a reduc•ire, University of Maine? ed price until the fair opens, when regular admission will be charged.
and are uncertain as to its

fro:;
ru:

lapei.

>.

h

^

It £i!

®

ho has

rson w

taken

speaking of
light.”
have been emphasizing
Bread Day will be a unique feature.
Problems equally as One day during the fair there will be

Lime said in

w

"we need

more

hose of 75 years ago

tith.

rn.

given

away one hundred loaves of bread
to the first one hundred women who enter the hall. One of these loaves will
contain a solid gold ring.

are

today.
are

always intensely praclight. They are worth
times over what they

u ve

J>

DRIVES OFF A TERROR.

well known gentlecounty, who took one
*it as follows: “I am unto the University of

av.-> a
k

1

reived from the short
'pe I
■

can

again

come

urges

offered for the

are

four of them—

:«

:

ulture, Horticulture
The first two
uary’Tth and continue

>•

nt.

t

two

fks.

begin February

No tuition

They

are

■which

or

fees

absolutely

will consist of

costs from

'‘■•mptly on application
Jr•
Orono, Maine.

A •''>

to

the

h has

just been inauguormal Schools will unbeir usefulness not only to

*,,

t

teachers in
rma* 8cbo°*8 of several States
^
^
rf,gular,y ,aid out correspondand
C0ur8es* Whil® th«funda
^a*ne schools do not permit
Pf
Pertak® jn '°!! the8e plans yet they will
iimited way to assist teachers
also to

undef^L1"
**'

“Joptn.j.g
l(‘
^

cla8seB to visitation, by lec’6es
Vfen ^ tbe
instructorB before
Sobers !jbs
and associations and by
^'ing
Ual
tp,,
teacbera* through correholution of their problems.
K'
ndcnt Payson Smith will
-‘Ppla
of
"Aifjg ^l0n any teacher, a pamphlet
Vai,able t0 Teachers,” which
th.

Jrtp

lew

itch

deParture

equal.” Guaranteed for all bronchial affections.
Price BO cts. and $1.00. Trial bottle
its

free at all

druggists.

THE

WHITE ISLANDS.

We understand that the White Islands
off Damariscove have recently been purchased by Judge Kenniston. These islands share with other outlying lands
the increased value rnmincr from the use
of gasolene. They are now, because of
the almost universal possession of power
boats, only thirty minutes from this village. By sail boats, unless the wind
was fair and strong, half a
day or more
was spent in reaching them
The rocks
and precipices rival the best in Maine.
One man who has been much on Monhegan (a contractor and builder) accompanied by ladies, lately spent some time on
the large island. He declares that he
has seen nothing as fine as the S. E.
front. No wood or timber has ever been
on the islands, and it is virgin soil, only
encumbered by down trees, which have
grown old and fallen. It is interesting
to see how nature, without man’s aid,
performs her perfect work. Two men
will spend the winter on the large island,
making paths, digging wells and clearing the ground on the top for the cottage to be built another season. —Booth-

of the Normal

bay Register.

for skin

It is these islands which gave the
to Mr. Franklin F. Phillips’ interesting novel and they figure in the clos-

~~——

Pies, e? t°*tbe 8^>n»

George W. Place, Rawsonville, Vt., “and for
coughs, colds ar.d croup we have never found

$4.50

formal Schools.
reUr

The chief executioner of death in the winter and spring months is pneumonia. Its advance agents are colds and grip.
In any attack by one of these maladies no time should
be lost in taking the best medicine obtainable
to drive it off. Counfless thousands have found
this to be Dr. King’s New Discovery, “My husband believes it has kept him from having
pneumonia three or four times,” writes Mrs.

railroad

crua'ogue announcing |
ready for distribution !

nuw

v

j

schools, etc.,

way back in the fifties one of
•rd agricultural authorities
ss

!

High schools, Academies, Normal
are requested to compete
for the prizes for art posters. Information may be obtained from the secretary of the Food Fair, Belfast, Me.

one or

rashes,

8tores try loan’s Ointment.

60c

name

ing chapters.

Portland

Press.

The Portland Press commenting

on

the

popular vote as given in
the news dispatches, partially unofficial
and in some cases incomplete, says they
are probably approximately correct, and
proceeds to discuss what they show:
First as to grand totals. By these
figures the combined vote for all candidates was 14,295.737, as against 14,888,figures

of the

That is, for some reason
there has been a decrease of nearly 600,000 votes in four years; to be exact, 592,-

442 in

A very pretty wadding
Gross-Fuller.
took piece Thanksgiving dey, when Lester 0r»
villa Gross, son of the late Capt. Alabama
Gross of Rockland, and Rate Edith Fuller,
daughter of O. P. Fuller of Camden, were married at the home of the bride’s grandmother,
Mrs. Nancy Adams in Searsmont. The place
is now known as the home of C. S. Adams. The
bride’s parents were married in the same rocm
31 years ago. Rev. Elvin,A. Dinslow, pastor
of the Free Baptist church, uncle of the bride,
officiated, and the double ring service was
used. E. S. Adams played the wedding march,

Master Frsnklln Adams was ring bearer and
Mary E. Adams was flower girl. It was early
•veiling after the wedding 'dinner. They
were married under a white bell in a
pretty
•vergreen arch studded with red berries. The
bride wore white silk batiste over white silk
muslin and carried a large bouquet of roses.
The bride graduated at the Camden
High
3chool in 1902, and has been sten ographer for
8. G. Hitterbush of Camden, builder, civil engineer, etc., for a number of years. The groom
is one of Camden’s plumbers.
They are very
popular and their many friends will be glad to
know that they are to have rooms and board
at the home of her parents on Mechanic
street,
Camden.

|

AMERICAN SCHOONERS.
Have

Equal for Quick Handling and
Great Cargo Carrying.
The history of the famous old American schooner Polly is
quite generallyknown ; and while she is the oldest commercial vessel under the Stars and
Stripes, there is another American
schooner nearly as old, and that is the

Workingmen and Farmers

or nearly four per cent.
But why
falling off in an election of such interest? Well, there were a good many
disgusted men who chose to stay at home.

705

this

Will find comfort, economy and
plete satisfaction in wearing

|

com-

TRadb mark

Goodyear Glove Rubbers

Turning to tne party locals, we nnd
the Democratic vote to be 6,156,748, the
Progressive 3,928,140, the Republican 3,376,422, the Socialist 673,783, and the
Prohibitionist 160,644. Now comparing
first the votes cast by the minor parties,
we find a remarkable slump in the Prohibitionist from rising 253,000 in 1908 to
160,000 odd in 1912; while the Socialist
went up from 420,793 in the former year
to 673,000 and above at this time. Debs
did not get the million which he anticipated, but he made the significant and
almost startling gain of 60 per cent.
Why should the Socialist gain so much at
the same time the Prohibitionists lose 36
per cent? The unrest and discontent of
the times, caused to a great extent by
the increased cost of living and by the
exactions of trusts and monopolies, lead-

They

I

quality of materials that
longer and feel better
than ordinary rubbers. In their making only the best
grade of rubber gum is used.
have the

make them

I

They

wear

will not crack

crumble and they give the
that sense of security and
satisfaction which one enjoys when
wearing the best the market affords,
The additional wear over ordinary
rubbers makes the GLOVE brand
k the cheapest and best to buy.
or

wearer

j

"

was
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Money in Aid of

a

or

Mrs. Valora P. Chase, widow of Frank
Chase of Waterville, has offered in memory of her husband to the trustees of the
Central Maine Association for the Relief
and Control of Tuberculosis $1,000 for
the purchase of the 25 acres now occupied as the site of the Summer sanatorium in Fairfield. It is probable the offer
will be accepted at the next meeting of
wic

UUOIVV-.

CUCIIl

IUC

HUB*

planning to expend $5,000 on
changes in the building which will make
it fit for occupancy throughout the year.
The capacity of the new building will be
26 beds. A campaign will immediately
be started to raise the necessary funds.
tees

are

Cheapest accident insurance—Dr. Thomas'
For burns, scalds, cuts and emerEclectic Oil
gencies. All druggists sell it. 25c. and 50c.
1

The Hen Advertises.
When a duck lays an egg she just waddles
off as if nothing had happened. When a hen
lays an egg there’s a whale of a noise. The
hen advertises. Hence the demand for hens’
eggs instead of duck eggs.

K

For indigestion.
nrtnl
* Relieves sour

stomack.
jalpitation of the heart. Digest, wbatyoUMl

“I had taken one other well-known ‘cure*
twice, and although it took six weeks each
time to lix me up, there was always that terrible burning desire for drink. 1 now have no
craving or appetite any more than if 1 had never
known the taste of it.”—Ifirt of the letter of a
man whom we freed in THREE DAYS from

,?ht- ;,eadV. diffused. A strong, substantial bracket, easily
re eY: w^,t‘
affixed
.o the wai.. The
lamp is inexpensive. Fronomirnt l ighted without
removing chimn-y or shade. Fayo Lamps are made in various
styles and
for all purposes.
At Denl(,rs Everytvhere

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Alb'n"
Boston

,,

TO GEORGIA and FLORIDA
Where you escape the cold blasts of
winter and bask in eternal sunshine.

First Class
Fares from

anci

twenty-five men.—The Marine Jour;

STATE FLAG.

Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
also necessary to say that none of these
publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. \\ e have to pay for these
publications one year in advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows

Excursion

$22.65 $37.30
26.15

43.30

Including Meals and Stateroom Accommodations

Consult any Ticket
JONES, N.E.P.A^

or

Tourist Agent
20 Atlantic

on

Steamer

or

Aven Boston

for

j
ji;;
|||

“Smith and the Pharaohs”
A New

:

Author of

’Strand

s*

1

™h

*

a

Year

eknational news

IHere

The

of third terms for Presiof term, etc., will be
brought up in the U. S. Senate early in
the present session. The resolution of
Senator Works of California providing
that the Presidential term be for six
years and prohibiting reelection, is on
the Senate calendar as unfinished business and therefore has the right of way
over everything but appropriation bills.

conPANV,

Is

a

83.85 Dllane st

New York

l

Genuine

Bargain!

McCall’s Magazine, One Year,
j
The Republican Journal, One Year,;
Any 15=Cent McCall Pattern,
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Is the

Leading Fashion Journal in America.
matter of dress, McCall’s is indispensable
to every woman. There are over 50 of the newest
designs of celebrated McCall Patterns in each issue.
In the

II

(l

*<

for women, are welcome visitors to 1,100,000 wideawake American homes.

McCall’s is a large, artistic, handsomely illustrated
100-page monthly periodical that is adding to women’s
happiness and efficiency everywhere.

publishers of McCall’s are planning to spend
thousands of dollars extra in 1913 in order to keep
McCall’s head and shoulders above all similar publications. Every issue will be full of delightful surprises.
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”un i ivii^ mid LAU
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a

curuinary

oner

By special advertising arrangement with the publishers of McCall’s we are able to offer you this wellknown popular Home and Fashion Journal together
with

Each month 1,100,000 copies of McCall’s, brimful of latest fashions, fancy work, interesting short
stories, and scores of labor-saving and money ideas

The

question

dents, length

<

;

an

The Third Term Question.

Story

Ready November 21st
$1.50

of the

of

request on am ordinary post card, stating
the pattern desired is a free pattern to
which they are entitled.”

of the Year

Price 15 Cents

us

a

►

||

<_•:

that

Magazine

The Most Powerful

in advan;

Woman’s Magazine
increase in tfiir subscription price and a consequent advance in
clubbing rates, and The Journal and Woman’s
Magazine are now $2.25.
'lhe publishers of McCalls
magazine have
sent us this notice: “The subscribers
may
select their free patterns within 30 days after
the receipt of their first magazine by
making

Commences irv the

|

subscription paid

publishers

i he

She,” “King Solomon's Mines.'' Etc.

December

s

have advised

H. Rider Haggard

j"

year

The

If-1

Story By

one

Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
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State flag is
commonly seen along with
the national colors on
public buildings
but a large part of the States
either
have no distinctive State
flag or rarely
uses it if they have one.
In Maine, as a
part of the movement for celebrating
the centenary of Statehood in 1920, of
which The Herald spoke the other
day,
there is now an agitation for
greater
familiarity with the State flag and a
wider use of it.
As a result it is now in
use in schools, grange halls and in the
of
secret orders, and
meeting places
thousands of Maine people who had no
idea what their State flag was, or even
that such a flag existed, now know it as
well as they do the star 3pangled banner.
It is a very pretty flag, by the way, a
field of blue with the State coat of arms
in gold in the center. A dozen years
ago
some lawmaker with an
eye to making a
change for the sake of a change secured
the passage of a bill which made the
Maine State flag a buff affair with a
green pine tree in the upper corner.
It
was artistic, but there was trouble when
the old soldiers saw it. The State colors carried by every Maine
regiment in
the Civil war, and now sacredly
preserved in sealed glass cases in the rotunda of the capitol, were of blue with the
State coat of arms in gold in the center.
And the next Legislature promptly
changed the State flag back to what it
used to be. —Boston Herald.

Sometimes in the kitchen or elsewhere
you need a lamp neld
where it will, light the whole
room, and be out of the
reach of children.
The Rayo Bracket Lamp is made for
exactly this purpose. It is
one of toe fcrr-ctis
Erjo Family—the best kerosene lamps made.

Ave., Portland, Maine.
Telephone 4216.

BRIE J. B. BARKLR. late of Troy,
iu the Count* of Waldo, deceased, and giveL
bonds as the* law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, ana
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay

short

State flag. There are outer States—
notably Virginia, where the intensity of
the State pride is
proverbial —where the

a

higii,

by tbe NEAL, 3-DAY TREATMENT. No
hypodermics used. Results absolutely certain.
All dealings confidential. »R!C, HABITS
SUCCESSFULLY TREATED. Call upon,
address or telephone

147 Pleasant

a

Massachusetts is one of the few States
in the Union that maaes
anything of its

Light Your Kitchen with
Jf$S7r% Bracket Lamp

DRINK HADIT
THE NEAL
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Tuberculosis Camp.

career

that was the Thomas W. Lawson, built
in 1902, and lost by
turning turtle off the
Sc’.liy Islands in 1907. The chief value
of the schooner rig over the square-rigged ship is in the smaller number of men
required to nandle such. A four-mast
schooner, for instance, usually has a
crew of but eight men —the captain, two
mates, an engineer to handle the machinery used ir setting sail aqd handling
cargo, and four sailors—while the average crew of a square rigger was twenty

11

-- ..

Her

wti.ouiu

Dealer—W. A. Swift, Belfast.

vote and presumably a good majority of
the electoral vote. Taft had a vote of
7,678,908 in 1908. As compared with the
combined Roosevelt-Taft vote, here is a
falling off of 374,000 or nearly five per
cent. Where did the 374,000 go? Some
to the Democrats, some to the Socialists,
and some to the woods. Roosevelt led

rr.. £ ♦

launched.

one, as she was lost off Hatteras in January, 1910, drowning every soul on board
but one man. The first six master, the
George W. Wells, came out in 1900. Only

Made in all styles and sizes
but only one grade—the BEST.

‘j

no

Hiram, built over ninety-seven years
ago at Biddeford, Maine, and in almost
continuous active service ever since.
This vessel has been famous as a training school for young skipp>rs, and. for
years she was used bv masters on their
first trip. From the Polly and Hiram to
the big six-mast schooner
Wyoming, the
largest fore-and-after of the Maine fleet,
covers practically the whole
history of
this type of vessel in the Pine Tree
State, and which fleet is valued to-day
at anywhere up to $50,000,000. The first
schooner was built in 1745, and half a
century later there were seventy schooners hailing from Maine
engaged in the
fishing industry.
Another trade that
these vessels were
particularly adapted
to was with the West Indies and South
America and later with Africa.
The three-mast schooner first
appeared
in 1831, and it was not until
June, 1880,
that the first four master, the William
L. White, made her appearance. In 1888
the first five master, the Governor
Ames,

1908.

of the total vote, while Taft polled
about 23 per cent and Wilson about 43
per cent. The figures serve to show
precisely what Roosevelt has done to the
narrow gate
of opportunity through Republican party, but the exultation of
which she passed to her great career. himself and some of his
supporters over
Amid universal opposition to her es- its alleged death is premature. The Bull
pousal of a weak and unpopular reform Moose ratio is only 27 to 23. A party
she held tenaciously to her purpose, en- that can poll above 3,300,000 votes under
eouraged by one solitary voice, Mary A. such circumstances is far from dead or
Livermore’s. All related reforms were moribund. Taft got more votes than
aided by her.
The woman question, Roosevelt in twenty States, and in some
broadening into the human question, was he had a long lead. One of these is New
ever in her thought.
No one will deny York, which is Colonel Roosevelt’s own
that she did much to hasten the ringing State but in which he received
only 382,answer to this question that has just 000 votes to 450,000 for Taft.
Taft had
come from four sovereign States.
The at the same time 273,000 in his own
W. C. T. U. today, educated by experi- State of Ohio to 209,000 for Roosevelt,
ence, is practically solid for "votes for but the latter succeeded in giving the
women.” But in 1876, when Frances State to Wilson as he also succeeded in
Willard said to herself, "Woe is me, if I turning over Indiana to the Democrats.
declare not this gospel,” and at the anCalifornia presents perhaps the most
nual convention spoke her convictions, interesting individual study among the
the presiding officer disclaimed responsi- States.
California was supposed to be
bility for her sentiments on the part of the most rampart Bull Moose of all. It
the organization, declaring, “We have had lately enfranchised the women, and
no mind to trail our skirts in the mire of it was assumed that they were wild for
politics.” Three years later, so rapidly Teddy. Moreover Teddy’s running mate
did she mould the organization, it not was from California, and as a roarer
only elected her president, but declared Johnson was quite a match for the oth- !
for the ballot for woman, and from that er. He was to carry the Golden Stated
nour has worked to hasten the “far-off
for the new p.rty by 100,000, but the!
divine event.”
Democrats appear to have won it by a
The more forlorn and desperate a scratch. How did they do the miracle?
j
cause, the more eagerly she espoused it, Study of the figures and putting iwo
proviued only it had God on its side, and two together show how. Taft carthat she wore herself out prematurely ried the State four years ago by more
ind died at fifty-eight, is scarcely cause than 86,000, and his total vote then exfor regret to those who hold her faith in ceeded 214,000. In the recent election
"the body celestial in which the potent he received but a beggarly 2340. The
numan soul shall move right onward in
total vote of the State was then 386,000;
ts growth toward perfectness. —E. G. it is now nearly 569,000, almost evenly
divided between the Democrats and the
[., in the Boston Transcript.
Bull Moose.
What is the explanation of
from
“I suffered habitually
constipation. such a radical change? Here is an inDoan’s Kegulets relieved and strengthened crease of
182,000 or more than 49 per
;he bowels so that they have been regular cent in the total vote in four
years. Wo;ver
since.”—E. Davis, Grocer, Sulphur man
suffrage accounts for that in most
Springs, Texas.
of
course.
But
should
Roosepart
why
velt have polled but 69,000 more than
CHRISTMAS GIFTS.
Taft had four vears ago. the resnective
votes being 283,000 to 214,000, while the
She needed pots and a new floor broom.
And window shades for the children’s room; Democrats more than doubled their vote?
Her sheets were down to threadbare three
Bryan’s vote in 1908 was 127,492, and
And her tablecloths were a sight to see.
Wilson’s is 283,374 in 1912. The answer
She wanted scarfs and a towel rack
is plain. The Armageddonites stole the
And a good, plain, useful dressing-sack.
name and place of the Republican party
Some kitchen spoons and a box for bread,
on the official ballot in California, thus
A pair of scissors and Bewing thread.
shutting the Republican ticket from the
She hoped some practical friend would stop
ballot altogether and forcing the ReAnd figure out that she’d like a mop.
Or a bathroom rug or a lacquered tray
publican voters either to write in the
names of a dozen electors on their balOr a few plain plates for every day.
She hoped and hoped and she wished a lot,
lots or vote the Democratic ticket, or
But these, of course, were the things she got;
stay away from th.e polls. A very large
number of them appear to have chosen
A cut glass vase and a bonbonniere,
to rebuke the sharp practice and make
A china thing for receiving hair.
Some oyster forks, a manicure set,
their protest against the third term the
A chafing dish and a cellaret,
most effective by voting the straight I
A boudoir cap and a dra\ n-work mat,
Democratic ticket.
Besides, the women
And a sterling: this and a sterling that;
were far from being a unit for
Teddy.
A gilt-edged book of a lofty theme,
And
that’s
what
Governor
Johnson gets j
And fancy hags till she longed to scream;
for
the
of
the
and
a
ticket
in 1i
Republican
Some curling tongs
rape
powder puff
California.
It did not pay. And speakAnd a hunch of other useless stuff.
But though she inwardly r;.ged site wrote
ing of the third term, the opposition to
To jill of her friends the self-some note,
that was a factor felt in the vote .of
And said to each of the damfool tost—
every State from (Maine to California, j
“Just how did you guess what 1 needed most?”
America simply will not have it.
—Ella Bentley Arthur, in Life.
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Though naturally religious, it was not
until her graduating year from college
that Miss Willard, during a critical illness, resolved, “If God lets me get well,
I’ll try to be a Christian girl.” Asa
teacher, she achieved eminence; but it
was as organizer and leader of the national and the world’s Woman’s Christian Temperance Union that Frances E.
Willard fulfilled her destiny.
It quickens one’s faith in God's hand
upon individual lives to note the very
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Presidential Vote.

told
fascinating measure or indicate the net Bull Moose
story of her childhood in “Glimpses of inroads, partially made good by RepubliFifty Years.” Her student life was the can accessions as in California, and it
: natural
On her eighteenth shews how disappointed the colonel was
unfolding.
birthday she illustrated her ancestral in his anticipations of a great flocking of
motto, “Truth for authority, not au- Democrats to his standard. Mr. Wilson
j thority for truth,” thus: She took “Ivan- will be a “minority” President, in the
; hoe,” seated herself on the porch and
sense that he failed to
get more than
Her father chanced half or an absolute majority of the
! began to read it.
popu“What have you there?” lar vote. To do that he wouid have had
up the steps.
j “One of Scott’s novels.” “Have I not to poll at least 7,150,000, whereas he fell
; forbidden
you to read any novels?” j nearly a milli n votes short of that.
“You forget what day it is, father.” I
Next to see the havoc which Colonel
“What difference does the day make in ! Roosevelt has wrought. The combined
the deed?”
“A great deal. I am eigh- Taft and Roosevelt vote is
7,304,652, so
j teen today, and I do not have to obey that had the party remained united, had
any laws but those of God hereafter. In I the Roosevelt bolt not occurred, assuming
my judgment ‘Ivai.hoe’ is good to be ; other things to be equal, the party would
read.” The father laughed and the case have had a good majority of the popular

the Governor and Council upon the recommendation of the State
Superintendent and must be expended by

judge
opinion is that

my

n,

it

home-

WEDDING BELLI).

ing a quarter of a million more of men
its magical sura about the subject. And to vote the Socialist ticket than voted it
not?
less
The
is
no
truthfour years ago. There appear to be so
why
landscape
ful because softenpd by the autumn many who did not find anything radical
haze. The many pictures that adorn the enough to suit them in the platforms of
book are a revelation of endowment and the other parties.
Now the total of the Wilson vote is 6,growth. The daguerreotype of Frances
at the age of eight with her pretty sister 156,748, as against the Bryan vote of 6,Mary is a quaint “presentment,” the 409,104 four years ago. That is, the
resolute little figure reminding one of Democratic vote has fallen off
252,456, or
her name Willard—"one who wills.”
nearly four per cent. This appears to
Miss Willard has
the

directly by

and while to

an,

i i

schools,
lengthening
of

more

nice; that she had the mother-heart beyond all women of her time.
Again Miss Gordon has recreated this
great life from the vantage point of intimate friendship.
It has the atmosphere of KingBley’s “Life” and Alice
Love has thrown
Palmer’s,
Freeman

an

>

mr

proportion, as when she touches
the early “romance,” which,

romance; and

the memory

.yes

of

lightly
lacking

....
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The

Maker for RighteousAn Interesting Analysis by the
ness.

a

hastily written biography of Miss
,™e
Willard issued immediately after her
death in 1898, has now been revised
abridged and perfected by its author.
The “Mountain Seen too near” has receded, and in the perspective of fifteen
years, a noble human figure is distinctly
outlined against the sky. Features once
blurred are now clear cut, and life-like.
Miss Gordon has so held the mirror
up to
this glowing personality that it lives and
breathes.
How has she achieved this result?
First, by keeping out of sight. Self effacement during life proved the finest
preparation for writing the “Life.”
Second, by the selection of essentials
from a mass of materials. Miss Gordon’s discrimination appears in such matters as Miss Willard’s severance of relations with the Northwestern
University.
The essential fact is that the hour had
struck. Elsewhere she shows a lively

|
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The Life of France* E. Willard.
By Anna
Adam* Gordon Evanston, III.; National
Worn
an s Christian Temperance
Union.
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the best we have ever made—you may select free of
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SECREr SOCIETIES.

SEARSPORT.
Amos Nichols returned |last
at Sebec Lake.

week from

a

ROYAL

hunting trip

Pittsfield parties were in town last week engaging hay for future delivery.
Miss Mabel E. Griffin left Monday for New

Yoik, where she will spend the winter.
Smelts are caught in large quantities along
the water front, and of very large size.
Mrs. H. N. Edwards of Jackson is the guest
of

Miss L. W. Edwards

on

The annual meeting end election of officers
>f Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., will be
leld Tuesday evening, Dec. 24th.

A stated conclave of Palestine Commandery,
was held last evening for i
vork in the Order of the Red Cross.

(nights Templar,

Phoenix Lodge, F. & A. M., worked the entered apprentice and fellowcraft degrees on
three candidates last Monday evehing.

BakingPowder

Water street.

Sch. Joanna Durgin arrived Thursday from
Ellsworth with 160,000 staves to Pike Bros.
Mrs. M. S. Dodge will leave this week for
Mass., where she will spend the

Mrs. Susie B. McKechnie of Burnham, D. D.
3. C. of the Pythian Sisters, visited the temples in Freedom and Belfast in an official capacity last Thursday and Friday evenings.

AbsolutelyPure

There

was a large attendance at the meeting
Timothy Chase Lodge, F. & A. M., last
Thursday evening. The degree was conferred
on three candidates and a banquet followed the

Springfield,
winter.

Cooking under modem methods and

Miss Emily F. Miller of Belfast has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. R, L. Weymouth on HowEllsworth Howard returned Sunday from
Monroe, where he had been at work for the
past month.

Littlefield has a large crew cutting
cord and stave wood on the Brock lot near
McClure’s pond.
D.

Mrs. J. T. Erskine and daughter, Miss Harriet, left Monday for New York, where they
will spend the winter.
Steamer Kennebec, Capt. Parmenter, finished discharging coal at the Penobscot Coal
dock Thursday and sailed for Norfolk.
Herman Merriam, who has been at work for

Trundy
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thermometer registering 4 above. A howling
wind prevailed during the night.

is

Knyvetta Rebekah L:dge will hold an
evenportant business meeting this, Thursday,
o’clock.

A

full attendance

is

re-

Main street.
Mrs. Medora Marden is with her mother,
Mrs. Gooding Grant of Prospect, for a few
weeks while her daughter. Miss Elvena Grant,
is away for visits.

Miss Henrietta Gilkey, who has been spending her vacation with her mother, Mrs. N. F.
Gilkey, returned Monday to Frankfort, where
she is assistant in the High school.

Capt. LouiB La Verge of New York arrived
Friday to attend the funeral of Capt J.
French Hichborn on that day. He took the

Don’t forget the Ladies’ Aid sale and entertainment in the M. E. vestry this, Thursday,
afternoon and evening. Admission to entertainment 25 cent; children, 15 cents.

last

The Ladies’ Aid Society of the t'niversalist
no
meeting last week because of
the decease of Capt. J. French Hichborn, a
highly respected citizen of our village.

parish held

illness.

Miss Lena Nye entertained a Five Hundred
party last week at which Miss Elise Gilkey
won the first prize, a dainty handkerchief case,
and Miss Flora Twombley of the Searsport
house the consolation, a tiny doll. The other
guests were Miss Annie Gilkey, Miss Henrietta
Gilkey, Miss Evie Kalloch, Miss Maude Smith,
and Miss Florence Twombly. The score cards
were unique black and white drawings and the
refreshments served by the hostess included
salted nuts, cake and hot chocolate.
|

easily defive last Friday

team

I

Brown, lb
Clinton, rf 11..
Giikey, If, 8.Coombs, rb, 2
Trundy, c, 7.McCobb, c, 2
Wilson, lb, 3.Nash, rf, 3

one was

were

I

and
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the guests of Mr. S.’s parents, Capt. and Mrs.
Horace Staples, West Main street.
and Mrs. Charles Emery, Maple street,
returned from a trip to New Haven,
Conn., Newburyport and Cambridge, Mass.
They took Thanksgiving dinner with Mrs.
Emery’s sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.

have

Grant, New Haven, Conn.

Mrs. Almeda H. Rendell, after a serious illSaturday, remains in a critical condition.
In the opinion of her attending physician, Dr. G. A. Stevens, she is fast wearing
out, the heart and kidneys being exceedingly
weak. Her age is against hope of her recovery.

Frank V. Davis, School street, was inby telegram, Dec. 3rd, of the serious
illness of his son-in-law, Mr. Morris Patterson, from diptheria in a hospital in Providence, R. I., the present heme of the Patterson family.
Sympathy is extended by Stockton neighbors to the anxious relatives and
Mr.

called and

formed

thrown.

treatment

and Mrs. McMann, accompanied by his
mother, Madam McMann of Bangor, opened
the house of Mrs. Charles C. Park, West Main
street, Dec. 3rd, which they have leased, furnished, for six months during Mrs. Park’s
Mr.

gifts were numerous and practical,
complete surprise to the guest of
Games were played and some of the

The

guests were initiated into the “R. P. O. D.” society, which caused no end of fun. At a late 1
absence from town. The neighbors are pleased
hour delicious refreshments were served by
to see the electric lights again gleaming from
the hostess, assisted by Misses Maude Smith,
! the windows, piazza and tree. CongratulaLena Nye, Elizabeth Nickels and Henrietta
tions, mingled with best wishes, are extended
Gilkey. The guests included the “Friday |
to this newly married pair.
Club,” Mrs. Nye, Mrs. John Davis, Mrs. WebLast week Stockton was given the following
and
Miss
Miss
Mabel
Griffin.
ber,
Lucy Sargent
weather: Sunday, beautiful day, quite cold
Church Notes. At the morning service of
toward night; Monday, cloudy early in mornthe Congregational church last Sunday the
ing, half-sunshine at noon, dark afternoon and
scripture read was found in Paul’s letter to rain toward night; Tuesday, beautiful sunthe Galatians, chapter 6; text, James 5:19-20.
shine, very mild day; Wednesday, dull sky,
From this solemn, forceful utterance Mr. Mcfine rain late in evening; charming day, alElhiney gave to each present a personal call to most summer-like in temperature; Friday,
duty. ,The choir rendered Dudley Buck’s short thick fog and drizzling rain, mild atmosphere;
Te Deum.
Announcement was made that
Saturday, dull morning, raw wind, clear afterChristmas Sunday, Dec. 22nd, will be observed
aoon.
choir
is
with a musical program. The junior
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis A. Barrett returned Dec.
asked to meet each day this week in the ves4th from their wedding trip and are guests for
try at the close of school for rehearsal. All the
present of the bride’s parents, Mr. and
young people of the parish, and all children of
Later
Mrs. Herbert Mixer, Sylvan street.
the Sunday school old enough to read, are inthey will occupy Mrs. Maria Blanchard’s house
vited to assist.... For the first time in ten
on Sylvan street, and will spend the winter in
years the Sunday school will have a Christmas Stockton. Mr. Barrett’s plans for the future
there
Dec.
24th,
Tuesday evening,
party.
undetermined and he may return to
are
will be at the vestry for all children of the
Ecuador, S. A., in the spring. Stockton exparish, a tree- no, two trees, for one would tends congratulations and best wishes to this
not hold all the joy in store. Santa Claus has
couple, hoping their life voyage may prove
heard the good news and promises to be presprosperous, long and most happy.
et t to 6€e that the fruit of these wonderful
Christmas is coming; is almost here! Have
trees is properly distributed. Then there will
you seen the display of holiday goods at £The
be music, games and things to eat, enough and
Fad”—W. F. Trundy proprietor—on J. G. Lamto spare. The parents and friends of the chilbert’s dry-goods counters, at J. H. Wardwell’s
dren are to have the privilege, not only of
store, J. M. Ames Co.’s crockery and consharing this pleasant evening but also of help- drug
fectionery displays, M. R. LaFurley’s and
ing make it possible. At church next Sunday
Rufus L. Mudgett’s fancy groceries and candy
morning an offering will be taken to help destocks; not omitting Mrs. Mayvill’s millinery
this
and
make
it
Remember
fray expenses.
showing? Give each a call before going out of
generous. There will be no better way to purtown for the materials for filling the little
of
the
season’s
a
bit
chase
joy.
hanging stockings, or decorating the Christmas trees.
“Charity begins at home,” and
Goodhue & Co. can furnish you with silver
ware, vases, fancy table dishes and other
things for Santa Claus to deliver to the chil-

Sage

Stops Dandruff
and Hair Loss

This Great Hair Tonic. Grower and
Beautifier now Sold all over America.
Giroux Manufacturing Company of Buffalo,
Y.t American makers of PARISIAN
Sage, have authorized A. A. Howes & Co. to
refund the price to any purchaser if PARISIAN
Sage does not banish dandruff, stop falling and
splitting hair and scalp itch.
But PARISIAN Sage will do more. It will
promote a new growth of hair if the hair root
is not already dead, and will preserve the
natural color of the hair.
It puts the radiance of sunshine into the
hair and makes it beautiful and good to look
upon. Women who use it once throw aside all
others—50 cents at all dealers.
The

N.

\

also be a communion service, with admission
of new church members. The service will
open at 7 o’clock. Monday evening, Dec. 16th,
at 7.30 o’clock, dedicatory exercises will be
held iu the new church. The pastor, RevHarry Trust, will be assisted by Rev. C. W.
Collier of the Hammond street Cong’l. church,
Bangor, who will deliver the dedication sermon, and also by Revs. David L. Wilson of
Belfast, C. H. McElhiney of Searsport and
Charles Harbutt of Portland. The parish cordially invites all to attend these services.
Obituary. A good and true man—one of
Stockton’s most highly respected citizens—
passed from earthly environment into the
celestial splendors of the “Home Eternal,"

At the

ripe

age

Home.

all

looking

upon them of

the pure, clean life of the man gone from the
daily watchful care of the many flowers always blooming within his garden. He will long
be remembered by his townspeople, who extend sympathy to the daughter, son-in-law
and the many nieces and nephews in their bereavement.

“From the dust of the weary highway,
From the smart of sorrow’s rod,
Into our Father’s presence,
He is bidden—a guest of God.”
SANDYPOINT.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Crocker, arrived home
Monday night from a ten days’ visit in Portland and Augusta.... John Brewer, John Small,
Milliard Grant, Dawson Brewer and Wilmont
Fayle returned Tuesday from a hunting trip
with several deer....Mr. George Allen and
Jerry Emerson of Bucksport, who have been
here moving A. F. Ellis house, completed their
work and returned to their home Saturday....
Mrs. Westley Styles was called to Boston Dec.
5th by the serious illness of her daughter, Miss
Vera Rollins.... Mr. Brock of Searsport was
here Monday surveying for F. F. PerkinsMonday morning the thermometer registered
6 above zero—the coldest this season.
ISLESBORO.
Per

[

M

Tninmoi, nf tVia

Firut

Baptist church, Portland, gave a very interesting lecture in the Baptist church here last
Tuesday evening on “Ploughing in the Cold.”
He also preached a sermon Wednesday evening to a large audience... .The crew of the
Luisiatania gave an evening’s entertainment to

the Mauretania in Union Hall
crew of
A shori musical program
well rendered, after which a reception was
given the officers and then refreshments of a
palatable kind were served. All reports jolly
; good time... The schools in town have closed.
All are sorry to
I including the High school.
learn that Miss Philbrook has to have an
operation for appendicitis.
the

PRESENTS
THE TIME-Now.
‘

THE PLACE-Here.
THE

—Time

Saturday evening.

E. Leach. Rockland lodge has, since its
organization, lost 13 brothers—Elmer Spofford,
Stonington; Addison R. Smith, Charles A.
Crockett, Robert H. Crockett, Charles H.
Berry, Rockland; William L. Greenlaw, Ston-

RIDS YOU

OF

INDIGESTION
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK
A. A. Howes & Co. are authorized to refund
your money if you take MI-O-NA Stomach
Tablets for indigestion or any stomach distress
or misery and are dissatisfied with the results.
And that same guarantee also applies to any
condition caused by out of order stomach, such
as Sallow Skin, Pimples, Headache. Nervousness,
etc.

Dizziness, Sleeplessness, Despondency,

So why should you suffer longer from an unclean stomach when you can try MI-O-NA
Stomach Tablets, the prescription of a specialist on this liberal no benefit no pay plan.
A large box for 10 cents at A. A. Howes A
Co.’s and pharmacists America over.

BUYER-You

Keepers

WATCHES

CLOCKS

Best American Makes in In Blfck
Wood,
Open Face and Hunting,
Banjo Clocks. Marhl
Gold, Gold Filled and
Gold and Nickel.
Bracelet Watches—]5fEST

Mahogany

-^OUR WINDOW^
SHOWS A LARGE VARIETY OF
COODs
Gold,

Chafiing Dishes,

N Silver,
N Cut Glass,
N Pickard China,
NSIDE THE STORE.

IN

Thermos Bottles
And Lunch Sets
Toilet Sets,

Sterling and Plat

NECKLACES and PENDANTS
The

popular demand is for plain effects in Watches
Lockets, Cuff Buttons, Signet Rings and Sterling Silver.
We advise the

!

early purchase

requiring Monograms

and

of

Old

articles
English.

On account of work arising from our own sales
able to engrave articles purchased elsewhere.

NOTICE.

[Positively

!

*

I

No Trouble to Show Goods

John

SHIP

NEWS.

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Dec 3.
ington; Nathan T. Farwell, Rockland; Henry
Ar, stmr Californian,
M. Gentner, Belfast; Wiliiston Grinnell, Cam- Blake, Puerto Mexico; sld, sch Mark Pendleton,
5,
ar, stmr Millinocket,
Jacksonville;
den; Cyrus C. Hills, Frank E. Freeman, Rock- Stockton;
6, sld, sch Pendleton Satisfaction,
land; Benjamin R. York, Jr., Damariscotta Mobile; 7, sld, stmr Millinocket, Stockton; schs
Andrew' Nebinger, Elizabethport for Belfast;
Mills; Erold E. Hosmer, Camden.

Open Evenings Beginning December 14th,
1

Live and Boiled

Wawenock, Carteret, N J, for Stockton.
Belfast Commandery, No. 947, United Order
Boston, Dec 5. Ar, schs Emma McAdam, j
of the Golden Cross, worked the degree on ten Bangor; Annie R Lewis. Promised Land, L I; |
Little
Elsie:, Vinalhaven; sld, sch Theoline, ;
candidates at their regular meeting last ThursFernandina; 6, ar, schs I.uther T Garretson,
Arthur
Varnum
of
Westbrook
day evening.
Patuxent River, Va; Thos Hix, Bangor; sld,
was a guest of the Commandery.
Franconia
He is the schs George W Wells, Norfolk;
(from
Bangor) Plymouth; 8, ar, sch John A
son of Grand Treasurer W'm. P. Varnum, who
Becherman, Bangor; Alice Holbrook, Calais for
has been working in Belfast since the first of Philadelphia; 9. ar, sch Mary Brewer,
Bangor;
October and has added about 50 to the Com- sld, sch Annie & Reuben, Stonington.
Philadelphia, Dec 4. Ar, sch White Wings,
mandery’s membeiship. The following officers
Jacksonville; 6, passed out, Delaware Break- j
were elected: Noble commander, K. B. Craig;
water; slci, sch James W Paul, Jr, Philadelvice noble commander, Mrs. Hester Brown; ! phia for Galveston; cld, sch Lewiston, Hamilnoble keeper of records, Mrs. Nellie Finch; fi- J ton, Bermuda.
Baltimore, Dec 6. Cld, sch Lucinda Sutton,
nancial keeper of records, F. W. Brown; treas| Martinique.
urer, Charles B. Eaton; prelate, Annie M. ban- I
C',hnrl*»stnn. S (I Nnu PS
Ar Rr»h
Ponrlloborn; herald, James Dexter; warder of inner 1 ton Sisters, Philadelphia.
4.
NewpDrt News, Dec
Ar, stmr Kanawha, t
gate, Alberta Drury; warder of outer gate, j

Bramhail’s
FRIDAY

1

ULLI no

«

LimitR.

Miuu

PAID

MARKET.

in

iNortnport,

1

E., wife of G. C. I.ow*r, a.
In Waltham,
PETERS.
Charlotte, widow of Geur
ly of Ellsworth.
Rollins. In Boston
her 7, Miss Vera E. Rollin.

Corrected W eekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

Market

and SATURDAY.

PRODUCER.

17.00al8.00
| Searsport.
Apples, per t»bl, 75al.OO flay,
French; past noble commander, Charles
10
Brunswick, Ga, Dec 9, sld stmrs Jacob M
|
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
E. Sherman; representative to Grand Com- | Haskell, Harriman, Port Reading; General E S Beans, pea,
12
2.85a3.00 Lamb,
i
New
Edward
H
40a50
Haskell,
Lamb
York;
2.50a2.75
Greeley,
Blake,
Y.
Skin3,
Forrest
L.
Charles
E..
Beans,
Adams; trustees,
mandery,
aged 22 years, 5 months a:
>
do.
7
Butter,
at Sandy point December 1
B. Eaton and Charles E. Sherman. There will
28a30| M utton,
San Juan, P R, Nov 30. Sld, sch Governor
50
Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
7^al0
Soper. In Orland, Deci’
be a special meeting this, Thursday, evening Powers, Mayaguez.
50
81 Potatoes,
Beet,forequarters,
Soper, aged 62 years, I. n,
10
Bangor, Dec 4. Ar, stmr F J Lisman, New- Barley, bu,
60 Round Hog,
to work the degree on several candidates, and
neral 1 p. m Tuesday.
6.00
News; sld, schs Paul Palmer, Baltimore; Cheese,
19 Straw,
a literary and musical program and banquet port
26a28
20 Turkey,
j Catawamteak, Salem; 5, ar, sch Catherine (Br), Chicken,
will follow.
2
Is Tallow,
J Turks Island; EmmaS Briggs. Kittery; sld, schs Calf Skins,
; Harold C Beecher, New York; Wesley Abbott,
10al2
20 Veal,
Duck.
Members of the Knights of Pythias from all 1
25
Boston; Wary Ann McCann, do; Herman F Eggs,
40 Wool, unwashed,
over Eastern Maine were in Bangor Dec. 9th
4.00a4.5C
Kimball, Salem; 6, sld, schs George E Walcott, Fowl,
16 Wood, hard,
3.00
Fernanuina; Eagle, Salem; 7, sld, stmi F J Lis- Geese,
18'Wood, soft,
for the reception to the supreme and Maine
sch Catherine (Br)
man,
9,cld,
News;
Newport
MARKET.
RETAIL
RETAIL PRICE.
grand officers of the order. The session open- Bear River, N S; sld, schs N E Ayer, New !
j
1.10
are recognized a*
17 Lime,
ed in City Hall Monday afternoon, when the York; Emma S Briggs, Boston and Plymouth; Beef, Corned,
5
rank of esquire was worked by a picked team Nellie F Sawyer, Boston; John B Carrington, Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a220at Meal,
\
of artistic merit
78
Onions,
Com,
of Bangor,Orono and Old Town Pythians, made do.
12al3
73 Oil. kerosene,
Dec 2
Ar, sch L A Stetson, ('racked Corn,
Searsport,
Woodcock Hu
7
73 Pollock,
up as follows: A. J. Keith, Ira H. Joy, George Stonington; 3, sld, barge Boylston, Weymouth; Corn Meal.
15
24 Pork,
Sutton, Frederick Shaw, Harvey Knowles, i 4, sld, stmr Kennebec, Norfolk; sch L A Stet- Cheese,
1.13
1.75 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
Victor I. Brett, Charles R. Baker and George son, Stonington.
3*
10'Rye Meal,
I
Stockton, Dec 2. Ar, tug Lenape, from Fort Codfish, dry,
1.35
Cluff. Bedivere Lodge of Dexter worked the
12 Shorts,
Milstmr
water
and
Cranberries,
for
3.
returned;
sld,
Point,
6
28 Sugar,
rank of page, and Havelock Lodge of YVater- linocket, New York; 7, sld, schs R. B. White, | Clover Seed,
your cough with
40
G.00a7.25.Salt, T. I.f
At night a public New York; Normandy, do; 8, ar, barge R & L Flour,
ville the rank of knight.
4.50!Sweet Potatoes, 71bs25
Pine and Tar with h
Co No 7, Boston; tug DeWitt C Ivans, Boston; j H. G. Seed,
session and reception was held in City Hall.
Meal.
4$
15!Wheat
Lard.
9, ar, stmr Millinocket, New York.
and Tolu. A large bolt
Dr. Daniel A. Robinson presided and Mayor
Boothbay Harbor, Dec 6. Ar, James Slater, j
It stops all coughs at oneCharles W. Mullen gave an address of wel- Boston.
BORIS
Eastport, Me, Dec 9. Ar, sch Flora Condon, j
turned if not perfectly
come.
Addresses were made by Edgar J.
New York.
Armstrong. In West Brooksville, NovemBrown of Waterville, Chester L. Swallow of
them all. For sale only
FOREIGN FORTS.
ber 28, to Mr. and Mrs. J. Elmer Armstrong, a
Foxcroft, Thomas J. Calling of Macon, Ga
Fred.
Puerto, Mexico, Dee 3, 6 a m. Sld, str Min- son, Elmer
supreme chancellor: P>. S. Young of Ada, O.,
-Coombs. In Holyoke, Mass., December 8, to
nesotan, Parse, New York; 6, 10 a m, sld, str
of Adminbtra
of Notice
supreme vice chancellor; Fred E. Wheaton
Curtis, New York; 7, 7 am, ar, ! Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Coombs, formerly
Oregonian,
of Minneapolis, supreme keeper of records and j
Keal tstde
Belfast, a son.
stmr Dakotan, New York.
seals; C. H. Davis of Denver, supreme repreLowell. In Rockport, December 3, to Mr.
Arrived, str
Salina Cruz, Dec 4, 9 a m.
Pursuant to a license
sentative.
Music was furnished by the
a
Mexican, Tapley, San Francisco; 5, 3 p m, sld, J and Mrs. Burton E. Lowell, daughter. to Mr.
Judge of Probate for the
Pythian orchestra.
Mendall. In Belfast, December 6,
str Columbian, Nicholas, San Diego.
shall sell at public au« t
a
Caibarien, Dec 5. Arrived, schr Josephine, ; and Mrs. Ralph A. Mendall, daughter.
November
27,
day of January A. 1'
In
Frenchboro,
Nickerson.
Philadelphia.
SEARSMuNT.
the forenoon, at the oil
to Mr. and Mrs. Jeptha Nickerson, a son.
in Belfast, Maine, the
Helen Cobb sang a very pretty solo Sunday
to
Sanborn. In Brooksville, November 24,
estate belonging to
Aug t
morning.Minnie Paine is at home from the
Mr. and Mrs. John Sanborn, a daughter, MarCastine Normal school.... Mr. and Mrs. David
Belfast, in the County
irnret Ada.
lie
at
returned
from
Boston
and
deceased,
Maine,
Craig
daughter
Harold

Curtis & Can

j

Copley Pr

“HELLO!

STOP

__CITY

j

Wednesday.The
Monday Dec. 2nd.

village

began

school

At City Drug Store
CHRISTMAS.
HOT

Water Bottles fresh Ircm the facEvery
Price 50c. to $2.00.

tory.
one

warranted.

CUTLERY

Pearl

Handsome

Pocket

Knives and other grades down to 25c.
Razors, regular and safety, Shears and

Scissors of

a

quality

so

good I guaran-

tee them all to give satisfaction.

Strops, Shaving Brushes, Shaving Mugs, Fancy Shaving Pads, Shaving
Soaps, Powders and Cream.

RAZORS,

CHRISTMAS Seals.
CHRISTMAS Stationery.

LEATHER GOODS.

1 am selling what 1

have left at COST.

VIENNA

ArTpLAIES

NOW DON’T FORGET 1

am

agent for

Indian Baskets of sweet grass, also
Grass Scissors and Thimble Holders.

per made—the kind Mr. Chas. Townsend uses, which guarantees the quality. Cameras from $2.00 up.

and in

fancy

sets.

REAL

SACHETS,

Perfumes, both

imported

and

domestic, Toilet Water, etc., Perfume
Atomizers.

SOAPS- A large assortment, from 5c.
a cake up to the best imported soap at
$3.60 a cake. Call and see it.
Liggett’s, Huylers. at 80c. a
Fenway, Bakers, at 60c. a lb., and
Ban’s Saturday Candy only 29c. a lb.

CANDY.
lb.

CICARS

CICARS

I will sell you
at the right

a

CICARS

box

price.

REMEMBER I will give a good Almanac
to every customer who will call and
look over my CHRISTMAS

goods.

CITY DRUG STORE.

on

standing, bounded

to wit: On the northwest
estate, on the north.
Miller; on the southea;
on the southwest by l;o.
son

containing one-eighth
less.

Dated this ninth <!a\
\

Administratrix of

Armstrong. In West Brooksville, November 30, Elmer Fred, infant son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. Elmer Armstrong, aged 2 days.
Benson. In Monroe, November 14, Amazia
Benson, aged 83 years.
Emerton. In Belfast, December 8, Mr. Everett W. Emerton, formerly of Bucksport,
aged 65 years, 4 months and 25 days.
FERGUSON. In Belfast, December 6th, Mrs
Lucelia A. Ferguson, aged 70 years, 6 months

«

deceased.
D. &

3w50.

m.

For

DIED

single

Ha’r Brushes, Combs,

Conary-Conary. In Deer Isle, Novembej
28, Linonel H. Conary and Miss Verna L. Conary, both of Deer Isle.
In Oceanville, Stonington,
Cross-Webr
November 28, Leroy C. Cross and Debora B.,
daughter of Mr. anu Mrs. Arthur V. Webb,
both of Oceanville.
Clement-Douglas. In Castine, November
28, Alva D. Clement and Miss Lona Douglas,
both of Castine.
Hodgkins-Deasy. In BapHarbor, November
30, Asa A. Hodgkins and Miss Blanche Deasy,
both of Bar Harbor.
Webster Page. In Winterport, December
7, by Rev. A. J. Lockhart, Ferdinand N. Webster and Mrs. Lizziebell Page, both of Frankfort
Williams-Parker. In Stonington, November 17, Albert Williams and Miss Lavina Parker, both of Stonington.

CHRISTMAS Post Cards.

and have on hand the best line of
CAMERAS, Films and Developing Pa-

MIRRORS,

to wit: A certain lot
uated in said Belfast, v

MARRIED

Mr. Ernest Davis of
South Montville is the principal and Miss
Lulu Ames of Appleton assistant.Don’t
forget the Christmas sale and supper, December 12th.... Mrs. George Kelso and Miss Pearl
Whitten will go to Boston Dec. 12th.

was

dren; and their elders.

Sunday evening, Dec. 15th, Prof. Lyman of
the Bangor Theological Seminary will preach
There will
at the Congregational church.

unavailing.

has gone

forcefully reminding

|

Parisian

were

The funeral took
place at his late home, attended by Rev. A. A.
Blair of the Universalist parish in gn appropriate and sympathetic manner. The floral
contributions were numerous and beautiful,
of 87 he

friends.

were a

honor.

exceedingly

turn last

One of the pleasantest parties of the season
was given Friday evening by Mrs. N. F. Gilkey
and Miss Angie Carver at their residence on
Main street. It was in nonor of Mrs. John
Frame, and took the form of a tin wedding to
celebrate the tenth anniversary of her marriage.

are

phases
ing and educational.
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Staples and family—
five children—of Sebago arrived in town last

Everett S.

McElhiney, rb.Clancy, If, 4
Referee, Trundy. Time of game, two 20minute halves. The game was fast, exciting
Few fouls

Eugenics,

of

was

C. Y. M. C. A.

and cleanlv nlaved.

Rev. Arthur A. Blair will address the ladies
Current Events Club at some early date
His talk upon various
upon Criminology.
of the

for burial.

SEARSPORT

Blanchard of Sandypoint, a woman of rare
traits of character, musical ability and personal attractiveness. To this highly congenial
union one daughter was given, upon whom
the fullest parental love was bestowed. After
retiring from sea life Capt. Hichborn interested himself quite ^extensively in the political
affairs of his town, which he represented in
the State legislature. He had also been first
selectman and town agent and carried on
several legal cases which in their favorable
results, due to his persistency and determination to prove the rectitude of his position,
were far-reaching—one law decision establishing a precedent in the State. An ardent Republican, he found little cause for deflection
from strict party lines. In religious sentiments he affiliated with
the Univeralist
denomination and both he and his wife
were members of Dr. Thayer’s church in Boston. In Sept., 1903, the cherished wife was
called into the better wo: Id, leaving an aching
wound in his heart—a void in his home-life
which nothing healed or adequately filled.
Nothing induced him to separate himself from
the surroundings associated with her memories. He was happier in his lonesome home
than elsewhere. His daughter, Mrs. Ryder,
s pent the summers with him, but failed to inducehim to peimanently share her home in
C ambridge, Mass. She ar.d her husband, Dr.
J. F. Ryder, were at his bedside the last days
of his sickness, but all efforts to give beneficial

Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Ryder took the afternoon
train laBt Friday for their Cambridge, Mass.,
home.
They had been with Mrs. Ryder’s
last
father, Capt. J. F. Hichborn, during his

greatly missed in the neighborhood, as he was
oved and respected by all, and many words of
sympathy are expressed for the wife and
daughter and his only sister and niece, Miss
Harriette. The funeral took place Tuesday a.
m. and the remains were taken to Winterport

feated the Camden Y. M. C. A.
night by the score of 58 to 24. The line up
as follows:

train for Bosion.

afternoon

Mr. Thomas Houstin
Dodge’s Corner.
died of Bright’s disease at the home of his sister, Mrs. T. D. Nickerson, in Swanville, Friday
Uncle Tommie will be
morning, Dec. 6th.

Searsport basketball

was

postponed last week owing to the death that
day (Wednesday) of Capt. J. F. Hichborn, East

Rev. J. A. Weed gave a very interesting lecture on “Old New England” in the M. E. vestry last Thursday evening before a fair-oized
audience.

not

in his usual health.

The session of the Current Events Club

quested.

The

now

Miss Leora Partridge left last Thursday for
visits in Old Town and shopping in Bangor.
She returned early the present week.

im-

Hancock Lodge, F. & A. M. of Castine, has
elected the following officers to fill the chairs
during the year 1913: W. M., Warren P. Hooper; S. W., W. C. Blown; J. W., Rosmar Devereaux; S. D.t Andrew Patterson; J. D., L. C.
Gray; secretary, F. S. Perkins; treasurer, R. B.
Brown; finance committee, R. O. Parker, C.
Fred Jones, Frank Hooper; trustees of charity
fund, J. C. Whiting and W. A. Walker.

HOLIDAf

....

Capt. L. M. Partridge, Church street, has recovered from his recent attack of pleurisy and

northwest

ng at 7

At the regular meeting of Canton Fallas, U.
R. K. of P., held Dec. 11th. the following officers were elected: Captain, Arthur R. Murch;
Lieut. Leon T. Shute; Ensign, Albert H. Morse;
Clerk, Orrin J. Dickey; accountant, Ralph H.
Howes. A banquet followed the election.

The L. A. S. of Troy joined with the lediee
of Unity in the work for the church fair, which
was held Dec. 4th and 5th in Odd Fellowa hall.
Twelve booths were arranged and decorated
in red, white and blue, and filled with useful
and fancy articles.
The apron booth alone
contained 127 aprons. Despite the unfavorable weather of the 4th a goodly number attended and about $20 was realized from the
supper and $25 on a hand-painted plate, which
fortune favored Misa Bertha Connor with. A
nice large guess cake went to Mrs. Linnie
Fuller. The second day was an ideal day and
the hall was filled to overflowing at the entertainment in the evening given by Mrs. Eugene
York of Winthrop which consisted of Gene
Stratton
Porter’s beautiful
Irish
story
“Freckles” in five scenes, as follows: Scene
first, Freckles comes into the Limberlost and a
fight occurs. Scene second, the coming of the
Angel (introducing solo, Irish love song.)
Scene third, Black Jack captures Freckles and
the Angel captures Black Jack. Scene fourth,
Freckles offers his life and refuses love. Scene
fifth, Freckles comes to his birthright. The
entertainment lasted over two hours, but all
were interested and pronounced it one of the
best ever given in the hall. The net proceeds
were over $200.
Unity was Mr. York's native
town and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. York,
still reside here_O. J. Murry recently had a
telephone installed in his house.Miss Lorania Harding of Troy and Mr. Ramsey of
Madison yere joined in matrimony Dec. 4th at
the parsonage in Unity by Rev. James Ainslie.
The bride is one of Troy’s most estimable
young ladies and the groom, as we understand,

Belfast Lodge, No. 140, N. E. O. P., at its
regular meeting on Monday evening, observed is well worthv of his bride. Mnv
a Children’s Night and the following program
and prosperity attend them through a
long
was finely rendered: music, Catherine Colcord; wedded life is the wish of their
many friends
when, on December 4tb, iyi2, Lapt. josian
Alton Braley; music, Julia^Littlefield;
reading,
Elmer
and
Leon
and
Delmont
West
Bagley
French Hichborn, after several weeks of inreading, Katherine Kittridge; music, Louise left for Holeb last Thursday Dec. 5th on a
tense suffering, consequent upon a painful
Clement; songs, Louise Clement, Julia Little- hunting trip-Willie Sanderson of Troy shot
affection of the foot, due to advanced age,
field, Catherine Colcord, Eleanor Bruce, Kath- and killed a beautiful large deer Dec. 4th.
quietly fell asleep to awake in the presence of erine Kittridge, Frances Wiley, Lillian Dexter.
nine
his beloved wife, so deeply mourned for
WINTERPORT.
At the annual meeting of Primrose Chapter,
Thomas Houston, a former resident of this
long years. Capt. Hichborn was born July
0.
E.
last
the
S.,
ofFriday evening
following
1, 1825, in Prospect, now Stockton Springs, one
town, died last Saturday morning in North
ficers were elected for the ensuing year:
of the large family of the late Faul Revere
Searsport at the home of the late T. D. NickMrs. HattieS. Ritchie; worthy
Hichborn, all of whom were in the “Sweet Be- Worthy matron,
erson, and the burial took place here Dec 10th
Charles R. Coombs; associate matron,
in Oak Hill cemetery-Rev. A. J. and Mrs.
yond” to greet him as he passed “Over the patron,
River.” Full of the Yankee zeal for an active Mrs. Julia A. Vickery; conductress, Mrs. Lockhart returned last Satuiday from a three
life he early began sea-going, his capability, Eleanor J. Woodcock, associate conductress, weeks’ visit in Brcckton, Springfield,
Hyde
C. Hills; secretary, Miss Alberta
integrity, industry and untiring devotion to Mra.|tLulu
Park, Mass., and other places, arriving in time
Miss
Ellen
Maude
BarWadsworth;
treasurer,
for Mr. Lockhart to deliver an excellent serduty soon placing him in command of a vessel.
ker. The installation will take place in JanuThe barque Evelyn was built for him; then the
mon Sunday, Dec. 2nd-Mr. and Mrs. Walter
and
the
appointed officers will then be an- Haley have returned from visits in Winchesship E. Sherman, followed by the brig Stock* ary
nounced.
ter and Lynn, Mass... Mary, wife of
t on and the brig Hermon. His last command
Capt.
was of the ship Success.
Memorial services in remembrance of brother Thomas Morrissey, died very suddenly at her
Having wrested a
The funeral services took
competency from Old Neptune’s domain he Elks who have passed away, were held by the home Dec. 5th.
retired from the arduous life of a master mari- members of Rockland lodge at their Home place Saturday morning at 9 o’clock at the
Catholic church ...Mrs. Ellen M. Littlefield
ner in 1817 to devote himself to the pleasant
Sunday afternoon, December 1st, beginning at has
to Hudson, Mass., to visit her sisters
for his attractive home four o'clock. Every lodge of the order held a and gone
task of caring
other friends_F. C. Atwood raised 400
and spacious grounds, previously prepared similar service at the same time according to bushels of potatoes on his place.... Norman P.
Arey will act as clerk for Joshua Treat during
upon ancestral acres in his native town. ancient custom. The ceremonies were celethe High school vacation.
In
1855 he married Miss Maria Treat brated under the direction of Exalted Ruler

SPRINGS.

STOCKTON

Son at their mill on Opeechee
stream, has returned to his home in Morrill.
A. E.

work.

“

M. Nichols, who is teaching at
Milo Junction, arrived Saturday for a three
weeks’ vacation.
Miss Iona

Leroy

con-

veniences is made so attractive the whole
family is becoming interested.
“These biscuits are delicious; this cake is
I made them,”
excellent,” says the father.
says the daughter, and both father and
daughter beam with pleasure.
Royal Baking Powder has made home
baking a success, a pleasure and a profit, and
the best cooking today the world over is
done with its aid.

ard street.

I

your

Boxes frc
to

$1.25,

OKAS.

!

F.

Before You b

and 29 days.

Gross. In Seboomook, December 2, Phineas
A. Gross, aged 56 years.
Houston. In North Searsport, Decembei
7, Thomas Houston, formerly of Jamaica Plain
Mass., aged 75 years. Burial in Winterpon

Tuesday.

Hunt. In North Bucksport, December 2
Mrs. Francis C. Hunt, aged 24 years, 6 months
Keen. In Rockland, December 3, Ellen
wife of Lucien B. Keen, aged 74 years,
months and 25 days.
Kenfield. In Boston, November 9, Heler
Kent Kenfield, aged 46 years and 10 months.
Kent. In Boston, November 26, Lizzie Gard'
ner Kent, a native of Rockport, aged 80 years
Morriscy. In Winterport, December 5, Mary
wife of Thomas Morriscy, aged 79 years.
Nutt. In Roxbury, Mass., December 3, Mrs
M. Nutt, aged 82 years. Interment ii

C.^

Sarah
ockport.
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